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    About the ‘CRUX’

Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various 
public services examinations. The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute 
an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations today.However, an 
aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from 
an exam perspective.The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that 
may or may not be useful for the exams. Thus, acandidate is forced to spend a 
substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining notes for the current 
affairs. Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, 
relevant from the exam perspective at oneplace. Thus, candidates are often found 
wasting their time in search of current affairs material. It is with this problem in 
mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and Press Information 
Bureau(PIB). The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary 
of the important news and current affairs,from an exam point of view. By reading 
the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and effort, as you get all 
the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form. The Crux is particularly 
helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current
affairs section.The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful 
for both- objective and descriptive sections. Our aim is to help the candidates in 
their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication inspire us 
to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes
Editorial Board
Team Aspirant Forum

   Courtesy:
   The Hindu
   Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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Five States to get new Governors

The Centre  appointed new Governors for five States. A communiqué from 

the RashtrapatiBhavan said President Ram NathKovind had appointed 

new Governors for Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Himachal Pradesh, Kerala 

and Telangana.

Former Union Minister Arif Mohammed Khan, who walked out of the Rajiv 

Gandhi government in 1986 after it had decided to overturn the Supreme 

Court’s Shah Bano judgment, was appointed Governor of Kerala along 

with three other BJP leaders. Former Uttarakhand Chief Minister Bhagat 

Singh Koshyari has been named the Governor of Maharashtra, while Tamil 

Nadu BJP president TamilisaiSoundararajan will be the new Governor of 

Telangana.

Former Union Labour Minister BandaruDattatreya will be the Governor 

of Himachal Pradesh in place of Kalraj Mishra, who has been given the 

charge of Rajasthan, replacing incumbent Governor Kalyan Singh.

Mr. Khan, an ardent critic of instant triple talaq and advocate of reforming 

the Muslim personal law, will be replacing Justice (retd.) P. Sathasivam. 

Another prominent appointment is that of Ms. Soundararajan, who will be 

replacing Telangana Governor E.S.L. Narasimhan, a former Director of the 

Intelligence Bureau.
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Assam to move SC for NRC reverification in select districts
“Technical flaws” may have caused exclusion of Bengali Hindu refugees: 

Minister 

The Assam government and the ruling BJP in the State have termed the 

finalisation of the National Register of Citizens (NRC) as a “mixed bag”, with 

concerns being raised over several “technical flaws” in the process that may 

have caused the exclusion of Bengali Hindu refugees who had crossed over 

to Assam before 1971.

Speaking to The Hindu , Assam Finance Minister HimantaBiswaSarma 

said the State government would approach the Supreme Court again for 

a reverification process, on a pilot basis, in a couple of districts to try and 

address the anomalies.

“The NRC authority has registered many cases where documents were 

questionable after which we asked for a reverification of 20% of the cases 

in border districts and 10% in other districts as we found that in border 

areas, where populations were high, deletions were low, whereas in tribal 

areas deletions were higher in proportion. The Supreme Court denied that 

request. We will go back again to the Supreme Court and ask that at least 

in two districts, on a pilot basis, reverification should happen,” he said.

According to him, the outcome saw two kinds of people among a total of 

over 19 lakh exclusions: “Bengali Hindu refugees who had come over before 

1971 and the others who had issues with their documentation.”

Refugee certification

He said there were “technical flaws in the exercise as many NRC officials 

did not recognise refugee certification issued before 1971, as a result of 

which many Bengali Hindus remained outside the list.”

He said he was also concerned with the over 3 lakh people who did not 

appeal against their exclusion when the draft NRC had come out earlier. 
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“There are lakhs who did not reapply. Unless you update the NRC nationally, 

we will not know the net result of illegal immigrants across the country,” he 

said.

Detection to continue

He insisted that going forward, the process of detecting foreigners would not 

be restricted to just the NRC exercise. “The NRC is one place, but our border 

police have the right to pursue enquiries against those with questionable 

documents and citizenship for the detection of illegal foreigners, and that 

will continue,” he added.

Teachers’ Day: Punjab teacher who transformed 4 remote 
schools to get national award today
Amarjeet Singh started his career as a medical representative, but is now a 

resource person of the PSEB apart from being a science teacher in middle 

and high school.

Forty-year-old Amarjeet Singh, who teaches science in the Government 

Senior Secondary School in Ranghrial village of Mansa district, will be the 

lone teacher from Punjab to get a national award on Teacher’s Day, Thursday. 

Amarjeet, who reached New Delhi Wednesday evening, said, “Of the 46 

teachers to be honoured tomorrow, I will be the only one from Punjab.”

He started his career as a medical representative, but is now a resource 

person of the Punjab School Education Board (PSEB) apart from being a 

science teacher in middle and high school. He had joined the PSEB in 2006 

and since then has transformed four remote schools of Mansa apart from 

improving their results. He also created his own websites — http://www.

parhopunjab.com, eheadmasters.com and balainschools.com. “I used to 

get many queries on a daily basis from teachers of Punjab.Hence I created 
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my own website on which teachers interact and exchange information,” he 

said.

Amarjeet had joined a primary school in Ralli village, Mansa, in 2007. At the 

time, it was even lacking basic facilities. He motivated the gram panchayat 

and got funds released through zilaparishad, NREGA and spent Rs 13 

lakh on this school to renovate it. Working models were made, e-library, 

smart classrooms, and science and maths parks followed. “I work on child 

psychology-based teaching and hence the children enjoy learning. I even 

post their videos on social media,” he said, adding that his concepts are 

based on building and learning aids.

In 2017, Amarjeet was posted to a primary school in JeetsarBachhuana in 

Mansa, which had only 43 students in village that had a population of 250 

villagers. Today, 136 students study in this school from adjoining villages 

as well and transport facility has been created by the Parent Teachers 

Association (PTA) themselves. “In this school, students pay Rs 300 each 

per month to the PTA, which is an autonomous body that manages various 

expenditures including transport facility. This school too gives 100 per cent 

results. It is a Smart School with a proper building and learning aids,” said 

Amarjeet.

He later worked in the Government Senior Secondary School, Boha, for 6 

months and since January, has been teaching at the Government Senior 

Secondary School in Ranghrail.

“Village panchayats keep calling me and I go as a resource person to share 

my experience with them. During the process of transformation, I tried to 

get funds from government schemes and a little from donations,” he said. 

Amarjeet had received a state award on Independence Day. “My wish is to 

share my experience with as many I can so that government schools can be 

at par with private schools.”
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Moosa teacher among 55 to get state award

Jagjeet Singh Walia, in-charge of the Government Primary School, Moosa, 

in Mansa district, will be one of 55 teachers to get a state award .Walia 

transformed the school and is also running vocational courses to teach 

music, art and craft in association with Pracheen Kala Kendra.

The Indian Express had reported on this school on August 18, 2019. Walia 

has been working here since 2002 and has spent over Rs 32 lakh on the 

institution through various schemes apart from donations.

Poultry scam: Case against agro firm for cheating farmers
A 35-year-old farmer lodged the first information report in this case at the 

Dattawadi police station . Police have booked the founder, director and 

accountant of the company, which has its office on the Pune-Satara Road. 

Office-bearers of the Maharayat Agro India Private Limited Company firm 

have been booked by Pune City Police for allegedly cheating several farmers 

to the tune of crores by making them invest in ‘KadaknathKombdi’, a poultry 

business, by assuring lucrative returns. The accountant of the firm, Pritam 

Mane (26), has also been arrested.

A 35-year-old farmer lodged the first information report in this case at the 

Dattawadi police station . Police have booked the founder, director and 

accountant of the company, which has its office on the Pune-Satara Road.

Till now, police have received complaints from 67 investors, including 

farmers and their family members, who have been cheated to the tune of 

Rs 1.73 crore. Officials of the company allegedly asked the farmers to rear 

Kadaknath chicken, which has good demand in the market because of its 

high protein content. They allegedly promised to supply the birds to the 

farmers, along with the fodder and medical aid needed for rearing these 
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chickens. The company allegedly promised to purchase the chickens and 

eggs from farmers, assuring high returns.

Hundreds of farmers from Sangli, Kolhapur, Satara and Pune invested money 

in this business, but didn’t get the promised returns from the company.

Police said initially, the company returned some money to the farmers, but 

later stopped buying the chickens and eggs from them. So, hundreds of 

farmers, mainly from western Maharashtra, invested in the business but lost 

huge amounts of money, said police. Assistant Police Inspector Shankar 

Salgar, who is investigating the case, said, “So far, we have received 

complaints from 67 people. The number of complaints and the amount of 

fraud is likely to increase. We have arrested Pritam Mane, the accountant. 

A court has remanded him to police custody till September 6 .”

Sangli Police recently arrested the company’s director, HanmantJagdale 

and SandeepMohite, the brother of another company director, SudhirMohite. 

Jagdale and SandeepMohite were remanded to police custody till September 

9 by a Sangli court.

Respond to pleas against UAPAamendments, SC tells 
Centre
The Supreme Court  asked the Union government to respond to petitions 

challenging its decision to amend the draconian Unlawful Activities 

(Prevention) Act giving it powers to categorise anyone as a terrorist.

A Bench led by Chief Justice of India (CJI) RanjanGogoi issued notice 

to the Centre on petitions filed by SajalAwasthi and the Association for 

Protection of Civil Rights, an NGO which said the amended law allowed the 

government to freely encroach upon the fundamental rights of dignity, free 

speech, dissent and reputation.
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The petitions said the UAPA Amendment Act of 2019, passed by Parliament, 

conferred the Centre with “discretionary, unfettered and unbound powers” 

to categorise a person as a terrorist. The law could now be used by the 

government to bring a person into disrepute, and even worse, rob him or her 

liberty. The heavy burden to prove the entire government machinery wrong 

would lie on the person.

“The Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Amendment Act, 2019 seeks to 

substantially modify Chapter VI of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 

1967 and Section 35 and 36 therein. The new Section 35 of the UAPA 

Act, 1967 empowers the Central government to categorise any individual 

as ‘terrorist’ and add name of such a person in Schedule 4 of the Act,” Mr. 

Awasthi contended.

Right to reputation

The petition said the right to reputation was an intrinsic part of fundamental 

right to life with dignity under Article 21 of the Constitution and tagging 

an individual as “terrorist” even before the commencement of trial or any 

application of judicial mind over it, did not amount to following the ‘procedure 

established by law’.

“The right to dissent is a part and parcel of fundamental right to free speech 

and expression and therefore, cannot be abridged in any circumstances 

except for mentioned in Article 19 (2). The UAPA, 2019 empowers the 

ruling government, under the garb of curbing terrorism, to impose indirect 

restriction on the right to dissent which is detrimental for our developing 

democratic society,” it said. Instead of preserving the dignity of an individual, 

the government sought to encroach upon it, it added.
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NRC a humanitarian crisis: ex-judge
A.P. Shah says citizenship is one of the most basic, fundamental human 

rights 

“In the context of Assam — as well as in the country — citizenship, as the 

right to have rights, is one of the most basic, fundamental human rights in 

modern societies. Deprivation of citizenship must follow the most rigorous 

procedure available; the overriding concern must be fairness, not quickness 

or efficiency,” Justice A.P. Shah (retd) said at the concluding session of 

the two-day event on “Contested citizenship in Assam: people’s tribunal on 

constitutional processes and human cost”.

‘Humanitarian crisis’

“We have heard the views and experiences of people excluded from the 

National Register of Citizens (NRC) in Assam, and of various leading experts, 

and we all agree that the NRC has spawned a humanitarian crisis. We worry 

because there are no signs of this crisis abating,” he added, reading from 

the “jury report” presented .

He said a large number of minorities, religious, linguistic or ethnic, in 

Assam had lived with the fear of being told that they did not belong to India. 

“They may at any time be marked doubtful (D) voters, and prevented from 

exercising their franchise. A local border police constable can again at any 

time accuse them of being a foreigner and refer the case to a detention 

centre. Even after the final NRC, there are many demands for selective re-

verification of the NRC,” he said

Justice Kurian Joseph (retd), Justice Madan B. Lokur (retd), Professor 

Faizan Mustafa and SyedaHameed were present.

The panel said that after hearing the testimonies, they found that the 

“burden of proof was shifted to the residents to prove that they were citizens. 

Documents such as those of birth, schooling and land-ownership which 
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impoverished and unlettered rural residents anywhere would find hard to 

muster, were insisted upon.

Even when documents were produced, they were refused for discrepancies 

in the English-language spelling of Bengali names or in ages.

Professor Mustafa said, “Two very fundamental ideas of India — Akhand 

Bharat and VasudhaivaKutumbakam — have been violated. How can we 

agree to treat individuals the way we are treating people in Assam? We 

have to understand that this is not about inclusion but exclusion and also, 

this is not about the people but the State.”

Stating that the implication of the human cost has to be considered in this 

case, Dr. Hameed said that what she heard at the “public hearing” was like 

a stab in the heart.

“Imagine if what is happening to Assam is extended to the rest of the 

country…what would it mean for us?,” she said.

Permanent paranoia

“The fear of being excluded from the NRC, being declared as foreigner, and 

finally being sent to a detention centre, has created a situation of permanent 

paranoia among vulnerable communities, especially Bengal-origin 

Assamese Muslims and Bengali Hindus living in the State of Assam. This 

fear has pushed the people to a snapping point and many are committing 

suicide. Women and their children bear a disproportionately higher burden 

of the process,” the group said.

India to restore more degraded land
PM announces target revised from 21 million hectares to 26 million hectares 

by 2030 

India has raised by 10% the area of degraded land that the country has 
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agreed to restore by 2030, Prime Minister NarenderaModisaid .

“I would like to announce that India would raise its ambition of the total 

area that would be restored from its land degradation status, from 21 million 

hectares to 26 million hectares, between now and 2030,” he said in his 

keynote address at the high-level ministerial segment at the United Nation 

Conference of Parties summit on land degradation held at Greater Noida.

On August 27, Union Environment Minister PrakashJavadekar, during a 

prelude to the UN summit, said that India would restore “5 million hectares” 

between 2021 and 2030. Mr. Modi, in his address, said that this target would 

be achieved with an emphasis on “degraded agricultural, forest and other 

wasteland by adopting a landscape restoration approach”.

India faces a severe problem of land degradation, or soil becoming unfit 

for cultivation. About 29%, or about 96.4 million hectares, of its land is 

considered degraded.

This January, India became part of the “Bonn Challenge”, a global effort 

to bring 150 million hectares of the world’s deforested and degraded land 

into restoration by 2020, and 350 million hectares by 2030. At the United 

Nations Conference of the Parties (COP) 2015 in Paris, India joined the 

voluntary Bonn Challenge and pledged to bring into restoration 13 million 

hectares of degraded and deforested land by 2020, and an additional 8 
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million hectares by 2030.

Resurrected ‘Golden Arrows’ to fly Rafale jets

First batch of the aircraft is scheduled to arrive in May 2020 

The Indian Air Force (IAF)  resurrected the Air Force Station (AFS) Ambala-

based 17 Squadron ‘Golden Arrows’, which will operate the first squadron 

of Rafale fighter jets in the near future.

The first batch of Rafale jets is scheduled to be formally handed over to 

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh on October 8 in France, officials said, 

speaking on condition of anonymity. The jets are set to arrive in India in May 

2020.

The resurrection ceremony was presided over by IAF chief Air Chief 

Marshal (ACM) B.S. Dhanoa. Incidentally, he had commanded the 17 

Squadron during the Kargil conflict in 1999. On December 31, 2011 the 

squadron was ‘number plated’ after the Russian Mig-21 jets that it flew were 

decommissioned.

The 17 Squadron was raised at Ambala on October 01, 1951 under the 

command of Flight Lieutenant D.L. Springett and was initially equipped with 

the Harvard-II B aircraft.
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“By November 1955, Squadron converted fully to De Havilland Vampire and 

by 1957, Hawker Hunter aircraft were flown by the ‘Golden Arrows’. The 

Squadron converted to the Mig-21 M in 1975,” the IAF said in a statement.

Between October 2019 and May 2020, three batches — each comprising 

eight IAF pilots along with engineers and technicians — would undergo 

advanced training on the Indian Rafale jets in France, a defence official 

said. So far, three IAF pilots and two technical officers have trained on the 

French Air Force’s Rafales as per the terms of the contract.

The Indian standard Rafale, incorporating all the India Specific Enhancements 

(ISEs), would be operationally ready, latest by September 2021.

NRC a humanitarian crisis: ex-judge
A.P. Shah says citizenship is one of the most basic, fundamental human 

rights 

“In the context of Assam — as well as in the country — citizenship, as the 

right to have rights, is one of the most basic, fundamental human rights in 

modern societies. Deprivation of citizenship must follow the most rigorous 

procedure available; the overriding concern must be fairness, not quickness 

or efficiency,” Justice A.P. Shah (retd) said at the concluding session of 

the two-day event on “Contested citizenship in Assam: people’s tribunal on 

constitutional processes and human cost”.

‘Humanitarian crisis’

“We have heard the views and experiences of people excluded from the 

National Register of Citizens (NRC) in Assam, and of various leading experts, 

and we all agree that the NRC has spawned a humanitarian crisis. We worry 

because there are no signs of this crisis abating,” he added, reading from 

the “jury report” presented .
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He said a large number of minorities, religious, linguistic or ethnic, in 

Assam had lived with the fear of being told that they did not belong to India. 

“They may at any time be marked doubtful (D) voters, and prevented from 

exercising their franchise. A local border police constable can again at any 

time accuse them of being a foreigner and refer the case to a detention 

centre. Even after the final NRC, there are many demands for selective re-

verification of the NRC,” he said

Justice Kurian Joseph (retd), Justice Madan B. Lokur (retd), Professor 

Faizan Mustafa and SyedaHameed were present.

The panel said that after hearing the testimonies, they found that the 

“burden of proof was shifted to the residents to prove that they were citizens. 

Documents such as those of birth, schooling and land-ownership which 

impoverished and unlettered rural residents anywhere would find hard to 

muster, were insisted upon.

Even when documents were produced, they were refused for discrepancies 

in the English-language spelling of Bengali names or in ages.

Professor Mustafa said, “Two very fundamental ideas of India — Akhand 

Bharat and VasudhaivaKutumbakam — have been violated. How can we 

agree to treat individuals the way we are treating people in Assam? We 

have to understand that this is not about inclusion but exclusion and also, 

this is not about the people but the State.”

Stating that the implication of the human cost has to be considered in this 

case, Dr. Hameed said that what she heard at the “public hearing” was like 

a stab in the heart.

“Imagine if what is happening to Assam is extended to the rest of the 

country…what would it mean for us?,” she said.

Permanent paranoia

“The fear of being excluded from the NRC, being declared as foreigner, and 
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finally being sent to a detention centre, has created a situation of permanent 

paranoia among vulnerable communities, especially Bengal-origin 

Assamese Muslims and Bengali Hindus living in the State of Assam. This 

fear has pushed the people to a snapping point and many are committing 

suicide. Women and their children bear a disproportionately higher burden 

of the process,” the group said.

Aadhaar authentication must from Jan. 2020: GSTN
Move to ward off ghost traders; physical verification, an alternative exercise, 

will be done in 3 days 

To keep ghost traders at bay, Aadhaar authentication or physical verification 

will be made mandatory for new traders coming under the Goods and 

Services Tax regime from January 2020, according to the GST Network.

Sushil Kumar Modi, who heads the Group of Ministers of the GST Network 

said: Aadhaar authentication of new dealers, which is optional as of now, will 

be made mandatory. In the last two years, we have noticed that there have 

been a good number of fly-by-night operators who made fake invoices.’’

Under the new rule, those who do not prefer Aadhaarauthentication, can go 

for physical verification, which will be carried out in three days. Currently, 

Aadhaar authentication is optional and no physical verification is required.

Simplified returns

Speaking to mediapersons, Mr. Modi said the GST Council, due to low 

filing of annual returns, was contemplating a more simplified, new returns 

system.

“We are trying to make the returns system more simple compared to the 

earlier one, which was a bit complicated. All types of taxpayers will get a 
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new system under three formats: Sahaj, Sugam and Normal. They will be 

rolled out in one go in January 2020,” he said.

The GSTN has decided to make tax refunds entirely online from September 

24 this year and it would be done from a single source, either by the Central 

GST or State GST.

“Refunding has been a big issue since the launch of GST, 30 months ago. 

We hope making it online will bring more transparency and convenience for 

traders and exporters,” he added.

According to Mr. Modi, most of the GST processes are now being done 

manually and this time-consuming exercise has led to transparency 

issues.

“Exporters and traders have been complaining about various refund related 

issues. I am happy to announce that from September 24, refunds processes 

are going to be completely online. Whatever type of refund it is, whether 

export refund or I-T refund, or any other kind of refund all will be online 

and will be from a single authority. The dealer will get payment from Public 

Finance Management System,” he said. Till date, Rs. 93,416 crorewere 

refunded to the exporters, of which 74% of claims were either sanctioned 

or rejected. For the remaining 26% of refunds, traders are still running from 

pillar to post.

“So going online will be a big relief, especially for exporters. I congratulate 

Infosys for readying this platform for September launch,” he added. 

Cautioning the traders’ community further, Mr. Modi said from November, 

unless returns were filed, e-way bills cannot be generated and alerts would 

be sent to non-filers after which they would not be able to generate the e-

way bills.

“We have noticed that 27.22 lakh dealers have not filed their returns of June 

and July and their e-way bill can be blocked. Among them, about 5.2 lakh 
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dealers are still using e-way bills,” he stated.

“We are giving them a chance and I will give an example of Karnataka, 

where 1.75 lakh are bound to be blocked. Among them 35,033 dealers were 

found using the e-way bills every month actively. So, alerts have been sent 

to these 35,033 dealers,” Mr. Modi added. The GST network currently has 

some 1.23 crore traders.

The next GSTN meeting will be held on September 20 in Goa.

New MV Act impact: use of seat belts goes up among bus, 
truck drivers
The use of seat belts has improved substantially among bus and truck 

drivers after the new law on traffic violations came into force, according to a 

survey conducted by NGO Save Life Foundation.

The study was conducted at different sites in two States — at Burari, Bhalswa 

and Mukundpur in Delhi and Mumbai Pune Expressway and Old Mumbai 

Pune Highway in Maharashtra. As many as 1,190 vehicles were observed 

before the implementation of the Act on August 29 and on September 11 a 

total of 1,294 vehicles were monitored after the rules came into effect.

80.5% increase

The findings show that in Delhi there was an 80.5% increase in use of 

seat belts by bus drivers with 88% of them wearing seat belts after the 

implementation of the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 2019, whereas 

only 7.5% wore them earlier. Similarly, the use of seat belts among bus 

drivers in Mumbai went up by 26%, with 50% of those monitored wearing 

them instead of a mere 26.5% earlier. About 120 buses were monitored in 

Delhi and 108 in Mumbai before the study and after the study 105 were 

observed in Delhi and 110 in Mumbai.
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There is a remarkable improvement among truck drivers, too, with 27.7% 

increase in their use in Delhi and 21% in Mumbai. A total of 92 trucks before 

the new rules and 105 trucks after were observed in Delhi, where 127 trucks 

were monitored before and after implementation of the rules.

Light motor vehicles

Seat belt compliance improved by 17.8% for light motor vehicles in Delhi, 

while for Mumbai it improved by 1 percentage point.

As per the amended Act, the fine for not wearing seat belts has increased 

from Rs. 100-Rs. 300 to Rs. 1,000 with effect from September 1.

These findings for heavy vehicles stood out among other offences which 

were monitored including non-usage of helmets, not providing passage 

to emergency vehicles, load protrusion and overloading for two-wheelers, 

buses, trucks and light motor vehicles.

According to government data on road accidents for 2017, trucks (along 

with tempos and tractors) and buses together accounted for nearly 27% of 

crashes or 1,24,000 of the total 4,60,000 accidents.

While seat belts don’t avert accidents, their use helps in avoiding serious 

injuries.

SC reserves orders on SC/ST Act
Government had filed a review petition against the dilution of the law 

The Supreme Court  reserved orders on a review petition filed by the 

government against a March 20, 2018 judgment allowing anticipatory bail 

to persons accused of committing atrocities on people belonging to the 

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.

The March 20 verdict had reasoned that the anti-atrocities law was misused 

as a means for “blackmail”.
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A three-judge Bench of Justices Arun Mishra, M.R. Shah and B.R. Gavai 

heard the review petition, which was referred to it by a two-judge Bench.

Govt. intervention

A huge public backlash followed the verdict. Several people died in protests 

and property worth crores of rupees was destroyed. The government then 

filed the review petition and subsequently amended the 1989 Act back to its 

original form last year.

The Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) 

Amendment Act of 2018 nullified the March 20 judgment of the Supreme 

Court, which allowed anticipatory bail to those booked for committing 

atrocities against the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes members. 

The original 1989 Act bars anticipatory bail.

Several petitions were filed last year challenging the Amendment Act. The 

three-judge Bench has scheduled these petitions for hearing next week.

The lead petitioner, advocatesPrithvi Raj Chauhan, has even called the 

amendments a “blunder” and a violation of the fundamental right to equality 

and personal liberty. The Supreme Court, however, had refused to stay the 

implementation of the amendments.

The Centre has argued in the court that the amendments were necessary 

as the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes would continue to face the 

same social stigma, poverty and humiliation that they had been subjected 

to for centuries.

The government said there was no decrease in the atrocities committed on 

members of SC/ST communities despite the laws meant to protect their civil 

rights.

It said the sad state of affairs was prevalent despite the existence of 195 

special courts across 14 States to exclusively try Prevention of Atrocities 

(PoA) cases.
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Status quo

As per the National Crime Records Bureau statistics, there is no decrease 

in the crimes against SC/ST members.

The number of cases registered under the PoA in 2014 is 47124, while in 

2015 it is 44839 and 47,338 in 2016.

In 2014, 28.8% of the cases were convicted, 71.2% acquittal and 85.3% 

cases pending. The next year saw 25.8% convictions, 74.2% acquittals and 

87.3% pendency. In 2016, there was 24.9% convictions, 75.1% acquittals 

and 89.3% pendency.

“The SC/ST (Prevention of Atrocities) Act of 1989 is the least which the 

country owes to this section of the society who have been denied several 

civil rights since generations and have been subjected to indignities and 

humiliations,” the government argued.

Kashmir’s saffron crop gets GI tag
It will boost its market and ensure quality control 

Kashmir’s famed

saffron gets GI tag

Kashmir’s famed saffron has finally been granted the Geographic Indication 

(GI) tag, which is likely to boost its market and ensure quality control. 

Officials said the final meeting regarding the tag was held on September 23 

in New Delhi.

‘Rescind’ action on Art. 370, OIC tells India
The statement also called on India to provide solemn assurances that it will 

not change the occupied territory’s demographic composition and not allow 

non-Kashmiris to acquire property or residency in [J &K]….halt its human 
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rights violations… repeal its draconian emergency laws, and withdraw its 

heavy military presence”.

The statement after a ministerial meeting on the sidelines of the UN General 

Assembly (UNGA) from the contact group, which has issued statements 

against India on the Kashmir dispute in the past, follows a statement by the 

OIC on August 14.

MEA silence

The MEA did not respond to the statement from the OIC that represents 

57 member states, but has routinely dismissed any comments on what it 

considers India’s “internal matter”.

Speaking at the Council on Foreign Relations, External Affairs Minister S. 

Jaishankar pointed to the fact that several major Muslim community groups, 

including the Jamaatulema-e-Hind, had backed the government’s moves in 

Kashmir.

“I would not agree that the Kashmir issue should be seen through a communal 

lens,” Mr. Jaishankar said in response to a question.

“In terms of how the State and the (BJP) approaches this issue….today, if 

there is one area we have visibly good relations, particularly in the last five 

years, it would be in the Gulf….and you know what the dominant faith in the 

Gulf is,” he added.

In fact, the OIC group’s statement is one of very few at the United Nations 

that have been critical of India’s actions, even though Pakistan Prime 

Minister Imran Khan and Foreign Minister Shah MehmoodQureshi made 

the situation in Kashmir their single talking point at dozens of bilateral and 

multilateral meetings.

At a press conference , Mr. Khan told journalists that he was “disappointed 

by the international community,” as they have not accepted Pakistan’s 

concerns.
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“There is no pressure on Narendra Modi to lift the siege,” Mr. Khan added at 

a press conference where most of his comments were restricted to events 

in Jammu and Kashmir.

In contrast, Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina refused to make any 

comment on Kashmir, indicating her support for the government’s actions.

When confronted with a direct question from an audience member at the 

Council on Foreign Relations on why the Islamic world had not raised 

the issues of Kashmir and the Rohingya refugees more forcefully as a 

collective, Ms. Hasina said it was because the OIC is “not united” and there 

are differences between countries that have “more resources” and those 

who have less.

Turkish President RecepTayyipErdogan, the only leader to raise Kashmir 

at the UN thus far and said Kashmir remains “besieged and eight million 

people are stuck in Kashmir despite resolutions adopted by the UN Security 

Council”, stressed that the only solution for the “Kashmiri people” was 

through dialogue.

Five-judge Bench to hear pleas against dilution of Art. 370
A five-judge Bench, led by Justice N.V. Ramana, is learnt to have been 

formed to start hearing from October 1 petitions challenging the reading 

down of Article 370 to strip Jammu & Kashmir people of its special status 

and the bifurcation of the State into two Union Territories. The other judges 

on the Bench are Justices Sanjay KishanKaul, R. Subhash Reddy, B.R. 

Gavai and Surya Kant.

A Presidential Order on August 5 read down Article 370, which accorded 

special rights and privileges to the people of Jammu & Kashmir since 1954 

in accordance with the Instrument of Accession.
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The special status was bestowed on the State by incorporating Article 

35A in the Constitution by an order of President Rajendra Prasad in 1954 

on the advice of the Jawaharlal Nehru Cabinet. Parliament had not been 

consulted.

Chief Justice of India RanjanGogoi has also given approval for the setting 

up of three other Special Benches, one of which will deal with death penalty 

cases. Their composition is not yet known. Justice Ramana is the third 

senior-most judge of the court.

CAG cautions discoms against more fiscal problems

[Important for: Polity]

 ‘24×7 free power to farming without adequate compensation affects discoms 

further’ 

The uninterrupted 24×7 free power supply to the agriculture sector being 

implemented by the Telangana government since January 1, 2018, is 

likely to adversely affect the financial position of the two power distribution 

companies (discoms) further, the Comptroller and Auditor General report 

on State’s accounts for 2017-18 has observed. In its audit report for 2017-

18, which was tabled in the Telangana Legislature on September 22, the 

CAG pointed out that even the nine-hour supply itself led to an additional 

burden of Rs. 894.43 crore in 2016-17 in Southern Discom alone as 

energy consumption by the sector exceeded the extent approved by the 

Electricity Regulatory Commission. “The enhanced supply of free power to 

the agriculture sector round the clock would affect the discom’s finances 

further,” the CAG observed in its report. The additional burden on the 

finances of the Northern Discom would be even more higher as two-thirds 

of the farm power connections in the State are in the areas covered by it. 

The financial position of the two discoms has been precarious even after 
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they joined the UjjawalDiscom Assurance Yojana (UDAY) in January 2017. 

Of the Rs. 9,875 crore accumulated losses of the two discoms till March 31, 

2015, the State government took over debt of Rs. 7,500 crore.

However, by the end of September 30 that year, the accumulated losses 

shot up to Rs. 11,897 crore, leaving, additionally, about Rs. 4,400 crore 

debt burden for the two discoms till September 30, 2015 itself. The CAG 

further faulted the State government for absorbing the discoms’ debt of 

Rs. 7,500 crore in the form of equity against 50% grant (reimbursement) 

and 25% each of loan and equity as suggested under the guidelines of the 

UDAY scheme. In spite of the additional grant of Rs. 7,200 crore provided 

by the State government during the last four years in addition to subsidy 

compensation to the two discoms, as stated by the managements of the 

power utilities recently, the CAG report pointed out that there was a shortfall 

of Rs. 268.6 crore in the release of subsidy by the government as of March 

2017 in the case of Southern Discom alone. It has affected the working 

capital requirement of the discom and resulted in the additional burden of 

another Rs. 96 crore on it in the form of delayed payment surcharge paid to 

power producers.

With no tariff revision for the last few years, the additional annual burden 

of Rs. 1,600 crore in lieu of the cost of employees, and huge dues (over 

Rs. 9,000 crore) of energy charges by government departments and local 

bodies and the recently introduced letter of credit system for ensuring timely 

payments to power producers, the finances of the two discoms are set to 

take a further beating, as cautioned by the CAG, a senior executive of a 

power utility admitted on condition of anonymity.

Manipur civil society against citizenship Bill

[Important for: Polity]
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To join October 3 protest in the northeast opposing the proposed 

legislation 

Civil society organisations in Manipur said  that they would join the October 

3 protest in the northeast against the proposed Citizenship (Amendment) 

Bill.

A meeting of the representatives of the civil society organisations and social 

activists was held in Imphal on the issue. DilipkumarYumnamcha, convener 

of the MANPAC, formed by over 84 civil society organisations in Manipur, 

said, “People in Manipur have been agitating saying that the Bill will be 

against the interests of the indigenous peoples of this region.”

Even States like Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram and Nagaland, where there 

are travel curbs on outsiders, are not happy with the Bill.
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Indian companies eye Russian oil fields

Firms in talks to buy significant stake in eastern cluster oil fields; investments 

likely in upstream sector 

A consortium of Indian oil firms is in talks to buy a significant stake in the 

eastern cluster oil fields in Russia with investments running into billions of 

dollars.

This comes after Indian oil firms have recovered more than one-third of their 

$5 billion investments made in Russia within the last three years as dividend 

after accounting for capital expenditure and operational expenditure.

Deal at summit

A deal is likely to be announced at the Eastern Economic Forum and the 

Annual Bilateral Summit between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian 

President Vladimir Putin in Vladivostok next week, sources in the know of the 

development told The Hindu.

“It’s a combination of producing assets and discovered assets that will be put 

on production soon. We need to see what kind of fields is likely to be clubbed 

[into] these assets. So, it is premature to talk about reserves and valuations, 

but we are putting in our expression of interest,” a source said.

Minister for Petroleum and Natural Gas and Minister of Steel 

DharmendraPradhan are already in Russia with a delegation of Indian oil 

firms and Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. chairman Sanjiv Singh for exploring 

partnerships with Russian firms. Indian firms are expected to invest in 

Russia’s upstream sector while Russian firms are expected to invest in India’s 

downstream sector. Mr. Pradhan met Russia’s energy minister Alexender 

Novak and discussed Indian firms’ interest in investing more in Russian oil 

and gas fields. “Discussions [helped] recognise that there are still enormous 

opportunities for investments in oil and gas assets in Russia, and Russian 

investments in new initiatives launched [will help] transform India into a gas-

based economy through CGD, LNG terminals and use of natural gas in 
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transportation,” Mr. Pradhan tweeted after meeting his Russian counterpart.

Mr. Pradhan also met Russian Deputy Prime Minister Yuri Trutnev and discussed 

further cooperation in sourcing of crude oil from Far East of Russia.

D. Rajkumar, chairman, BPCL, said, “We are keeping some money [aside] for 

investment in upstream assets. As far as Russia is concerned, out of our $1 

billion investment, we have recovered $340 million in the last three years by 

way of dividend, after accounting for capex and opex.”

Indian energy companies have so far invested close to $10 billion in acquiring 

stakes in hydrocarbon assets in Russia.

EPS matters

[Important for: Economics]

Scheme can help employees get guaranteed pension throughout retired life 

How do I secure a regular monthly income after retirement? That’s a vexing 

financial problem that most Indians of our generation face, after the phasing 

out of guaranteed pension from the Government. But one guaranteed option 

that remains and usually flies under the radar, is the Employees’ Pension 

Scheme 1995. This scheme can help employees with long years of service 

receive a modest but guaranteed pension throughout their retired life.

Enrolment

All organised sector employees in India who are enrolled with the Employees 

Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO) automatically become members of the 

Employees’ Pension Scheme (EPS) as well. Once you enrol in the EPF, your 

employer deducts 12% of your basic pay plus dearness allowance every 

month towards your retirement corpus, with your employer making a matching 

contribution.

While your 12% contribution goes entirely into the EPF account which gives 

you a lump sum on retirement, 8.33% of your employer’s contribution goes 

into the EPS to fund your pension payouts post-retirement. The government 
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also adds 1.16% of your pay to the EPS kitty every month.

However, both the employer’s and the government’s EPS contribution on 

your behalf are subject to a pay cap. The maximum pay on which the EPS 

used to accept employers’ contributions used to be Rs. 6,500 per month until 

September 2014. In a sweeping amendment to the EPS rules in September 

2014, this pay cap was revised upwards to Rs. 15,000 per month. This 

effectively means that whatever your pay, the money flowing into the EPS 

kitty every month on your behalf is capped at Rs. 1,250 per month (8.33% of 

Rs. 15,000).

The September 2014 amendment made another critical change as well. It 

decreed that new employees who enrolled with the EPFO from that month, 

who earned a basic pay plus DA of over Rs. 15,000 per month, would not be 

eligible for EPS benefits. So if you’ve joined the workforce only in the last five 

years, you are likely to be enrolled only in the EPF and not EPS. This may 

change after a recent Supreme Court ruling as we’ll see later in this article.

Eligibility

Under the EPF, the government credits interest at a specified rate on your 

accumulated balance at the end of each financial year. At the time of retirement, 

your maturity amount from the EPF will be equal to the contributions made by 

you and your employer plus the annual interest earned. In contrast, there is 

no annual interest credit to your EPS account. If you have been a regular 

contributor, the government simply promises to pay a fixed monthly pension 

to you after retirement.

Pension payouts under EPS are only available for employees who have put in 

a minimum 10 years of service with an organisation that offers EPF benefits 

(doesn’t matter if you’ve jumped jobs). If you choose to quit all employment 

without completing 10 years of service, you are not eligible to receive any 

pension and you can apply to withdraw your accumulated EPS contributions.

When you switch jobs and transfer your EPF account from one organisation 
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to another, your old organisation is expected to provide a Scheme Certificate 

detailing your length of service, pay, non-contributing period and so on.

The PF Commissioner records this information over the years to compute 

your final pension payout. Don’t worry if your online accounts statement from 

the EPFO does not reflect your EPS balance; it only needs to capture your 

service details for you to get pension benefits.

What you get

Under the EPS, the government promises to pay you a monthly pension 

calculated using a specified formula from the age of 58 until your death. 

Though you can opt for early pension from the age of 50, this requires a steep 

sacrifice on the amount of monthly pension. The monthly pension payable to 

you is calculated based on the formula — pensionable salary multiplied by 

pensionable service divided by 70.

Pensionable salary, for the purpose of this calculation, is your monthly basic 

pay plus DA averaged over the last 60 months of your service. The pensionable 

salary is, however, subject to a Rs. 15,000 per month cap. Pensionable service 

is the number of years you have been employed until you retire, with the 

number capped at 35 years. To illustrate, if your basic pay plus DA averaged 

Rs. 40,000 a month in the 60 months before retirement and you retire at 58 

after working for a total of 20 years and five months, your monthly pension will 

amount to Rs. 4,285 per month (Rs. 15,000*20/70).

Court ruling

In October 2018, the Kerala High Court, in response to a petition, struck down 

the amendments to the EPS made in September 2014. This judgment was 

upheld by the Supreme Court in April 2019.

This judgment is expected to affect subscribers in three ways. One, employees 

who joined service after September 2014 and are now contributing to EPF 

alone, may become eligible for EPS benefits that were so far barred to them. 

Two, if the salary cap of Rs. 15,000 on EPS contributions and pensionable 
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salary goes, employees may be able to bump up their pension by asking their 

employer to contribute a higher sum to the EPS, rather than EPF. Three, they 

may also get a higher pension because the pensionable salary will then be 

based on the last 12 months’ average pay rather than the last 60 months.

While all this is good news for employees, they mustn’t count their chickens 

before they hatch.

The SC ruling is yet to be given effect as the EPFO is unsure how it can 

implement them. As things stand, the fund may be unable to meet a sudden 

spike in pension demands from many of its subscribers. The EPFO is reportedly 

planning to seek a review of this decision.

More signs emerge of stress in the economy

[Important for: Governance, Polity, Economy]

NEW DELHI : Growth in eight infrastructure industries that make up two-fifths 

of the index of industrial production (IIP) slowed to 2.1% in July, indicating that 

India’s economic slump may deepen unless the government takes additional 

measures to reverse it.

Growth in July slowed from 7.3% in the year-ago period due to contraction in 

output of coal, crude oil, natural gas and refinery products, official data released  

showed. Earlier in the day, a private survey showed India’s manufacturing 

output in August grew at the slowest pace in 15 months.

In the past 10 days, the government has responded to the growth slump by 
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announcing a slew of measures ranging from combining state-run banks 

and withdrawing a tax surcharge on foreign portfolio investors to a series of 

measures to help vehicle makers and state-run banks.

Economic growth slumped to 5% in the three months ended June, the slowest 

pace in six years.

A silver lining is that the July output of the eight core industries is an improvement 

from the revised 0.7% growth in June. Also, the moderately strong growth in 

cement and steel sectors in July—though slower than the growth reported in 

the same month last year—could indicate signs of some improvement in the 

construction sector’s health. Fertilizer output growth in July remained nearly flat 

from a year ago while electricity generation growth moderated somewhat.

A pickup in government spending after the Union budget may support cement 

and steel production in the next few months, said AditiNayar, principal 

economist at rating agency Icra Ltd.

The seasonally adjusted IHS Markit India manufacturing purchasing managers’ 

index (PMI), based on a survey of 400 producers, retreated from 52.5 in July 

to 51.4 in August—its lowest mark since May 2018, the market information 

supplier said in a statement. The survey tracks new orders, output, jobs, 

suppliers’ delivery time and stocks of purchases. A reading above 50 indicates 

expansion, while a sub-50 print is indicative of contraction.

The weakness in manufacturing output appeared to be a global trend. 

Manufacturing across vast parts of Europe and Asia remain deeply mired in 

a crisis, Bloomberg reported, citing PMI surveys for different countries. The 

report said PMI for Germany and Italy to Japan, South Korea and Taiwan as 

well as the 19-nation euro area signalled a contraction in activity.

Experts attributed the current economic downturn in India to sluggish growth 

in income levels leading to a demand slowdown, compounded by problems in 

specific sectors and adverse global economic headwinds. “Going forward, a 

few macro factors will help in economic growth. First one is the lagged effect 
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of the RBI’s rate cut in terms of transmission. Also, government spending has 

begun to move up after the process of elections and the presentation of the 

full budget, which is going to be a big relief. Thirdly, the base effect will also 

come to play. Although there is weak sentiment globally, I have no hesitation 

in saying the second half of this fiscal is likely to be better than the first,” said 

SachchidanandShukla, chief economist at Mahindra Group.

Persisting weakness in economic growth may prompt the Reserve Bank of 

India (RBI) which has so far cut the benchmark interest rate four times since 

January to continue with its monetary stimulus and put pressure on the Central 

government to go for a fiscal stimulus despite its tight finances.

Finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman said during a briefing of reporters in 

Chennai  that the central government will take a proposal for lowering the 

goods and services tax (GST) rate on automobiles to federal indirect tax 

body, the GST Council, to give relief to the industry facing a crippling demand 

slowdown.

Share Via

What are the key reasons behind India’s rising electronic exports?

[Important for: Governance, Polity, Economy, Essay]

Amid the gloom in India’s economic data, one bright spot that has emerged is 

the rising trend in exports of electronics. Total production of electronic goods 

in value terms more than doubled from $31.2 billion in FY15 to $65.5 billion 

in FY19, led by mobile phones, shows data from the Reserve Bank of India’s 

annual report issued on 29 August.

Value of domestic manufacturing/assembly of mobile phones has jumped 

nearly eightfold from $3.1 billion in FY15 to $24.3 billion in FY19 (see chart).

What is driving electronic exports at a time when the overall export outlook 

is subdued? Are the government’s exports-oriented policies for electronics 

bearing fruit? Or did India just get lucky, gaining from the trade tussle between 
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China and the US?

According to SonalVarma, chief economist for India and Asia ex-Japan at 

Nomura Holdings Inc., “India’s electronic exports started to do well before 

trade tensions between the US and China escalated. India started to become 

an alternate production destination because of pull factors such as potential 

domestic demand and government policies to boost electronic exports. Along 

with that came the push factor—trade tensions between the US and China. 

We expect this positive trend in India’s electronic exports to continue.”

In the last few years, the government has launched a slew of schemes to boost 

local manufacturing of electronic goods. These include Phased Manufacturing 

Programme for mobile handsets and related sub-assemblies/components 

manufacturing, National Policy on Electronics 2019, Electronics Manufacturing 

Clusters scheme and Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme. Some 

countervailing duties were also announced to discourage imports of electronic 

goods.

Although the export numbers look impressive, analysts at Spark Capital Ltd 

point out that value addition is limited. “India has become the 2nd largest 

producer of mobile phones, replacing Vietnam. Notably, we reckon that the net 

value add is only in the high single-digits at present, since most of components 

of mobile phones are imported, and only assembling takes place in India. 

However, some companies have started manufacturing printed circuit board 

assembly (PCBA) units in India, taking the value add to ~15%,” they said in a 

report on 28 August.

Nonetheless, the rise in electronic exports bodes well for India’s balance 

of payments and its stretched trade deficit. “A shift in the nature of telecom 

imports i.e. from built-up units to intermediate supplies, likely feeds into exports 

of electronics, including consumer items. This, over time, might help narrow 

India’s current significant net electronic import position,” said RadhikaRao, 

economist at DBS Bank Ltd.
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India’s sugar stockpile threatens to drag down global prices

[Important for: Governance, Polity, Economy]

NEW YORK : India is dumping its extra sugar on the world, threatening to 

further drag down prices that are already at the lowest in almost a year.

India’s government is spending 62.68 billion rupees ($873 million) to subsidize 

exports in an effort to cut the nation’s record stockpiles. The move is drawing 

ire from rival growers in Brazil and Australia, who say the policy is depressing 

world prices and hurting their farmers. Meanwhile, hedge funds are betting 

declines for futures will continue.

The subsidies are just another blow to the market that’s already suffering from 

oversupply. A weaker currency in Brazil, the world’s top producer and exporter, 

has encouraged a flood of shipments. Meanwhile, demand growth is slowing in 

developing countries over health concerns, and threats to the global economy 

could further hurt consumption. Even though world inventories are forecast 

to drop, the excess hoard is still big enough to satisfy annual consumption in 

India and the European Union, the top consumers.

“World inventories are still pretty high, and they have been for several years,” 

said Darwei Kung, head of commodities and portfolio manager at DWS 

Investment Management Americas Inc., which oversees $2 billion.

In the week ended Aug. 27, money managers increased their net-short 

position by 10% to 171,606 futures and options contracts, data from the U.S. 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission showed Friday. The figure, which 

measures the difference between bets on a price increase and wagers on a 

decline, was the most bearish since May.

The short-only holdings climbed for a fourth straight week.

India isn’t the only producer adding to world supplies. Thanks to the new trade 

agreement struck between the U.S. and Mexico, the Latin American country is 

likely to push even more supplies of the sweetener onto the market.
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Under the new accord, the amount of sugar Mexico can ship to the U.S. has 

been reduced. That comes at a time when the first country is already holding 

big stockpiles, and “warehouses are full,” said Pablo Sherwell, head of food 

and agribusiness research for Rabobank International. As a result, Mexico will 

likely try to export as much as 500,000 metric tons into the world market to 

clear some storage space before the next season begins on Oct. 1, he said.

Still, there are reasons bulls shouldn’t give up hope. In Brazil, more sugar cane 

is being used to produce ethanol, which could cut output of the sweetener. 

Adverse weather can hurt harvests in other regions, and analysts at Citigroup 

Inc. and Rabobank International predict the market will eventually shift into 

deficit.

“People are looking at India and thinking the outlook is not particularly 

constructive,” said John Stansfield, an analyst with Sopex Group in London. 

“Gradually, it will become apparent that the Indian crop will not be as big, and 

that the crop is also being affected in Europe by poor weather. But getting 

through the short-term oversupply is another matter.”

Rupee today recovers from year’s lowest against US dollar: 5 things to know

[Important for: Polity, Economy]

The rupee today recovered some bit of ground against the US dollar after 

falling to year’s lowest . Opening at 72.20, the rupee moved in the range 

of 71.96-72.29 against the US dollar, before settling at 72.12. The rupee 

had settled at 72.39 against the US dollar  - its lowest close this year. Some 

recovery in domestic equity markets and a broad slide in the US dollar against 

other currencies helped the rupee pull back after yesterday’s sharp fall.

Here are 5 things to know about rupee vs US dollar trade today:

1) The dollar index, which measures the value of the US dollar against six 

other currencies, was down 0.35% at 98.65. This follows manufacturing 

activity in US contracting for the first time in three years last month, data from 
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the Institute for Supply Management (ISM) published  showed. This spurred 

a further bond rally as investors increased bets on deeper interest rate cuts 

from the Federal Reserve.

2) The rupee could trade in the range of 71.95-72.40 in the near term, says 

forex advisory agency IFA Global. The US dollar has weakened across the 

board post ISM manufacturing data which came in at the lowest in 3 years.

3) Indian stock markets also recovered some ground after Tuesday’s selloff. 

The Sensex ended 161 points higher. Investors remain cautious. “As far 

as the domestic economy is concerned, the news flow is all negative, with 

growth concerns worsened by weak auto sales,” said NeerajDewan, director 

of Quantum Securities.

4) The rupee is down about 3.5% so far this year, spooked by outflows from 

Indian capital markets in recent months. Foreign investors sold equities worth 

₹17,592 crore (net) from Indian equity market in August.

5) Many analysts expect the rupee to weaken further amid global trade war 

jitters, domestic slowdown concerns and weak earnings. “Rupee is likely 

to depreciate towards 73.5 by the end of September 2019 if the trade war 

escalates further between US and China and outflows from Indian equity 

market continues,” said Vaqarjaved Khan, research analyst at Angel Broking. 

(With Reuters Inputs)

External benchmark-based lending must: RBI

[Important for: Polity, Economy]

Move aimed at faster transmission of monetary policy rates; new norms to 

come into effect from October 1 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI)  made it mandatory for all banks to link 

floating rate loans — to retail customers and loans to micro, small and medium 

enterprises (MSME) — to an external benchmark. Some banks have already 

started to link home and auto loan rates to the repo rate, which is an external 
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benchmark.

The move is aimed at faster transmission of monetary policy rates. Banks 

have been reluctant to cut interest rates despite the RBI lowering the repo rate 

by 110 basis points (bps) between February and August.

“It has been observed that due to various reasons, the transmission of policy 

rate changes to the lending rate of banks under the current MCLR framework 

has not been satisfactory,” the banking regulator said while announcing the 

new norms.

“The RBI, therefore, has issued a circular making it mandatory for banks to 

link all new floating rate personal or retail loans and floating rate loans to 

MSMEs to an external benchmark effective October 1, 2019.”

The norms for external benchmark linking of interest rates was scheduled to be 

operational from April 1, but was deferred. At present, interest rates on loans 

are linked to a bank’s marginal cost of fund-based interest rate (MCLR). Banks 

can choose from one of the four external benchmarks — repo rate, three-

month treasury bill yield, six-month treasury bill yield or any other benchmark 

interest rate published by Financial Benchmarks India Private Ltd.

“Adoption of multiple benchmarks by the same bank is not allowed within a 

loan category,” the RBI said.

While banks are free to decide on the spread over the external benchmark, 

credit risk premium can change only when borrower’s credit assessment 

undergoes a substantial change, the RBI said, adding other components of 

spread, including operating cost, could be altered once in three years. “The 

interest rate under external benchmark shall be reset at least once in three 

months,” RBI said. Existing loans and credit limits linked to the MCLR, base 

rate or BPLR, would continue till repayment or renewal, RBI said.

Regarding transition to external benchmark from MCLR for existing customers, 

RBI said floating rate term loans sanctioned to borrowers eligible to prepay the 

loan without pre-payment charges, will be eligible for switch-over to the external 
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benchmark without any charges, except for reasonable administrative/ legal 

costs. “The final rate charged to this category of borrowers, post switchover 

to external benchmark, shall be the same as the rate charged for a new loan 

of the same category, type, tenor and amount, at the time of origination of the 

loan,” RBI said.

‘Good move’

“It is a good move from the RBI… they were hinting at this for sometime. 

Banks are well-prepared to launch the products,” Union Bank of India MD & 

CEO RajkiranRai. G told The Hindu . Union Bank has already linked some 

of the floating rate products to repo rate. Mr. Rai indicated that deposit rates 

could also be linked to an external benchmark at a later stage.

“First, we will try to link the savings bank interest rate and then gradually we 

will try to introduce some term deposit products so that the transmission of the 

rates are equal on both sides,” he said.

Russia for joint submarine development

[Important for: Economy, Essay]

With tech. transfer, conventional vessels to be built to Navy’s requirements

Russia has offered joint design and development of conventional submarines 

through an inter-governmental agreement (IGA) at the delegation-level 

dialogue between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President 

Vladimir Putin in Vladivostok, sources said.

“The proposal includes joint design and development of a conventional 

submarine with air independent propulsion (AIP) to Indian Navy’s requirements 

with full access to technology and intellectual property rights,” a Russian 

source said.

The Navy has issued an Expression of Interest (EoI) for six advanced 

conventional diesel-electric submarines under Project 75I and the bids are 

expected to be submitted later this month. The procurement is through the 
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Strategic Partnership (SP) model and valued at over Rs. 40,000 crore.

The indigenous AIP being developed by the Defence Research and 

Development Organisation (DRDO) could be incorporated in the submarine, 

the source said.

However, the Russian fifth generation fighter aircraft, Su-57, was not offered 

to India, the sources added.

For the P-75I, Russia has pitched a modified Amur 1650 conventional submarine 

to suit Indian requirements. The contenders in the P-75I are Naval Group 

of France, Rosoboronexport Rubin Design Bureau of Russia, ThyssenKrupp 

Marine Systems of Germany and Saab group of Sweden.

India has signed a series of mega defence deals with Russia in the past few 

years through the IGA route. “Last year and today saw the emergence of 

a tremendous portfolio of contracts in contrast to all previous years, $14.5 

billion. This is an impressive figure, it’s a real breakthrough,” Dmitry Shugaev, 

Director-General of Federal Service of Military-Technical Cooperation of 

Russia, was quoted by Russian news agency TASS.

How India plans to reduce its edible oil import dependency

[Important for: Economy, Essay]

New Delhi: , the government decided to raise customs duty on the import of 

refined palm oil from Malaysia to 50% from 45% for a period of six months, after 

an investigation by the Directorate General of Trade Remedies (DGTR) found 

increased imports of the edible oil have caused serious injury to domestic 

producers.

Oilseeds are the Achilles heel of the country’s food production system and 

India imports most of its edible oils from Indonesia and Malaysia. However, 

since Malaysia has a duty advantage over Indonesia under the India-Malaysia 

Free Trade Agreement, the import of palm oil has significantly jumped in recent 

months.
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Imports of refined palm oil from Malaysia increased from 626,362 million 

tonnes (MT) in 2016-17 to 2,596,225 million tonnes in January-June 2019 

(annualized), thereby showing an increase of 314%. Imports of refined palm 

oil from Malaysia constituted 15% and 9%, respectively, of the production and 

consumption in India in 2016-17. The share of Malaysia, however, surged to 

54% and 32%, respectively, during the January-June 2019 period.

“The industry is suffering from gross underutilization of production capacities. 

To compound the difficulties of domestic producers, the sudden surge in 

imports is further impacting the capacity utilization of domestic producers in 

India,” the DGTR investigation found.

Under the government’s plan to double farmers’ income, achieving self-

sufficiency in oilseeds production by 2030 is a major target.

“The strategy for self-sufficiency should encompass all three sources of oils 

— seven edible (soybean, rapeseed-mustard, groundnut, sesame, sunflower, 

safflower and niger) and two non-edible (castor and linseed) oilseed crops, 

all of nine (9) constituting the primary sources; secondary sources (rice bran, 

cotton seed, solvent extracted oils); and tree borne oils (TBOs), namely, 

palm oil, coconut, other tree and forest origins,” according to the report of the 

committee on doubling farmers’ income.

The Department of Agriculture has set a target of first increasing oilseed 

production from primary sources from the current 31 million tonnes to 45 

million tonnes by 2022-23. This is expected to help in increasing the edible oil 

production in the country from the current 7.1 million tonnes to a range of 11-

14 million tonnes. Contribution from secondary sources and TBOs are likely 

to add another 3 million tonnes, restricting the import dependency to about 

16 million tonnes, which otherwise will be much higher by 2022-23.

To incentivize palm tree cultivation, the committee has suggested a price 

incentive mechanism for farmers through creation of an Edible Oil Development 

Fund (EODF), with contributions coming from a specially levied cess of 0.5% 
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on the imports of crude and refined palm oil.

The committee observed that despite huge domestic supply deficit, farmers 

have not been enjoying high market prices. The capacity utilisation of the 

domestic oil industry is 35-50% because of low availability of raw material 

and eased import of refined oil.

“It is suggested, that while import duty on both categories is raised to protect 

the local production, simultaneously, the import duty differential between 

crude & refined oil be maintenance at a minimum of 20% (from 10% at 

present). A fine balance is needed in meeting domestic demand through 

imports and ensuring a favourable price in the domestic markets,” the 

committee recommended.

Merged PSBs must cut stake in insurers

[Important for: Economy, Business]

However, public sector lenders may wait for initial share offerings to get 

better valuation 

After the merger of 10 public sector banks (PSBs) into four, two of them will 

hold over 15% stake in two different insurance companies, individually.

According to insurance regulations, a bank cannot hold more than 15% stake 

in more than one insurance company.
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“Having more than 15% stake in an insurance company gives the status of 

the promoter to the entity. One entity cannot be a promoter of two insurance 

companies,” a senior insurance industry official said. “So, the banks have 

to completely exit one insurance company or cut stake to 15%,” the official 

added. Two sets of merger-bound PSBs will hold stakes in two different 

insurance companies, post the merger. One is Punjab National-Oriental 

Bank of Commerce-United Bank of India combine and another is the Union 

Bank-Andhra Bank-Corporation Bank combine.

In the first combine both PNB and OBC hold stakes in two different insurers. 

PNB has a 30% stake in PNB Metlife Life India Insurance Company while 

OBC holds 23% in Canara-HSBC-OBC Life Insurance. So, the merged entity 

— PNB — will hold over 15% stakes in both the companies.

In the second combine, Union Bank holds 25% stake in Star Union Dai-Ichi 

Life Insurance Company while Andhra Bank holds 30% stake in India-First 

Life Insurance Company. So, the merged entity — Union Bank — will have 

more than 15% in both the life insurers.

However, bank officials said they were not in a hurry to cut stake as that 

could impact valuations. Banks would wait for an initial public offering (IPO) 

to offload stakes.

“We are not in a hurry to sell stake. After the merger, when there is an IPO 

of one of the companies, we will reduce stake,” said a top official from one of 

the merger-bound banks.

Banks will have to get the permission of the Insurance Regulatory and 

Development Authority of India (IRDAI) — the insurance regulator — for 

holding over 15% stake in two insurers for a while, that is, till the IPO. Bank 

mergers are expected to be completed by March 2020 and it is unlikely 

insurers would like to hit the capital markets, especially when the markets 

are choppy.

Interestingly, PNB Metlife was planning an IPO last year but postponed its 
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plans due to market conditions.

OBC had also been planning to divest stake in Canara-HSBC-OBC Life 

Insurance last year but the plan was shelved.

IDBI Bank, in which LIC has a majority stake, also has an insurance arm in 

IDBI-Federal Life Insurance in which it holds 48% stake.

The bank has now started the process of exiting the life insurance 

company.

Investing while on the go

[Important for: Economics, Business]

What is mobile trading?

Mobile trading refers to trading in the stock market using a mobile phone. 

Leading brokerages now offer apps to their clients who can use them to 

trade in shares, invest in mutual funds or in initial public offers, and even 

monitor their portfolio. While the Securities and Exchange Board of India 

(SEBI) approved trading through mobile phones way back in 2010, traction 

was hardly visible in the initial years as investors preferred to trade through 

their dealers or relationship managers.

But the last few years have seen the share of mobile trading rise significantly, 

though it still accounts only for a small portion of the overall trading volume. As 

per BSE, mobile trading accounted for 5.1% of the total trading in August.

Two years ago, in August 2017, the share of mobile trading was pegged at 

2.91%.

Why is mobile trading becoming popular?

First, the increased penetration of smartphones, along with the availability of 

cheaper data plans, has made the cellphone a popular platform for investors, 

especially retail, to trade in the stock markets. Second, most new-age discount 

broking entities prefer that their clients trade using their mobile apps, which 
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also help the brokerages lower their overhead costs by maintaining fewer 

dealers and relationship managers.

Trading apps of brokerages like Zerodha, 5paisa, ICICI Direct, Upstox, HDFC 

Securities, Angel Broking, Sharekhan and Kotak Securities feature among the 

top apps in the finance category in both Android and iOS.

Is trading on the mobile safe?

Brokerages invest a lot in technology nowadays and hence, most trading apps 

have strong encryption and other security features so as to make the trading 

experience quite secure. Most brokerages nowadays have a chief technology 

officer, which was unheard of a few years ago. The apps are also regularly 

updated with security features, among other things.

The strong level of security is further corroborated by the fact that some of the 

leading brokerages now see more than 50% of their active clients trade via 

apps instead of the web portal.

Easy on thepocket

[Important for: Economics, Business]

Cheaper loans is good newsfor borrowers but they must lookout for spread 

and product structure

Lending rates on your home, vehicle and personal loans could get cheaper. 

Last week, the RBI mandated banks to link new floating rate personal and 

retail loans to an external benchmark from October 1, 2019. The external 

benchmark can be the RBI’s repo rate, the 3-month treasury bill yield or the 

6-month treasury bill yield. Up until now, loans were linked to the bank-specific 

benchmark — MCLR (marginal cost of funds-based lending rate).

There are several nuances in the new structure that borrowers need to be 

wary of.

Better transmission
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Floating rate loans, whether for buying a new house or a vehicle, are pegged 

against a particular benchmark. Until now, each bank decided its benchmark 

based on its cost of deposits or borrowings. Given that each bank’s cost is 

different, MCLR also varied across banks.

Ideally, when the RBI cuts or hikes the repo rate, banks’ MCLR should also 

move in tandem. But given that banks only source a small portion (1%) of 

their deposits at RBI’s repo rate, banks’ cost of funds reduce or increase by 

a smaller amount (than repo rate movement), limiting the changes in MCLR.

Under the new repo-rate-linked system, RBI’s rate actions will get transmitted 

almost immediately. Let us take the case of SBI. It introduced the repo-linked 

home loan in July. Lending rates change every time the RBI tweaks its repo 

rate.

The repo-linked lending rate or RLLR changes from the first of the following 

month in which the RBI changes its repo rate. With the RBI’s 35 bps repo rate 

cut in August, SBI’s RLLR has reduced to 7.65% since September 1 (from 

the 8% earlier).

Hence, for home loans up to Rs. 75 lakh, the effective interest rate for 

borrowers with a good credit score works out to 8.05% (including mark-up of 

40 bps over RLLR) currently.

In comparison, the rate on SBI’s MCLR-linked home loan now is 8.65%.

Takeaway 1 : Loans under the new external benchmark structure will get 

cheaper if the RBI continues to cut rates. On the flip side, be prepared for a 

higher payout when the RBI starts hiking rates.

Base and spread

Borrowers should be wary of two things.

One, even if banks link lending rates to the same external benchmark, the 

resultant base rate would vary across banks initially due to different spreads 

by each bank.

For instance, consider SBI and IDBI. Both banks have already linked their 
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home loans to repo rate. But their RLLR varies. For SBI, while the RLLR is 

7.65% currently, for IDBI Bank it is 8.3%.

While any action by the RBI in future will see lending rates move higher or lower 

by the same quantum in both banks, since the initial base rate is different, the 

effective rate for borrowers would vary.

Two, banks arrive at the effective rate by assigning a mark-up over the 

benchmark. This is based on the risk-profile of the borrower and could also 

differ across banks. In case of SBI, for instance, while the spread is 40 bps, in 

the case of IDBI Bank the spread charged over and above its RLLR is zero in 

case of borrowers with a high credit score of 750 and above.

Though the effective lending rate for SBI still works out cheaper, borrowers 

need to take note of the mark-up at all times.

Takeaway 2: Borrowers must take note of the underlying benchmark and 

spread while finalising the loan, and then compare across banks.

Reset rules

Under the external benchmark structure, the RBI has mandated that loans 

are reset at least once in three months — provided, of course, that there are 

changes in the underlying repo or t-bill yield. This means that your lending 

rate will be revised much faster. In case of SBI’s home loan product, changes 

to lending rates happen immediately (within a month of change in RBI’s repo 

rate).

Aside from quicker transmission, this also implies other changes in your 

monthly payouts.

Under a regular home loan product, your equated monthly instalment (EMI) 

on home loan is fairly stable. Even when the lending rate is reset based on 

the latest MCLR, banks usually change the tenure (lower the tenure in case 

of a fall in rates) of your loan rather than EMI — unless you specify otherwise. 

This, in effect, keeps your EMI steady.

Under SBI’s RLLR, however, a minimum 3% of the principal loan amount is 
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repaid every year. Interest charged on the loan is serviced monthly, based on 

the lending rate effective at that point in time. Hence, your EMI changes (in 

the following month) every time there is a change in RBI’s repo rate.

For now, it is unclear how other banks will structure their products under 

external benchmarks. For instance, they could offer a steady EMI.

Takeaway 3: Look at individual products and understand their structure before 

deciding if predictability in EMIs is important to you.

Existing borrowers

The RBI has also allowed existing borrowers under MCLR to move to the 

external benchmarked-loans, without levy of any charge or fee. Given that 

loans under the new structure will most likely be cheaper than under MCLR, 

in a particular bank, borrowers should consider making the switch.

However, do take note of any hidden charges (RBI has allowed some 

administrative/ legal costs) before making the move. Also ensure that you 

are offered the same lending rate as a new borrower under the external 

benchmark regime.

It may be prudent to also weigh in the benefits. If you are nearing the end 

of your existing loan, it may not make sense to make the switch. If you do 

not care much for volatility in your EMIs, then consider the move only if the 

interest savings are substantial.

Also, as of now, it appears that the no-charge/fee mandate applies only to 

a switch within the same bank. If you are making a move from one bank to 

another, there could be additional charges.

Takeaway 4: Switch to external benchmark loans only if the remaining tenure 

of your loan is long and interest savings are substantial.

Tribunal quashes SEBI order against Price Waterhouse

[Important for: Economics, Business]
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The Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT) has quashed the capital markets 

regulator’s order that barred Price Waterhouse (PW) from auditing listed 

entities for two years for its alleged role in the fraud committed at the erstwhile 

Satyam Computer Services.

In January 2018, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) barred 

PW for two years, while directing the audit firm to disgorge Rs. 13.09 crore 

along with 12% interest per annum since January 2009.

“The direction to debar the auditor from auditing the books of a listed company 

is neither remedial nor preventive. In fact, the direction is clearly punitive and 

violative of Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution of India as it takes away the 

fundamental right to carry on its business,” the 125-page order by SAT said.

More importantly, the tribunal highlighted the jurisdiction issue while observing 

that there was no need for SEBI to act against the auditor after the Institute 

of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) initiated proceedings and even 

cancelled the registration of the auditing firm.

“We may further point out that ICAI had initiated proceedings against the 

auditors under the CA Act and cancelled their licence to practice as CA. 

Once their licence has been cancelled, there was no need for SEBI to issue 

an order of debarment,” it added.

The tribunal further said that the capital markets watchdog acted against PW 

even though it was not able to establish any fraud or connivance on the part 

of the auditing firm or its partners.

“There is not even a whisper of a finding in the impugned order... about any 

connivance or collusion or intention or knowledge on their part... No evidence 

of any misconduct of any kind has surfaced with regard to any member of the 

engagement team,” it said.

“SAT has held that there is no shred of evidence to show that Price Waterhouse 

had fabricated or falsified or fudged the books of account of Satyam in 
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collusion with its top management,” said SumitAgrawal, founder, Regstreet 

Law Advisors and a former SEBI law officer.

“This judgment is likely to have impact on cases where an intermediary is 

charged for not doing its ‘due diligence’ or the cases where SEBI routinely 

questions the accounting and fundamentals of companies and directs forensic 

audit in its discretion. Threshold of proof for charging a person for fraud is at 

the root of controversy,” he added.

The tribunal has, however, upheld the disgorgement order that was passed 

against Price Waterhouse.

Exports can help offset economic slowdown, says CII panel

[Important for: Economics, Business]

 ‘U.S.-China tensions have opened trade window for India’ 

Ahead of the Union Commerce and Industries Minister’s meeting with 

exporters and importers on September 11 to discuss trade policy instruments, 

exporters have flagged certain concerns, saying the government should help 

build large capacity for exports instead of announcing measures only for the 

MSME sector.

“[The] slump / slowdown in domestic manufacturing could be offset by fast-

tracking exports... as trade windows open due to trade tensions between the 

U.S. and China, [they] provide an opportunity for Indian exports to the U.S. 

market” said Sanjay Budhia chairman, CII national committee on exports and 

imports.

He said that the exporters were at the mercy of foreign shipping lines in 

the absence of a national shipping line. A national shipping regulatory body 

should also be formed to determine freight rates.

He called for remedial measures to protect the huge employment and 

investments made in SEZs where many units were finding it difficult to carry 
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on their businesses due to some mid-term policy changes. He suggested the 

government give a one time I-T exemption.

Pointing out that engineering exports accounted for 25% of Indian shipments. 

Mr. Budhia said that steel be provided to them at competitive rates being 

offered to international buyers by the steel mills. He hoped the Centre would 

take ease-of-doing business measures for exporters on issues such as 

myriad taxes and duties (like electricity duty, taxes and duties on petroleum 

products) that had no refund mechanism under the GST.

Mobile trading refers to trading in the stock market using a mobile phone. 

Leading brokerages now offer apps to their clients who can use them to 

trade in shares, invest in mutual funds or in initial public offers, and even 

monitor their portfolio. While the Securities and Exchange Board of India 

(SEBI) approved trading through mobile phones way back in 2010, traction 

was hardly visible in the initial years as investors preferred to trade through 

their dealers or relationship managers.

But the last few years have seen the share of mobile trading rise significantly, 

though it still accounts only for a small portion of the overall trading volume. As 

per BSE, mobile trading accounted for 5.1% of the total trading in August.

Two years ago, in August 2017, the share of mobile trading was pegged at 

2.91%.

Why is mobile trading becoming popular?

First, the increased penetration of smartphones, along with the availability of 

cheaper data plans, has made the cellphone a popular platform for investors, 

especially retail, to trade in the stock markets. Second, most new-age discount 

broking entities prefer that their clients trade using their mobile apps, which 

also help the brokerages lower their overhead costs by maintaining fewer 

dealers and relationship managers.

Trading apps of brokerages like Zerodha, 5paisa, ICICI Direct, Upstox, HDFC 
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Securities, Angel Broking, Sharekhan and Kotak Securities feature among 

the top apps in the finance category in both Android and iOS.

Is trading on the mobile safe?

Brokerages invest a lot in technology nowadays and hence, most trading apps 

have strong encryption and other security features so as to make the trading 

experience quite secure. Most brokerages nowadays have a chief technology 

officer, which was unheard of a few years ago. The apps are also regularly 

updated with security features, among other things.

The strong level of security is further corroborated by the fact that some of the 

leading brokerages now see more than 50% of their active clients trade via 

apps instead of the web portal.

IIP growth rebounds, retail inflation surges

[Important for: Economics, Business]

Electricity sector growth, however, slows to 4.75% in July from 8.19% in June; 

food inflation at a 14-month high 

Industrial activity rebounded in July to 4.3% on a broad-based recovery 

across key sectors such as mining, manufacturing and construction, official 

data released  showed.

In a separate release, data showed retail inflation rose in August to hit a 10-

month high of 3.21% on quickening food price rises.

Growth in the Index of Industrial Production (IIP) accelerated in July after a 
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slump in June when it touched 1.17%. Within the index, the mining sector 

accelerated to 4.92% in July compared with 1.53% in June. The manufacturing 

sector, similarly, saw growth quicken to 4.15% from 0.23% over the same 

period.

“The numbers provide some positive news for the output scenario because 

most of the IIP indicators show an uplift,” said D.K. Srivastava, chief policy 

adviser, EY India. “The only issue is to see if this will be sustained. This has 

come as a positive surprise because the general trend indicates a slowdown 

momentum.”

Construction and infrastructure sector saw a turnaround in July, growing 

2.13% after contracting 1.9% in the previous month. On the consumer side, 

the consumer durables sector reined in its contraction, contracting 2.7% 

in July compared with a steep contraction of 10.2% in the previous month. 

Consumer non-durables saw growth accelerating to 8.29% from 7.08%. The 

electricity sector, however, saw growth slowing in July to 4.75% from 8.19% 

in June.

“Industrial output is likely to improve further in the coming month supported 

by higher festive and rural demand (with improvements in the monsoons),” 

Care Ratings said in a report.

Rising inflation

Growth in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) touched 3.21% in August, compared 

with 3.15% in July. Within the index, inflation in the food category touched a 

14-month high of 2.96% in August, up from 2.33% in the previous month.

“Inflation overall is only marginally higher over last month,” Mr. Srivastava 

said. “Only vegetable and food price inflation have gone up and that is due to 

the seasonal effect. This usually happens in monsoon months.”

Inflation in the pan, tobacco and other intoxicants category quickened 

marginally to 5% in July from 4.89% in the previous month. Clothing and 

footwear category, however, saw inflation easing somewhat to 1.23% from 
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1.37% over the same period.

The housing sector saw the rate of inflation remain flat at 4.84% in July, 

compared with 4.87% in June. The fuel and light sector saw a contraction in 

prices by 1.7% compared with a contraction of 0.29%.

“Consumer price inflation is likely to inch up further in the coming months with 

the waning of the base effect and seasonal factors,” Care Ratings added. 

“Although the RBI is likely to continue with its monetary easing, we do not 

expect a rate cut at the next monetary policy.

“The RBI is likely to look for the transmission of the previous rate cuts with 

the introduction of the new external benchmark before cutting rates further,” 

the ratings agency added. “For the remainder of the financial year, we expect 

policy rates to be cut by another 40 bps.”

New income tax rule on insurance maturity proceeds: 5 things to know

[Important for: Economy, Business]

From September 1 this year, the government introduced a new set of income 

tax rules that included higher TDS or tax deducted on source on life insurance 

in specific cases. Other changes included TDS on cash withdrawals exceeding 

₹1 crore in aggregate in a year from finance institutions. In case of property 

transactions the definition of immovable property has been widened to include 

charges like club membership fee and car parking fee for TDS levy.

Here are 5 things to know about new income tax rules on insurance 

proceeds:

1) The government has amended Section 194DA which requires the deductor 

to deduct TDS at the rate of 5% if the life insurance maturity proceeds received 

are taxable in your hands. It also includes sum received by way of bonus. 

Section 194DA relates to insurance policy payments that are not exempted 

under the Section 10(10D. Earlier, the TDS levy was 1%.

2) No TDS is deductible if the sum payment is less than ₹1 lakh or if the sum 
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is received on the death of the insured person.

3) Under Section 10 (10D), insurance policy maturity proceeds are exempted 

from income tax if sum assured in a life insurance policy is at least 10 times 

the annual premium. For policies issued before April 2012, the premium must 

be less than 20% of the sum assured to get the tax benefit on maturity.

4) AartiRaote, partner at Deloitte India, said: “As per the old provisions, any 

payment in respect of life insurance policy, to a resident person, was subject 

to TDS at the rate of 1% percent under Section 194DA. The tax was deducted 

under this provision at the time of payment, if the sum payable exceeded Rs. 

1 lakh. Tax was not required to be deducted if the amount payable under an 

insurance policy is exempt from tax under Section 10(10D), or if the sum is 

received on the occasion of death of the insured person.”

5) “The Finance Bill 2019 proposed an amendment to Section 194DA which 

requires the deductor to deduct tax at the rate of 5% on the income comprised 

(in contrast to 1% on the gross amount),” she added.

‘Speedy ITC e-refunds can boost exports’

[Important for: Economics, Business]

Quick reimbursement to ease fund crunch, says industry; RoDTEP, a relief 

to labour-intensive sectors’ 

The government has taken prompt and adequate measures to boost exports, 

say exporters and analysts, reacting to Finance Minister NirmalaSitharaman’s 

announcements for the sector.

“The provision for Remission of Duties or Taxes on Export Product (RoDTEP) 

and replacing the existing Rebate of State and Central Taxes and Levies 

(RoSCTL) scheme on export of garments and made-ups should ease the 

existing financial crunch,” said GovindZanwar, vice president, Vibrant Terry 

Towel Global Expo and Textile Development Foundation (TDF), which is 

planning large-scale exports of terry towels to the U.S.
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“The fully automatic electronic refund for Input Tax Credit (ITC) and the 

Interest Equalisation Scheme (IES), will also help boost exports, particularly 

in the textiles sector. A quick reimbursement is much needed to ease financial 

scarcity,” he added.

He said priority sector lending (PSL) would also help, and labour intensive 

sectors such as textiles and leather industry should be included in it.

Taking advantage of the decision of the U.S. to hike duty on towel imports 

from China to 15%, Indian exporters of terry towels are eyeing higher exports 

to the U.S., which imports about Rs. 22,500 crore worth of the products every 

year. India currently accounts for only Rs. 5,200 crore of this.

Products to turn cheaper

“Now, we have a better chance as our products will now be cheaper for 

importers from the U.S.,” Rajesh Goski, president, Textile Development 

Foundation, said.

Terry towel manufacturers from Solapur are hoping to increase capacity with 

a target to grow their revenue from Rs. 1,200 crore to Rs. 5,200 crore by 

2022, of which the bulk would be from exports.

Analysts said the new measures announced by the FM sent a clear 

message that the government was giving top priority to reviving growth in the 

economy.

“The measures relating to housing and export promotion like textiles will 

provide a big boost to employment too since these are labour intensive 

industries,” said V.K. Vijayakumar, chief investment strategist, Geojit Financial 

Services.

S. Ranganathan, head of Research at LKP Securities said, “Exporters in 

labour-intensive sectors should be happy with the new RoDTEP scheme 

from January 1, 2020 as it proposes to more than adequately incentivise 

exporters. Speedy ITC refunds and higher insurance cover for exporters 

should help.”
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A question of (right) choice

[Important for: Economics, Business]

Long innings:Purchase price paid towards an annuity includes a risk premium 

for longevity.Arunangsu Roy ChowdhuryArunangsu Roy Chowdhury  

Annuity policies come with an array of options

Having decided to buy an annuity policy, you can choose from various options. 

Before that, let us look at the tax implications.

Up to Rs. 50,000 per year of your annuity purchase price brings you a tax 

deduction under Section 80CCC of the Income-Tax Act, 1961. This is over and 

above the Rs. 1.5 lakh under Section 80C for life insurance policy premiums, 

Employee or Public Provident Fund and so on. Any contribution to the National 

Pension Scheme will also come under this Rs. 50,000 umbrella.

On the vesting date, you can commute up to a third of the accumulated amount 

without tax and the balance is applied towards the annuity. The annuity itself, 

the pension payments you receive after vesting date, are taxable as part of 

your income. This is important when you plan your post-retirement income 

flows.

How would you like to receive your annuity is the next decision.

This is a choice you have to make while purchasing the annuity and cannot 

change.

There are about a dozen options that most life insurance companies offer. 
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The simplest one is annuity for life, which involves annuity payout until your 

lifetime. This can be on a single life or joint life with your spouse. You can opt 

for annuity guaranteed for a certain period (5, 10 or 15 years for example) 

and then for life and the payout will be for the longer of the two. Then, there 

is annuity of any of the above options with return of purchase price to your 

nominee. Some firms offer options of a specified portion of your purchase price 

to return, 50% or 100%, and options where the annuity rises at a specified 

rate year-on-year, to match rising costs of living. All these choices impact the 

quantum of your annuity.

Immediate annuity

A 45-year-old would pay Rs. 6 lakh or so for an immediate annuity of Rs. 

43,000 a year for his lifetime.

Should he want a guaranteed pension for 20 years and then for a lifetime, the 

purchase price would be a bit higher at Rs. 6.5 lakh. With return of purchase 

price, an annuity for life costs Rs. 7 lakh approximately. In case of a critical 

illness or an accident leading to permanent disability, your annuity policy can 

come to your rescue by way of return of purchase price.

This is a rider, an additional cover you have to buy at the inception of the 

policy.

These optional extras differ by company and policy and can cover accidental 

death and dismemberment, waiver of premium, etc.

One important decision you have to make is whether you want a unit-linked 

annuity. In a linked annuity, your premium over the years is invested in capital 

markets and the corpus that results on the vesting date will be your purchase 

price. So, your capital available to invest in an annuity is subject to market 

risk, something you have to be aware of.

One question that comes up in the mind when you calculate the ‘return’ rate 

on an annuity is, even a bank fixed deposit appears better. Maybe, but don’t 

forget that the premium or purchase price you pay towards an annuity includes 
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a risk premium for longevity.

RBI took a break from buying dollars as Indian rupee’s weakness renews

[Important for: Economics, Business]

Mumbai: India’s central bank had been buying dollars for seven consecutive 

months even when the rupee had been under pressure.

But Reserve Bank of India (RBI) seems to have finally a taken break in July 

from its dollar buying spree. Latest data from the central bank showed that 

it was a net seller of dollars for the first time since November 2018. RBI 

releases its forex intervention data with a lag of two months.

Considering that there were dollar outflows from domestic markets in July, 

the central bank would have found limited opportunity to buy dollars without 

putting pressure on the exchange rate.

What perhaps could also be the reason is a surplus rupee liquidity conditions 

in domestic markets. RBI’s forex interventions have an impact on domestic 

liquidity. When the central bank buys dollars, it injects rupees into the banking 

system and when it sells dollars, rupees are absorbed.

The rational of RBI is that it intervenes to contain volatility and not to tie the 

exchange rate to a specific level.

To be sure, global markets too were calmer in July than other months despite 

the undercurrents of a trade war.

That said, the tussle between US and China over trade has continued to 

keep most emerging market currencies under pressure. The Indian currency 

has had an added trouble due to weak domestic macroeconomic indicators. 

With economic growth fumbling, the rupee is under fresh pressure and has 

already weakened nearly 4% over the last two months.

Analysts expect the currency to drop to 73-74 to a dollar by December 

Currently, rupee is hovering around 71.50 per dollar levels.

The surge in oil prices today has created fresh trouble for the rupee. An 
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increase in oil prices bloats up the import bill of the country and thereby adds 

to the pressure on balance of payments.

If the rupee comes under renewed pressure, the RBI may find less opportunity 

to buy dollars in the coming months.

Govt to shut down STC, PEC and MMTC one by one: PiyushGoyal

[Important for: Economy, Business]

NEW DELHI : State-owned trading companies such as State Trading 

Corporation (STC), Project and Equipment Corporation (PEC) and MMTC will 

be shut down one by one as “the government has no business of remaining 

in such businesses”, trade minister PiyushGoyal said .

“Slowly the original purpose of these public sector units have come to an 

end. It’s not the business of the government to remain in such businesses. 

The government should not run companies only for gold imports. We have 

started the discussion and will close them down one by one,” Goyal told 

reporters at the sidelines of an event.

Press Trust of India news agency  reported that the government was planning 

to close down STC and PEC.

Shares of MMTC Ltd and STC fell 16.6% and 19.6% respectively  while 

Sensex closed 1.73% down, and Nifty 50 1.69% down.

DiptiLavya Swain, Corporate M&A lawyer & partner at HSA Advocates said 

that while Cabinet approval is still to come, Goyal’s comments seem to 

suggest that post internal approvals and actions taken pursuant to a due 

diligence process, these companies will mostly likely be wound up.

“As these companies have made equity investments, unless regulated by 

joint venture contracts, these may be sold as going concerns. Listed entities 

will have to follow SEBI process along with winding-up requirements. STC 

will have to be pulled out of NCLT vide a deal with it’s lenders. Other options 

like demerger and selective asset sale may be lengthy and complex, which 
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the government may avoid, but (they) cannot be ruled out until the final 

processes are ironed out,” he added.

STC in its 2018-19 Annual Report said it is facing a “severe liquidity crisis” 

as all the lender banks have reported STC’s account as a bad loan due 

to non-payment of interest on the banking limits availed by the company. 

“Therefore, at present, the Company has no banking limits, funded or non-

funded, available with it,” it said.

The company reported a net loss (after tax) of ₹881 crore in 2018-19 compared 

with net profit (after tax) of approx₹38 crore in 2017-18. The company had 

441 employees on its rolls as of 31 March 2019, made up of 305 managers 

and 136 staff.

With a view to settling its outstanding dues, the company submitted a One 

Time Settlement (OTS) proposal to banks. After a series of discussions and 

meetings held with the Joint Lenders Forum (JLF) of banks, the broad terms 

of a settlement have been finalized.

Of the total dues of ₹1906 crore as of 31 March 2018, an amount of ₹1,100 

crore has already been paid by STC. The balance is proposed to be paid 

partly through a sale of its immovable properties and partly out of the trade 

receivables to be realized by the company.

Meanwhile, in March, public sector lender Syndicate Bank initiated insolvency 

proceedings against STC for an amount of ₹625 crore.

“The company is in the process of entering into Master Restructuring 

Agreement (MRA) with the lender banks towards settlement of their dues,” 

the company’s annual report said.

Meanwhile, at MMTC, the aggregate manpower as of 31 March, 2019 stood 

at 950, including 387 officers.

The company’s total turnover is ₹28,293 crore and profit after tax is ₹81.4 

crore, up from ₹48.8 crore a year ago.

The PEC website has financial details only till 2014-15. The company made 
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a net loss after tax of ₹208.5 crore in 2014-15 compared to ₹0.7 croreprofit 

after tax a year ago.

IT’s time to focus on new markets around globe: ESC

[Important for: Economy, Business]

Japan yet to be understood, explored, says council 

It is time India developed new IT markets around the globe in addition to 

expanding its existing markets, suggested Electronics and Computer Software 

Export Promotion Council (ESC), a body supported by the Union Ministry of 

Commerce and Industries.

Currently, the U.S., U.K. and Europe together account for more than 86% of 

the country’s IT exports. “There are several new and emerging IT markets 

that can be explored by Indian technology providers.

“Latin America as a region, in addition to Asean countries, Africa, CIS region 

and the Middle East are warming up towards Indian providers,’’ said ESC 

executive director D.K. Sareen.

As per ESC statistics, LatAm contributed IT exports worth $840 million in 

2018 against $671 million in the previous year.

Africa contributed $1.2 billion in 2018 ($1.07 billion), Asean countries 

brought in $6 billion ($5.6 billion), the CIS block, mostly comprising Armenia, 

Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, 

Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan, contributed $600 million 

($582 million) and the Middle East’s share was a sizeable $2.3 billion in 2018 

against $2 billion in the previous year.

“Japan is another geography where Indian players are yet to make any 

significant dent. India’s current IT revenue exposure to Japan is some 4% as 

of now.

Huge market
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“But it is a huge market, yet to be understood and explored as culture and 

language have always come as a barrier,’’ said Mr. Sareen.

ESC’s annual tech exposition, Indiasoft 2020, scheduled to be held between 

March 3 and 4, 2020 in Hyderabad will feature an exclusive exposition for 

companies that focus on internet of things (IoTs).

‘Surcharge relief may improve sentiment, boost earnings’

[Important for: Economy, Business]

Government waives the levy for all categories of investors; surcharge not 

applicable on FPIs on sale of securities in the derivatives segment 

Almost a month after announcing the first set of incentives for foreign portfolio 

investors (FPIs) by waiving the surcharge introduced in the Union Budget 

– but which failed to stem the outflows in any manner – the government has 

announced fresh incentives while also extending the benefit to all categories 

of investors.

, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said that the tax surcharge would 

be waived for all categories of investors, including individuals and those 

operating under structures like Hindu Undivided Family (HUF), Association 

of Persons (AOP), Body of Individuals (BOI) and Artificial Juridical Person 

(AJP).

A statement from the government clarified that the surcharge would not be 
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applicable on the “capital gains arising on sale of equity shares in a company 

or a unit of an equity-oriented fund or a unit of a business trust liable for 

securities transaction tax.”

Further, the government has also clarified that the surcharge would not be 

applicable on FPIs on sale of securities in the derivatives segment as well.

Simply put, any gains arising from the sale of securities in the cash or 

derivatives segment or units of equity mutual funds on which securities 

transaction tax (STT) has been levied will not be subjected to the surcharge, 

that had further fuelled the flight of foreign money from the Indian capital 

markets.

Interestingly, after the government announced the initial rollback of the 

surcharge on August 23, FPIs have till date sold shares worth almost Rs. 

6,300 crore.

Market participants, however, are optimistic that the latest set of measures 

would have a longer term impact on the markets in terms of a positive impact 

on earnings and fund flows.

“This will help improve the sentiments and have a positive impact on earnings 

thereby leading to an overall re-rating of the markets,” according to Mihir 

Kothari, head, institutional sales, MotilalOswal Financial Services.

No buy-back tax

Meanwhile, after announcing a buy-back tax in the Union Budget, the 

government has now decided to exempt firms that announced a buy-back 

before the proposal was announced on July 5.

“In order to provide relief to listed companies which have already made a 

public announcement of buy-back before July 5, 2019, it is provided that 

tax on buy back of shares in case of such companies shall not be charged,” 

stated the government in the release.

The exemption would benefit companies like Sasken Technologies, Greaves 
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Cotton, Welspun Corp, Indowind Energy, Star Cement and Eris Lifesciences 

among others, as per data from Prime Database, which pegs the cumulative 

size of buy-back offers that would benefit from Friday’s relief at approximately 

Rs. 1,100 crore.

‘Tax cuts may not boost investment’

[Important for: Economy, Business]

While corporate India is cheering the cut in tax rates, announced by the 

government, economists are saying mere reduction in levies will not result 

in increased private sector investments and the move will definitely result in 

fiscal deficit slippage.

The overall view is that since the corporate tax cuts do not address the 

subdued demand conditions in the economy, private sector firms will wait for 

demand to revive before they start investing.

“Companies will still wait for demand to pick up,” said MadanSabnavis, 

chief economist, Care Ratings. “The cuts have to encourage manufacturing 

companies, that have not been investing, to start investing.Only if demand 

actually increases, will the tax cut help in bringing about higher investment, 

not otherwise.”

“At the end of the day, if you don’t have the assurance that your output is going 

to be bought, then you are not going to make profit,” PronabSen, former Chief 

Statistician of India, added.

“A tax on profit kicks in only if you are making profit. It has already given 

a huge boost to so-called investor sentiment, but these are all secondary 

market reactions.”

However, there is also the view that corporate tax rate cuts will make Indian 

companies more competitive globally, and will encourage foreign companies 

to invest in India, which could boost private sector investments.

Corporate savings to rise
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“It will increase corporate savings and therefore, also investment and make 

Indian firms more competitive,” said D.K. Srivastava, chief policy advisor, EY 

India.

“They will also encourage investment from abroad into Indian companies 

because we will be on par with comparable economies with regard to tax 

incidence.

The impact on the fiscal deficit, however, is under debate.

The combination of the Rs. 1.45 lakh crore revenue foregone due to the cuts 

announced , the fiscal impact of the various export and housing incentives 

announced recently and lower-than-budgeted GST revenue is expected to 

total anywhere between 0.5-1% of GDP.

“In the Budget as presented, they had taken account of Rs. 90,000 crore from 

the RBI,” Dr. Sen explained. “What they got was Rs. 1.76 lakh crore. So, the 

net gain was only Rs. 86,000 crore. The net loss here [due to the corporate 

tax rate cut] is Rs. 1.45 lakh crore, so there is still a Rs. 59,000 crore hole 

because the impact of these cuts was not budgeted.”

“Let’s assume GST collections come in according to plan,” Mr. Sabnavis 

said. “This corporate rate cut plus the incentives for exports and housing they 

announced will together come to 0.5% of GDP. The fiscal deficit will definitely 

go from 3.3% to 3.7-3.8%. That is the range we are looking at.”

India Inc. hails corporate tax reduction
Move may spur economy; auto sector buying sentiment likely to improve 

India Inc. welcomed the Centre’s decision to reduce the corporate tax rate and 

the Minimum Alternate Tax

N. Chandrasekaran, chairman, Tata Sons, said, “The reduction of MAT 

will enable companies optimise their cash flows leading to increased 

investments.”

Sajjan Jindal, chairman, JSW Group, said, “The massive amount of savings in 
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corporate tax, aggregating to Rs. 1.45 lakh crore, is a timely stimulus for the 

revival of our economy.” PawanGoenka, MD of M&M tweeted, “Looks like 

Diwali has come early.” GautamAdani, chairman, Adani Group, also tweeted, 

saying, “Amid challenging times, the reduction in corporate tax and MAT 

addresses the core challenge of liquidity reinstating India as an attractive 

investment destination.” AshishChauhan, MD and CEO, BSE said Indian 

corporate tax rates are now among the lowest in the world, especially for the 

new manufacturing companies.

According to Mercedes-Benz India MD and CEO Martin Schwenk, lower tax 

will promote investment, help improve buying sentiment, and spur the auto 

sector in the long term.

Gopichand P. Hinduja, co-chairman, Hinduja Group, said Friday’s move was 

needed for economic revival and for the manufacturing sector. BomanIrani, 

CMD, Rustamjee Group, said, “I would request the Finance Minister to 

provide the same type of benefits to the housing and real estate sector,” he 

said.

However, GopalSrinivasan, founder-CMD, TVS Capital Funds, felt the Centre 

had ignored providers of risk capital. Profits of venture capital and private 

equity funds are taxed at full surcharge. “Today, the tax difference between 

long-term capital gains on listed markets and private markets are as high as 

18 percentage (absolute) points,” he said.

T.T. Srinivasaraghavan, MD, Sundram Finance. said the Centre had taken 

a ‘real bold’ step.

GST Council lowers tax rates but tries to protect fiscal 
health
The Council also reduced tax rates on a host of services including on job 
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work related to diamonds, which has been lowered from 5% to 1.5%

Nirmala Sitharaman, who chaired the GST Council meeting, said that the tax 

rates as well as slabs applying to hotel accommodation has been changed

Federal indirect tax body the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Council  slashed 

the tax rates on a host of products and services including hotel stay and 

outdoor catering and eased the compliance burden on small businesses.

The tax rate cuts on a diversified set of items are meant to support small 

and medium enterprises, promote exports and boost economic growth. 

The Council, however, rejected proposals for tax cuts on automobiles and 

biscuits as it wanted to focus more on the unorganised sector in giving tax 

relief. Officials said the revenue impact on account of the tax cut has not 

been estimated as the tax cuts applied to several industries.

Finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman, who chaired the GST Council meeting, 

said that the tax rates as well as slabs applying to hotel accommodation has 

been changed.

Those hotels charging daily tariff of upto₹1000 will continue to be exempted 

from GST, while that charging ₹1,000 to ₹7,500 per night will be taxed at 

12% and those charging above that will be taxed at 18% under the new 

slabs. 

As per the existing slab, hotels charging between ₹1,000-Rs2,500 are taxed 

at 12%, those levying between ₹2,500 – ₹7,500 are taxed at 18% and those 

charging above are taxed at ₹28%.

The Council announced a relief for a specific period for passenger vehicles 

carrying 10-13 persons by bringing the cess applicable on them down from 

15% to 1%, the same rate applicable on vehicles of comparable engine and 

length specifications carrying upto nine people.

The Council also decided to slash rate on outdoor catering services from 

present 18% with the benefit of input tax credit to 5% without the benefit of 

input tax credit. Catering in premises with daily tariff more than ₹7,500 will 
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continue to be taxed at 18% with input tax credit.

All rate changes will apply from 1 October. The Council exempted small 

businesses from having to file annual returns for FY18 and FY19. Sitharaman 

said rules will be simplified further to encourage compliance.

The Council also reduced tax rates on a host of services including on job 

work related to diamonds, which has been lowered from 5% to 1.5%.

According to Abhishek Jain, tax partner, EY, the rate rationalization for the 

hotel industry could bolster demand for this sector. “With the upcoming 

vacation and festive season, this was a much sought for relief by this industry 

especially for the premium segment hotels,” said Jain.

As part of the government’s agenda of nudging individuals to adopting a 

healthy lifestyle, the Council decided to increase the tax rate on caffeinated 

drinks and excluded aerated drinks makers from the concessional flat tax 

scheme meant for small businesses. Caffeinated drinks will now be taxed at 

par with aerated beverages, one of the highly taxed items.

How side-pocketing affects you
If debt mutual funds create side-pockets and offer investors an exit 

window without load, should you sell? 

If you’re an investor in debt mutual funds, you’re probably puzzling over 

reports on ‘side-pocketing’ of bonds that figure in fund portfolios. Last week, 

UTI Credit Risk Fund and Reliance Ultra Short Duration Fund announced 

their intent to side-pocket bonds issued by Altico Capital after it as rated 

default grade by an agency. Previously, Sundaram Mutual Fund announced, 

and then backtracked on, its decision to side-pocket bonds from the troubled 

DHFL. If you’re confused by what all this means to you, here are a few 

answers:
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When debt funds face a downgrade or default on a bond they own, they 

write down its value in the NAV. Why is side-pocketing needed? 

When debt funds write down the value of a bond, they usually aren’t sure 

if the bond is a complete dud or will realise some value later. But in the 

interests of conservatism, SEBI rules require funds to write down the value 

of such bonds by 25, 50, 75 or even 100% in their portfolios, based on 

their credit ratings. When a fund takes such write-downs, the NAV takes 

an immediate blow. But if the issuer of the bond later pays up his dues, the 

fund will then have to increase its NAV to account for the repayment. In such 

cases, investors in the scheme who exit early taking NAV losses would fail 

to benefit from the recovery.

On the other hand, new investors who entered the scheme after the write-

down would stand to pocket unfair gains on a bond they never owned. 

Segregating downgraded bonds in a fund’s portfolio into a ‘side-pocket’ 

avoids such unfair treatment. When a scheme side-pockets a doubtful bond, 

any recovery from the bond is distributed to all investors who were invested 

in the scheme when the downgrade happened. Investors who got into a 

scheme after the downgrade, get to buy only into the main portfolio excluding 

the doubtful bond.

When and what kind of bonds are debt funds supposed to segregate? 

SEBI rules allow debt funds to side-pocket only those bonds that are 

downgraded below investment grade by rating agencies. When a bond rated 

BBB or above is pegged down, it turns from an investment grade bond to 

a non-investment grade one. Fund houses are required to decide on side-

pocketing and secure the approval of their trustees for it, on the day the 

downgrade happens.

When a bond is downgraded, why do some fund houses announce 

side-pockets while others don’t? 
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SEBI has not made side-pocketing compulsory for all bonds that turn non-

investment grade. This decision is left to the discretion of the AMC and its 

trustees. So, when a bond slips into non-investment grade, some AMCs may 

write down its value and hang on, while others may side-pocket it.

What happens when a side-pocket is created? 

The scheme separates its portfolio into the good portion, consisting of 

investment grade bonds, and the bad portion comprising the downgraded 

bond. The NAV of the scheme will be carved out to the extent of the value 

(after write down) of the bad bond. All existing investors in the scheme will 

receive one new unit in the side-pocketed portfolio in addition to existing 

units in the scheme.

No transactions are allowed in these new units. So, if you redeem the fund 

after side-pocketing, you will only receive the NAV of the main portfolio. 

But if the scheme eventually recovers money from the bond, they will get 

automatically redeemed and you will receive a payout. The trustees of the 

AMC are supposed to monitor the recovery of proceeds in the side-pocketed 

bonds.

AMCs have put out newspaper ads about side-pocketing, offering a 

one-month exit window. Does this mean the scheme will take a hit from 

a bad bond? Do I need to exit it? 

No, you shouldn’t. The ad is only an enabling provision that tells you that the 

scheme may, in future, use side-pocketing for some of its debt schemes if 

they take a hit on their bonds. When MFs make changes to their fundamental 

attributes, SEBI rules require them to give their investors a one-month exit 

window (without load). Given that SEBI’s side-pocketing rules are recent and 

most AMCs are introducing this feature into their debt funds for the first time, 

they have been advertising and offering investors a one-month exit window. 

Once all fund houses incorporate these enabling provisions into their scheme 
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attributes, they can go ahead with side-pocketing in future without seeking 

the okay of their investors.

If I don’t check MF websites or newspaper ads, how will I know if a debt 

scheme is creating side-pockets? 

On the day a scheme decides to side-pocket a bond, it is required to issue a 

press release and send an SMS as well as email to all its investors. It must 

also inform investors as soon as it secures trustee approval for this. On the 

day the announcement is made, all new purchases or sales of units in the 

scheme are frozen.

India’s Q2 export-import trade growth slips to 1% from 9%
India’s containerised trade growth in Q2 2019 slowed to 1% from 9% over 

the same period last year, according to Maersk India Trade Report.

This was due to a host of international factors such as slowing trade growth, 

and growing trade tensions, coupled with domestic factors like rural consumer 

distress, tightening liquidity and a slowdown in key manufacturing sectors, 

it said.

Combined, these triggers impacted India’s economic activity, slowing overall 

import-export growth, it added. As per the report, west India delivered the 

highest growth with imports growing at 4% and exports at 11%. north India 

delivered 1% growth in imports and a decline of 9% in exports. South India 

registered 1% import growth and 2% export growth while east India recorded 

2% growth in imports and a decline of 1% in exports.

Exports to China fall

“India’s exports to China declined by 20%, led by a reduction in demand for 

India-made textiles and apparel. Imports from China contracted more, by 

22%,” the report said adding exports to Saudi Arabia have grown by 74% 

with vegetables and tiles, stone and glass exports from India.
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Steve Felder, MD, Maersk South Asia, “Amid increasing global volatility, a 

slower local economy and the USA’s withdrawal of preferential access for 

certain Indian products, India’s import-export trade is expected to continue 

to face headwinds in the coming months.”

However, the Commerce Ministry’s recently proposed export promotion 

scheme, supported with a production-based support scheme, coupled with 

a weaker rupee, is expected to boost Make in India and benefit multiple 

industries, he said.

India’s overall trade with North America grew 14%, and with Europe a growth 

of 10% was witnessed in Q2 2019.

Containerised trade with the Mediterranean countries was flat, primarily due 

to a 2% reduction in exports.

Listed companies must promptly disclose details of default: 
bourses
‘Firms should inform CRAs about delayed loan repayments’ 

Amid the hammering of share prices due to loan defaults and subsequent 

actions by lenders against borrower companies, all listed companies have 

been asked to promptly disclose to the exchanges all “material developments” 

relating to the defaults, including about inter-creditor agreements.

The direction has been issued by the BSE and the NSE in consultation with 

the capital markets regulator SEBI (Securities Exchange Board of India).

More surveillance

Besides, the two exchanges have also announced additional surveillance 

measures for companies wherein the creditors of a listed company may have 

or are in process of taking action as per the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code 

(IBC) or inter-creditor agreement (ICA) resolution process.

In separate circulars, the two exchanges said the developments related to 
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the ICA were likely to have significant impact on prices of the securities of the 

listed entities, whose assets have been deemed to be ‘stressed’ on account 

of default or delay in interest/principal payments.

With a view to providing for early recognition, reporting and time-bound 

resolution of stressed assets, the RBI, in June, had issued certain directions 

to lenders, including banks and systematically important NBFCs, as part 

of its Prudential Framework for Resolution of Stressed Assets Directions, 

2019. SEBI has also come out with new norms that make it mandatory for 

companies to provide details on delayed loan repayments and possible 

defaults to credit rating agencies. The framework would enable credit rating 

agencies to get timely information on possible defaults.
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How India armed the Northern Alliance

[Important for: IP, IR]

India must not commit the error of placing Indian troops on Afghan soil, says 

the diplomat who coordinated New Delhi’s secret military assistance to Ahmad 

Shah Massoud, the military commander of the Northern Alliance, who fought 

the Taliban and U.S. forces till his assassination in 2001.

For four years, between 1996 and 2000, till he left the Tajik capital Dushanbe to 

take up his new posting, Ambassador Bharath Raj Muthu Kumar coordinated 

military and medical assistance that India was secretly giving to Massoud 

and his forces.

It all began, says Mr. Muthu Kumar, exactly a week after September 26, 1996, 

when the Taliban, backed by Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI), took 

over Kabul, shot former President Najibullah dead, castrated him, and hung 

his body from a lamp post. Hours before that happened, Indian Embassy staff 

members scrambled into the last plane out of a country that had begun its 

descent into hell.

Amrullah Saleh, who looked after Kabul’s interests in the Tajik capital, called 

Mr. Muthu Kumar to inform him that the “Commander” would like to meet 

him.

A subcontinental story at TIFF

[Important for: IP, IR]

In a festival committed to diversity and gender parity, it is fitting indeed to open 

one’s film viewing innings with a subcontinental story centred on a woman 

and made by a woman filmmaker.

Minhal Baig’s coming of age film Hala , which played on the opening day 

of the 44th Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF), traverses the familiar 

zone of the diasporic experience — a teenager Hala (Geraldine Viswanathan) 

negotiating the clash of cultures, finding the right balance between the 
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immigrant home and the “westernised” world outside, of squaring up to 

her desires and sexual awakening while being cloistered and protected by 

Pakistani immigrant parents.

Tables turn

Then there is another interesting arc of role reversal as the tables turn on 

the seemingly progressive father who encourages her to skateboard, read 

literature and solve crosswords, and a conservative mother who appears 

to be only bothered about fajr (prayer at dawn) and hijaab (scarf). It’s the 

overprotective mother who eventually becomes the empowering figure for 

her and, in turn, finds liberation for herself through her daughter.

Ms. Baig keeps things gentle, even when a terrible storm might be brewing in 

Hala’s life. There is a sense of grace underlying the literary works Hala takes 

recourse to in mirroring her own dilemmas and internal struggles, specially 

Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House .

There is a persistent contradictory pull in what she quotes and reads out, the 

words she chooses to express herself in or the pauses and silence between 

them.

The finale does get somewhat sloppy and slapdash but Ms. Baig is largely 

restrained and subtle.

Fine collaboration

Chicago-based writer-director, Ms. Baig forms a fine collaboration with young 

Australian actor Ms. Viswanathan. Ms. Baig draws out a nuanced performance 

from Ms.Viswanathan, whose face is a wondrous canvas for fleeting emotions 

— curiosity, indifference, empathy, hurt, pain, rage, confusion. Her face is the 

film.

Iran hits out at EU over nuclear deal

[Important for: IP, IR]
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Iran’s atomic agency chief Ali Akbar Salehi on Sunday slammed EU, saying 

its broken promises gave Tehran little choice but to scale back on the nuclear 

deal. IAEA’s senior official Cornel Feruta visited Tehran in less than 24 hours 

after Iran said it was firing up advanced centrifuges that enrich uranium at a 

faster rate.AFP

Spy who exposed ‘Putin’s role’ in U.S. polls extracted

[Important for: IP, IR]

 

Russian President Vladimir Putin at the Kremlin.AFP/FileSERGEI ILNITSKY   

Decades ago, the CIA recruited and carefully cultivated a midlevel Russian 

official who began rapidly advancing through the governmental ranks. 

Eventually, American spies struck gold: the longtime source landed an 

influential position that came with access to the highest level of the Kremlin.

As U.S. officials began to realise that Russia was trying to sabotage the 2016 

presidential election, the informant became one of the CIA’s most important 

— and highly protected — assets. But when intelligence officials revealed the 

severity of Russia’s election interference with unusual detail later that year, 

the news media picked up on details about the CIA’s Kremlin sources.

CIA officials worried about safety made the arduous decision in late 2016 

to offer to extract the source from Russia. The situation grew more tense 
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when the informant at first refused, citing family concerns — prompting 

consternation at CIA headquarters and sowing doubts among some U.S. 

counterintelligence officials about the informant’s trustworthiness. But the 

CIA pressed again months later after more media inquiries. This time, the 

informant agreed.

The move brought to an end the career of one of the CIA’s most important 

sources. It also effectively blinded U.S. intelligence officials to the view from 

inside Russia as they sought clues about Kremlin interference in the 2018 

midterm elections and the 2020 presidential poll.

CNN first reported the 2017 extraction on Monday. Other details — including 

the source’s history with the agency, the initial 2016 exfiltration offer and the 

cascade of doubts set off by the informant’s subsequent refusal — have not 

been previously reported. This article is based on interviews in recent months 

with current and former officials who spoke on the condition that their names 

not be used discussing classified information.

Officials did not disclose the informant’s identity or new location, both closely 

held secrets. The person’s life remains in danger, current and former officials 

said, pointing to Moscow’s attempts last year to assassinate Sergei V. Skripal, 

a former Russian intelligence official who moved to Britain as part of a high-

profile spy exchange in 2010. The Moscow informant was instrumental to the 

CIA’s most explosive conclusion about Russia’s interference campaign: that 

President Vladimir Putin ordered and orchestrated it himself.NY Times

Iran hits out at EU over nuclear deal

[Important for: IP, IR]

Iran slams EU for broken promises on nuclear deal

Iran’s atomic agency chief Ali Akbar Salehi on Sunday slammed EU, saying 
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its broken promises gave Tehran little choice but to scale back on the nuclear 

deal. IAEA’s senior official Cornel Feruta visited Tehran in less than 24 hours 

after Iran said it was firing up advanced centrifuges that enrich uranium at a 

faster rate.AFP

Trump agrees to delay increase in China tariffs

[Important for: IP, IR, International Trade]

After an apparent conciliatory move by China, U.S. President Donald Trump 

on Wednesday made one of his own, announcing that he agreed to delay an 

increase in tariffs on $250 billion worth of Chinese goods by two weeks.

Speaking weeks ahead of the resumption of talks aimed at resolving a 

grinding trade war, Mr. Trump said the tariff delay was requested by Beijing.

“We have agreed, as a gesture of good will, to move the increased Tariffs on 

250 Billion Dollars worth of goods (25% to 30%), from October 1st to October 

15th,” Mr. Trump tweeted late on Wednesday.

He said the delay was requested by “Vice Premier of China, Liu He, and due 

to the fact that the People’s Republic of China will be celebrating their 70th 

Anniversary,” on October 1.

Early Wednesday, Beijing announced it was temporarily exempting some 

U.S. exports from tariff increases, a gesture that lifted equity markets.

Saudi prince’s oil diplomacy makes mark at OPEC+ meetingdebut

[Important for: IP, IR, International Trade]

While Iraq and Nigeria have promised in the past to mend their ways, this 

time seemed different -- and the explanation for that may lie with Prince 

Abdulaziz bin Salman, appointed less than a week ago as energy minister of 

Saudi Arabia, OPEC’s biggest member.

Saudi Arabia’s new Energy Minister, Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman walks with 

UAE Energy Minister Suhail bin Mohammed al-Mazroui at the joint Ministerial 
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Monitoring Committee in Abu Dhabi (REUTERS/Ben Job)

Since the launch of its strategy to revive global oil markets three years ago, 

one of the biggest challenges faced by OPEC and its allies is that not all the 

producers have pulled their weight. In the subtle diplomacy of Saudi Arabia’s 

new energy minister, they may at last have found a solution.

Oil prices have slid about 16% from a high in April this year even as the 24-

nation coalition has cut production to check the glut threatened by faltering 

demand and surging U.S. shale oil. A big part of their struggle has been that 

some producers in the accord, most notably Iraq and Nigeria, have ramped 

up output rather than reduced it as promised.

A meeting of the group in Abu Dhabi on Thursday signaled they intend to 

turn the page. Officials from both errant countries addressed its closing press 

conference with solemn assurances they will meet their commitments in full.

While Iraq and Nigeria have promised in the past to mend their ways, this 

time seemed different — and the explanation for that may lie with Prince 

Abdulaziz bin Salman, appointed less than a week ago as energy minister of 

Saudi Arabia, OPEC’s biggest member.

It was the prince, whose experience of brokering oil negotiations behind 

the scenes spans three decades, who gently but firmly persuaded Iraqi and 

Nigerian officials to finally tow the line, said Mohammad Barkindo, secretary 

general of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.
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“He was born into power, he understands power — when to use it and when 

not to use it,” Barkindo, who has known the prince since the 1980s, said in an 

interview Thursday.

Key members of the alliance known as OPEC+, which unites OPEC nations 

and non-members, gathered in Abu Dhabi’s gold-bedecked Emirates Palace 

hotel this week to review whether their production cuts are working.

Different Approach

Prince Abdulaziz, rather than summoning Iraqi Oil Minister Thamir Ghadhban 

to his room for a rebuke, asked to visit his counterpart for guidance as he 

settles into the new role, Barkindo said. The gentle approach “disarmed” 

Ghadhban and steered the Iraqi to publicly pledge an output cut 

“It was quite a remarkable public display of atonement,” said Helima Croft, 

chief commodities strategist at RBC Capital Markets. She credited the prince’s 

“deft and subtle performance” for the achievement.

Getting that promise likely built on efforts by Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed 

bin Salman, heir to the throne and Prince Abdulaziz’s half-brother, who called 

Iraq’s prime minister last week.

Making the OPEC+ deal a success is crucial for the kingdom, which the 

International Monetary Fund estimates requires an oil price of $85 a barrel to 

balance its budget, compared with current market levels of about $60. Plans 

to sell part of state-run oil giant Saudi Aramco only add to the pressure it faces 

to bolster crude markets.

The real proof of whether Riyadh has succeeded will only arrive in coming 

weeks, when estimates from consultants and media agencies will show if Iraq 

and Nigeria have met pledged cuts. Both countries have vowed to meet their 

commitments in the past, only to press on with output increases.
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Reading the livestock census

Baghdad was reluctant to join in the OPEC+ accord from its very inception 

three years ago, arguing that after decades of wars and sanctions it should 

be exempt from making cutbacks, and instead allowed to let international 

companies press on with expansion projects.

Crude traders indicated they were initially skeptical, with Brent futures falling 

as much as 3.1% to $58.92 a barrel on the ICE Futures Europe exchange in 

London on Thursday.

Diplomatic Tact 

The prince’s labors this week are just the latest example of a career devoted 

to petroleum diplomacy.

He played a pivotal role in secretive talks in Paris that paved the way to the 

production cuts announced by OPEC in late 2016 — the group’s first market 

intervention in eight years.

Although the negotiations were led by Khalid Al-Falih, Saudi energy minister 

at the time, Al-Falih would regularly defer to the prince because of his longer 

experience in OPEC matters and personal relationships with member 

countries, Barkindo said.

In June last year, when the Saudis’ decision to increase production prompted 

their rivals, Iran, to storm out of a meeting, it fell to the prince to help reach a 

compromise with Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zanganeh. Further back, 

OPEC agreements in Riyadh and Caracas were “midwifed” by Abdulaziz, 

according to Barkindo.

A bigger test of the prince’s leadership skills will come in December, when 

OPEC and its partners will need to decide whether to cut production even 

more deeply to prevent a new surplus in 2020.

The Saudi minister may also need to work hard to ensure the continued 

co-operation of Russia, the biggest non-OPEC producer in the accord. The 

strength of the Saudi partnership with Russia often seemed to hinge on the 
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personal rapport struck between Al-Falih and his counterpart, Alexander 

Novak.

Whenever discussions became difficult over the years, the prince’s urbane 

composure would offer only one clue, Barkindo said.

European parliamentarians slam Pakistan for harbouring militants, say 

terrorists didn’t land from Moon

[Important for: IP, IR]

European parliamentarians slam Pakistan for harbouring militants, say 

terrorists didn’t land from Moon 

During a special debate of the plenary of the European Parliament on the 

situation in Kashmir on Tuesday, Czarnecki, the member of EU Parliament 

and European Conservatives and Reformists Group in Poland called India 

the “greatest democracy of the world”. 

European parliamentarians Ryszard Czarnecki and Fulvio Martusciello have 

slammed Pakistan for harbouring militants, with one of them saying terrorists 

who carried out attacks in India did not come from the Moon.

During a special debate of the plenary of the European Parliament on the 

situation in Kashmir on Tuesday, Czarnecki, the member of EU Parliament 

and European Conservatives and Reformists Group in Poland called India 

the “greatest democracy of the world”.

“India is the greatest democracy of the world. We need to look at terrorist 

acts that took place in India, Jammu and Kashmir. These terrorists didn’t land 

from the Moon. They were coming from the neighbouring country. We should 

support India,” said Czarnecki.

Martusciello, a member of EU Parliament and Group of European People’s 

Party (Christian Democrats) in Italy, said Pakistan had threatened to use 

nuclear weapons which was a concern to the European Union.
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 “Pakistan is somewhere where terrorists have been able to plan bloody 

terrorist attacks in Europe,” said Martusciello while accusing Islamabad of 

human rights violations.

Opening the debate on behalf of the vice president of the European 

Commission, Federica Mogherini, EU Minister Tytti Tuppurainen said ‘no one 

could afford another escalation in Kashmir.’

The EU minister urged India and Pakistan to resolve Kashmir issue through 

dialogue, seeking a peaceful and political solution, respectful of the interests 

of the Kashmiri population on both sides of the Line of Control.

“This is the only way to solve the longtime dispute to avoid instability and 

insecurity in the region, she added,” she said.

Kamlesh Tiwari murder: UP Police arrest three persons from Surat

She also called on India to restore means of communications in the Valley.

India revoked Jammu and Kashmir’s special status on August 5. Reacting 

to India’s move on Kashmir, Pakistan downgraded diplomatic ties with New 

Delhi and expelled the Indian High Commissioner.

Pakistan has been trying to internationalise the Kashmir issue but India has 

asserted that the abrogation of Article 370 was its “internal matter”. New Delhi 

also asked Islamabad to accept the reality and stop its anti-India rhetoric.

India has defended imposition of restrictions in the Kashmir Valley on the 

grounds that they were put to prevent Pakistan from creating more mischief 

through proxies and terrorists.

Trumpsays no to military strike on Iran

[Important for: IP, IR]

Treasury Department imposes toughest-ever sanctions on Iranian central 

bank for funding terrorism 

President Donald Trump on Friday announced new sanctions on Iran that he 
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said were the toughest-ever against another country but indicated he did not 

plan a military strike, calling restraint a sign of strength.

The Treasury Department unveiled action against Iran’s central bank after 

U.S. officials said that Tehran carried out weekend attacks on rival Saudi 

Arabia’s oil infrastructure, which triggered a spike in global crude prices.

“We have just sanctioned the Iranian national bank,” Mr. Trump told reporters 

in the Oval Office. “These are the highest sanctions ever imposed on a 

country.”

But Mr. Trump indicated he did not plan a military response, attacking 

both critics who thought he would trigger war and hawks seeking a military 

response.

“The easiest thing I could do (is) knock out 15 different major things in Iran,” 

Mr. Trump said.

“I could do it right here in front of you. And that would be it. And then you 

would have a nice, big story to report,” he said.

“But I think the strong-person approach and the thing that does show strength 

would be showing a little bit of restraint,” he said. 

Watch | Explained: Impacts of the drone attacks on Saudi Arabia’s oil 

installations 

‘Iran on borrowed time’

“Much easier to do it the other way. It’s much easier. And Iran knows if they 
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misbehave, they’re on borrowed time,” he said.

The United States already maintains sweeping sanctions on Iran, including 

on its central bank, with anyone who deals with it subject to prosecution, due 

to Tehran’s alleged nuclear programme.

But the Treasury Department said that it was imposing sanctions for the 

additional reason of “terrorism,” saying the central bank had provided “billions 

of dollars” to two forces blacklisted by the U.S.

Such a designation may be more difficult to lift, even if Mr. Trump loses next 

year’s election to a Democrat who wants to ease sanctions as part of a 

future deal.

“Iran’s brazen attack against Saudi Arabia is unacceptable,” Treasury 

Secretary Steven Mnuchin said in a statement.

“Treasury’s action targets a crucial funding mechanism that the Iranian regime 

uses to support its terrorist network, including the Qods Force, Hezbollah 

and other militants that spread terror and destabilise the region,” he said.

The Qods Force conducts international operations for Iran’s elite Revolutionary 

Guards, who are in charge of protecting the clerical regime. Hezbollah, the 

Shiite militant group and political party in Lebanon, is among Iran’s closest 

regional partners.

Behnam Ben Taleblu, a senior fellow at the Foundation for the Defense 

of Democracies, which supports tough action on Iran, said that the latest 

measures are a way “to push Tehran to shun funding terrorism.”

“It proves to Tehran that there will be no stopping U.S. sanctions unless Iran 

changes its behaviour,” he said.

Development fund hit

The United States also imposed sanctions on Iran’s sovereign wealth fund, 

a development fund whose board of trustees includes President Hassan 

Rouhani as well as Etemad Tejarate Pars, a company that the Treasury 
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Department said had sent money internationally on behalf of Iran’s Defence 

Ministry.

Mr. Trump in June authorised a military strike after Iran shot down a U.S. 

drone, only to call it off at the last moment. He recently said that he hopes 

for talks with Mr. Rouhani, who responded that Mr. Trump must first ease 

sanctions.

Mr. Trump last year pulled out of a nuclear accord with Iran negotiated under 

former President Barack Obama.

Rouhani warns West to stay out of Gulf

[Important for: IP, IR]

Military might:Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani and military officials at the 

“Sacred Defence Week” parade in Tehran. It marks the start of the Iran-Iraq 

war in 1980.AFP-   

Iranian President promises to unveil a regional peace plan at this week’s 

high-level meetings at the UN 

Iran’s President called on Sunday on Western powers to leave the security of 

the Persian Gulf to regional nations led by Tehran, criticising a new U.S.-led 

coalition patrolling the region’s waterways as nationwide parades showcased 

the Islamic Republic’s military arsenal.

President Hassan Rouhani separately promised to unveil a regional peace 

plan at this week’s upcoming high-level meetings at the United Nations, 

which comes amid heightened Mideast tensions following a series of attacks, 

including a missile-and-drone assault on Saudi Arabia’s oil industry.

The U.S. alleges Iran carried out the September 14 attack on Saudi Arabia’s 

oil facilities, which caused oil prices to spike by the biggest percentage since 

the 1991 Gulf War. While Yemen’s Iranian-allied Houthi rebels claimed the 

assault, Saudi Arabia says it was “unquestionably sponsored by Iran.”

For its part, Iran denies being responsible and has warned any retaliatory 
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attack targeting it will result in an “all-out war.” That’s as it has begun enriching 

uranium beyond the terms of its 2015 nuclear deal with world powers, which 

the U.S. unilaterally withdrew from over a year earlier.

Mr. Rouhani spoke from a riser at the parade in Tehran, with uniformed 

officers from the country’s military and its paramilitary Revolutionary Guard 

beside him. The cleric later watched as goose-stepping soldiers carrying 

submachine guns and portable missile launchers drove past as part of “Holy 

Defense Week,” which marks the start of the Iran-Iraq war in 1980.

Mr. Rouhani said Iran was willing to “extend the hand of friendship and 

brotherhood” to Persian Gulf nations and was “even ready to forgive their 

past mistakes.”

“Those who want to link the region’s incidents to the Islamic Republic of 

Iran are lying like their past lies that have been revealed,” the President 

said. “If they are truthful and seek security in the region, they must not send 

weapons, fighter jets, bombs and dangerous arms to the region.” He added 

that the U.S. and Western nations should “distance” themselves from the 

region.

“Your presence has always been a calamity for this region and the farther 

you go from our region, the more security would come for our region,” he 

said.

France says main priority at UNGAis to de-escalate US-Iran tensions

[Important for: IP, IR]

France says main priority at UNGA is to de-escalate US-Iran tensions

French President Emmanuel Macron is due to meet British Prime Minister 

Boris Johnson and German Chancellor Angela Merkel, whose countries are 

also parties to the nuclear deal, on Monday, as well as Trump and Rouhani.

France efforts to diffuse tensions between Washington and Tehran stalled 

with Iran reducing its commitments to a 2015 nuclear deal with world powers, 
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from which Washington withdraw last year, and the US refusing to ease 

sanctions that have strangled Iran’s economy. (Source: Reuters)

France’s foreign minister said on Sunday his country’s main aim at this 

week’s UN General Assembly meeting is to de-escalate tensions between 

the United States and Iran and that a meeting between their presidents was 

not the top priority.

 “The meeting between (US) President (Donald) Trump and (Iranian) President 

(Hassan) Rouhani is not the number one subject. The priority subject is 

whether we can restart a de-escalation path with the different actors,” Jean-

Yves Le Drian told reporters.

France has led a European effort to try to defuse tensions between Washington 

and Tehran. But those efforts have stalled, with Iran reducing its commitments 

to a 2015 nuclear deal with world powers, from which Washington withdraw 

last year, and the United States refusing to ease sanctions that have strangled 

Iran’s economy.

An attack on Saudi oil facilities, which the United States has blamed on Iran, 

has also complicated matters. Hopes at the end of August that Trump and 

Rouhani could meet at the United Nations appear to have all but died.

Iran denied involvement in the attack. Yemen’s Houthi movement, an Iran-

aligned group fighting a Saudi-led alliance in Yemen’s civil war, has claimed 

responsibility.

“The path to dialogue was there, but the parameters for a negotiation have 

been reduced and the margins shortened,” Le Drian said.

France had pinned its efforts on offering Iran a $15 billion credit line that 

would enable it to eventually sell its oil, in return for which Iran would return 

fully to the nuclear deal and open a broader negotiation on its future nuclear 

activities, its ballistic missile program and regional influence.

That plan depended on the United States easing some sanctions.
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Kamlesh Tiwari murder: UP Police arrest three persons from Surat

French President Emmanuel Macron is due to meet British Prime Minister 

Boris Johnson and German Chancellor Angela Merkel, whose countries are 

also parties to the nuclear deal, on Monday, as well as Trump and Rouhani.

“This moment is dangerous for the world and the situation is serious because 

of the magnitude of the strikes (on Saudi Arabia) and its targets and … (they) 

came when we thought there was a window of opportunity for talks,” Le 

Drian said.

Calling the attack a turning point, he added that it was imperative to get to the 

bottom of it so there can be a firm political response, although he declined to 

say what that response could be.

“What we want is that these events and actions are documented and then 

the international community will be within its right to ask for explanations. 

But first we need to know who and why they acted like that,” Le Drian said, 

adding that the Houthi claims lacked credibility.

Australia PM joins Trump calling for China to drop “developing economy” 

status

“The world’s global institutions must adjust their settings for China, in 

recognition of this new status,” said Morrison in a speech to the Chicago 

Council on Global Affairs, referring to China as a “newly developed 

economy”.
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US President Donald Trump and Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison

Global trade rules are “no longer fit for purpose” and must be changed to 

accommodate China’s new status as a developed economy, Australian 

Prime Minister Scott Morrison said in a major foreign policy speech in the 

United States.

The global community had engaged with China to help it grow but now 

must demand the world’s second-largest economy bring more transparency 

to its trade relationships and take a greater share of the responsibility for 

addressing climate change, Morrison said.

“The world’s global institutions must adjust their settings for China, in 

recognition of this new status,” said Morrison in a speech to the Chicago 

Council on Global Affairs, referring to China as a “newly developed 

economy”.

“That means more will be expected of course, as has always been the case 

for nations like the United States who’ve always had this standing,” Morrison 

said in the speech, according to transcript provided to Reuters.

Global trade rules were “no longer fit for purpose” and in some cases were 

“designed for a completely different economy in another era, one that simply 

doesn’t exist anymore”, he added.

Referring to China as a newly developed economy marks a change from 

Beijing’s self-declared status as a developing economy, which affords it 

concessions such as longer times to implement agreed commitments, 

according to the World Trade Organization (WTO).

It also puts Australia into line with a campaign led by U.S. President Donald 

Trump to remove China’s developing nation status. In an April 7, 2018 

tweet, Trump wrote that China was a “great economic power” but received 

“tremendous perks and advantages, especially over the U.S.”

Morrison has previously urged China to reform its economy and end a trade 
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war with the United States but has until now stopped short of taking a public 

position on its WTO status.

While two-way trade between Australia and China has grown since the 

countries signed a trade pact in 2015, increasing to a record A$183 billion 

($127 billion) last year, the bilateral relationship has at times been strained.

In December 2017, former Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull 

accused China of meddling in its domestic affairs. The relationship was 

further soured by Canberra’s decision last year to effectively ban Chinese 

telecoms firm Huawei Technologies from its 5G broadband network rollout.

Morrison said Australia and the United States had different relationships with 

China, given Australia had a trade surplus with China while the United States 

had a trade deficit.

“The engagement with China has been enormously beneficial to our country,” 

he said. “We want to see that continue.”

Spain’s top court allows exhumation of Francisco Franco’s 
remains
The Supreme Court ruling could possibly put an end to decades of controversy 

over the former dictator’s burial place. Franco’s rule, from 1939 to 1975, was 

characterised by brutal political repression. 

In a landmark verdict on Tuesday, the Spanish top court said the government 
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is allowed to remove the remains of former fascist dictator Francisco Franco 

from a state mausoleum, rejecting an appeal against it by his descendants.

“The fourth section of the third chamber has unanimously agreed to dismiss 

in its entirety the appeal filed by the family of Francisco Franco in relation 

to the exhumation of Francisco Franco agreed on by the government,” the 

Supreme Court statement said.

After the Supreme Court’s decision, Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez’s socialist 

government can go ahead with its plans to transfer the dictator’s remains 

from the Valley of the Fallen mausoleum to the family tomb at Mingorrubio El 

Padro, a cemetery on Madrid’s outskirts.

Prime Minister Sanchez hailed the court’s decision. “Today is a great victory 

for Spanish democracy,” he wrote on Twitter, adding that his government was 

determined “to redress the suffering of victims of Francoism.”

Brutal repression

Spain’s socialists have long sought to turn the Valley of the Fallen mausoleum 

into a memorial for about 50,000 people who died in Franco’s civil war.

Franco, who ruled Spain from his victory in the 1936-1939 civil war until 

his death in 1975, remains a divisive political figure in the country. His rule 

was characterized by authoritarianism and brutal repression. Thousands of 

political prisoners and other people remain missing, four decades after his 

rule ended with his death.

After Spain’s transition to democracy in the 1970s, many people in Franco’s 

fascist regime were pardoned for their crimes in the name of national 

reconciliation. But these pardons have fostered resentment throughout the 

country, and the Valley of the Fallen mausoleum, where Franco and many of 

the war dead are buried, is the most visible symbol of that resentment.

Many in Spain hope that once Franco’s remains are exhumed, they will be 

allowed to retrieve their loved ones and give them a proper burial.

In September 2018, Spain’s parliament voted in favor of removing Franco’s 
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remains. The longstanding debate over Franco’s remains has deeply divided 

the country.

In February, the Spanish government told Franco’s family to remove his 

remains from the opulent mausoleum in the Valley of the Fallen.

Franco’s family had appealed to the Supreme Court to stop the government 

from both exhuming the former dictator’s remains and its plans to move them 

to the El Padro cemetery. Were the dictator’s remains to be moved, the family 

wanted them to go to the Almudena Roman Catholic Cathedral, adjacent to 

the Royal Palace in central Madrid, alongside Franco’s daughter.

The government said in a report last December that the Almudena cathedral 

was not suitable as a burial place, citing security reasons.
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‘India, U.S. trade problems solvable’
We have a fairly manageable basket of issues: UIBC chief 

More than two months after Prime Minister Narendra Modi and U.S. President 

Donald Trump announced in Osaka that U.S. Trade Representative Robert 

Lighthizer and Commerce Minister PiyushGoyal should meet and resolve 

the trade impasse, there has been no meeting thus far, but U.S.-India 

Business Council (UIBC) president NishaBiswal says she is hopeful they 

will meet before Mr. Modi travels to the U.S. this month. Excerpts: 

Why have the trade representatives not been able to meet despite 

the leaders’ decisions during two separate meetings in the last three 

months?

I think it is a really busy time for the United States on the trade front. We are 

also in the midst of an intense set of back-and-forths with China; you have 

the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement before the Congress.

What has prevented the trade representatives (TRs) from getting together 

is a matter of aligning schedules.

My understanding is both leaders have expressed a strong commitment to 

have the TRs to meet before PM Modi’s visit to the U.S. (September 21-28); 

I am hopeful that will still happen.

Once they meet, what are the concessions both sides must give in 

order to break the ice?

I think the ‘landing zones’ will be the things that American industry has 

identified, including concerns on tariffs on ICT, price controls on medical 

devices, things that the USTR has identified like market access to agricultural 

products, as well as issues the Indian side has highlighted, including the 

Section 232 tariffs (tariffs on steel and aluminum), the withdrawal of India’s 

GSP status, etc. I don’t think that it is that difficult to find an agreement that 

meets the core concerns and moves us beyond these issues. Compared to 
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trade negotiations the world over, we have a fairly manageable basket of 

issues. What is important is to establish that we can negotiate them.

How much is the danger of the USTR launching a ‘301 investigation’ 

against India?

One should always be watchful of that, but when you have two leaders with 

an express commitment to improve the economic partnership, there is a 

way forward; and I am fairly confident if the two trade teams get together, 

they will come up with a solution.

Have other issues like regulations on e-commerce been resolved?

I wouldn’t say that U.S. businesses are comfortable with them, but they are 

somewhat reassured that there is now a more inclusive and consultative 

process to address these specific issues.

The biggest issue is that for India to attract the kind of investment it needs, 

it has to project policy stability and policy coherence. Everyone recognises 

that as India grows, its policy framework needs to evolve, but it should 

be done in a way that is stable and coherent. On e-commerce and data 

protection, India has indicated it will take its time.

How should India position itself to benefit from the U.S.-China trade 

fallout?

Moving supply chains is a very capital-intensive proposition, and India has 

yet to create incentives and efficiencies that would allow firms to make 

that switch. If companies don’t see a predictability and reliability in the tax 

structure, how will they incur such large liabilities and how will they plan to 

recoup their investment?

Many countries are providing tax deferments for time, land incentives, 

ensuring infrastructure and a skilled labour pool.

It isn’t just India, but the U.S. too has shown lack of policy stability and 

coherence; whether it is on sudden tariffs, sanctions on oil, changes in 
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immigration laws…

At the USIBC, we have been consistently voicing our opposition to tariffs.

Everyone loses in a trade war. The frustration that has to be dealt with though 

is that if the U.S. is adhering to a low tariff and high standards regime, then 

there must be a similar movement by our trading partners, else resentment 

builds up in the U.S. that it is not a level-playing field for our companies 

globally. And, that’s why there is decreasing support for free trade agreements 

(FTAs) domestically.

Is a U.S.-India FTA likely?

I think to say it is likely overstating the case, but it is imperative for both 

countries to move in that direction for U.S.-India trade to get to where we 

want it.

UNHRC asks India to end lockdown in J&K
The UN Human Rights Council urged India  to end the lockdown in Kashmir 

and restore basic communication services.

Delivering the opening statement, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights 

Michelle Bachelet cited the situation in Kashmir and Assam, where lakhs 

have been excluded from the National Register of Citizens, and asked the 

Centre to “respect” civil rights.

‘Deeply concerned’

“I am deeply concerned about the impact of recent actions by the Government 

of India on the human rights of Kashmiris, including restrictions on internet 

communications and peaceful assembly, and the detention of local political 

leaders and activists,” said Ms. Bachelet, while addressing the 42nd Session 

of the HRC.

India ended the special status for the State of Jammu and Kashmir guaranteed 

under Article 370 of the Constitution and put the newly created Union Territory 
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in a state of indefinite curfew. Following the declaration, UN Security Council 

held a special consultation on the situation in the territory on August 16.

“I have appealed particularly to India to ease the current lockdowns or curfews; 

to ensure people’s access to basic services; and that all due process rights are 

respected for those who have been detained. It is important that the people of 

Kashmir are consulted and engaged in any decision- making processes that 

have an impact on their future,” said Ms. Bachelet.

The official also raised the issue of exclusion of 1.9 million nationals from the 

exercise of the NRC of Assam and said the process has caused great uncertainty 

and anxiety among the people. She said, “I appeal to the Government to 

ensure due process during the appeals process, prevent deportation or 

detention, and ensure people are protected from statelessness.”

The official referred to an entire range of issues across the world but problems 

of human rights violation from India and Myanmar found greater attention.

The global attention to developments in Kashmir is on expected lines and The 

Hindu had reported  that India was getting ready for a season of diplomatic 

blitz as Pakistan intensified its campaign against it after the August 5 decision 

on Kashmir.

Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan welcomed the comments from UNHRC 

and asked it to “set up the indepth investigation commission to probe human 

rights abuses” in the Indian Territory.

The Ministry of External Affairs has stationed a high-power diplomatic team led 

by India’s High Commissioner to Pakistan Ajay Bisaria in Geneva for several 

weeks to explain the Indian position on Kashmir. Pakistan sent back Mr. 

Bisaria while protesting against India’s removal of Kashmir’s special status.

Tension at India-China border as troops engage in scuffle
Tension flared up between India and China  after troops from the two countries 
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engaged in a scuffle in eastern Ladakh, a news report said .

According to the Times of India, the face-off began when Chinese soldiers 

objected to Indian troops patrolling the 134- kilometrePangongTso in Ladakh. 

The objections by the Chinese side led to the scuffle which resulted in both 

sides calling in reinforcements, the report said.

Two-third of Pangong Lake is controlled by China and the remaining by 

India.

Last month, India bifurcated Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories 

-- Ladakh and Jammu and Kashmir -- after revoking Article 370 of the 

Constitution. China had then objected to New Delhi’s move given its dispute 

with India along borders areas.

The report of tensions between the two countries comes ahead of a possible 

visit by Chinese President Xi Jinping to India next month for an informal 

summit. Prime Minister Narendra Modi had met Xi in Wuhan last April.

The April summit had come after a 73-day long standoff between the 

militaries of the two countries on Bhutan’s Doklam plateau in 2017. The two 

countries had then agreed to ensure that border tensions, mainly due to their 

un-demarcated frontiers, be contained and resolved quickly. They had also 

agreed to expedite talks on resolving the border issue.

Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi, the point person to hold talks on the 

border from the Chinese side, was scheduled to visit India this month but 

news reports said the trip had been postponed due to scheduling issues.

India to leverage its Strategic Energy Partnership with US
This comes in the backdrop of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the 

energy resource rich country where he will be addressing an energy round 

table in Houston 

US secretary of state Michael Richard Pompeo has promised India of 
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adequate crude oil supplies even as India

New Delhi/Mumbai: India and US plan to further strengthen their Strategic 

Energy Partnership that was launched in New Delhi in April last year. This 

may include larger energy imports from the US by the world’s third-largest oil 

importer’ state runs firms such as Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. (IOCL).

Also, according to reports state-run Petronet LNG Ltd may ink a deal with US 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) developer Tellurian Inc for around $2 billion in the 

proposed Driftwood project in Louisiana.

This comes in the backdrop of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the 

energy resource rich country where he will be addressing an energy round 

table in Houston  morning (India time). With China and India nearing an 

arrangement to form a buyers’ bloc, US has pitched itself as a preferred 

energy partner to India.

In a first, Indian Oil Corp., the country’s largest refiner, has also inked two 

term contracts totalling 4.6 million tonnes (mt) of US crude oil for 2019-20 

from Norway’s Equinor ASA and Algeria’s state energy company Sonatrach. 

India is also sourcing liquified natural gas and oil from the US, with Indian 

firms investing $4 billion in US shale gas assets.

“There are some bottlenecks in US oil export infrastructure, which prevents 

berthing and loading of VLCCs (very large crude carriers) at the terminals. 

Smaller vessels are often not economical. They are working on de-

bottlenecking and hope to complete it by January. If that happens, then why 

not (buy more US oil),” the Times of India quoted IOC chairman Sanjiv Singh 

in a report.

Modi’s meeting also comes in the backdrop of the drone attacks on Saudi 

Aramco’s production facilities that has caused the biggest-ever disruption 

in global crude oil supplies. Even as Yemen’s Houthi rebels have claimed 

responsibility for the audacious attacks, the US has blamed Iran, further 
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escalating tensions in the Persian Gulf.

“In Houston, I will interact with CEOs of leading energy companies in the US 

with the aim to enhance India-US energy partnership. Energy has emerged 

as a new area of mutually beneficial cooperation and is fast becoming an 

important facet of our bilateral relationship,” Modi said in a 20 September 

statement.

Some of these companies include; Tellurian Inc., Exxonmobil, BP Plc, 

Cheniere Energy, Dominion Energy, and Total S.A. among others. Modi has 

been meeting with top executives of global oil companies and experts from 

the energy sector.

Mint reported on 16 May about ExxonMobil Corp., the world’s most valuable 

energy company, may shortly form a partnership with state-owned GAIL 

(India) Ltd to set up a green energy platform in India. Also, India is looking 

to secure an interest in Guyana’s oilfields that are being hailed as one of the 

world’s largest oil finds in recent times. ExxonMobil, one of the world’s largest 

publicly-traded energy firms, announced an estimated reserve of more than 

five billion oil-equivalent barrels in the offshore Stabroek block in the South 

American country.

US secretary of state Michael Richard Pompeo has promised India of adequate 

crude oil supplies even as India, the world’s third-largest oil importer, has 

been trying to buffer its consumers from the spike in global prices. India’s 

exports to the US in 2017-18 stood at $47.9 billion, while imports were at 

$26.7 billion.

India’s petroleum minister DharmendraPradhan has been in touch with US 

energy secretary Rick Perry in the backdrop of volatility in crude oil prices 

and to minimise its impact on Indian consumers. Four working groups have 

been created under the Strategic Energy Partnership—oil and gas, power 

and energy efficiency, renewable energy and sustainable development.
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The inaugural meeting of the US-India Strategic Energy Partnership was 

held in April 2018 in New Delhi and was attended by Perry, who had then 

pitched the US as a preferred energy partner.

The cost of the Indian basket of crude, which averaged $47.56 and $56.43 

a barrel in FY17 and FY18, respectively, was $59.35 in August, according 

to data from the Petroleum Planning and Analysis Cell. The average price 

jumped to $63.67 a barrel on 18 September. The Indian basket of crude 

represents the average of Oman, Dubai and Brent Crude.

India-U.S. limited trade deal in the works

‘If PiyushGoyal is in New York, it signifies that some sort of agreement is all 

the more likely’ 

The presence of Commerce Minister PiyushGoyal in New York City for 

discussions with United States Trade Representative (USTR) Robert 

Lighthizer and team  afternoon, confirmed by several sources to The Hindu 

, has raised expectations that India and the U.S. are close to finalising a 

limited trade package that has eluded them since the National Democratic 

Alliance 2.0 government took office at the end of May.

This limited package is likely to be accompanied by the announcement that 

negotiations on a free trade agreement (FTA) will begin. This, if it happens, 
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will be something U.S. President Donald Trump can claim credit for with his 

constituents.

Mr. Trump went further than he normally does for visiting heads of government 

and spoke at Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s “Howdy Modi!” diaspora rally 

in Houston . Larger issues for the U.S., such as India’s policies and laws 

around data mobility and FDI in e-commerce, are outside the scope of the 

current discussions, but remain major challenges between the two trading 

partners.

“When President Trump and PM Modi met last they had a broad understanding 

that the issues on trade must be resolved quickly, and those discussions 

are ongoing,” External Affairs Ministry spokesperson Raveesh Kumar said  

night, without divulging details.

On the table are discussions around medical devices — stents and knee 

implants, information and communication technology (ICT) and dairy products. 

The U.S. wants changes in regulations in these areas — removal of price 

caps (“Trade Margin Rationalization”, or TMR) on medical devices, further 

cuts in tariffs for ICT and greater access for dairy products and some other 

categories of agricultural goods, more than one source told The Hindu.

Price caps

Specifically, there is a discussion around India making a commitment to 

revisit current price controls on medical devices within a certain period of 

time, if not an immediate release of these caps. The U.S. wants India to 

scrap the 20% tariffs that exist on the ICT goods.

For India, there is likely to be a partial reinstatement of preferential market 

access to U.S. markets under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) 

programme, which was revoked after June 5. Representations from the 

domestic medical device and dairy industries had been partly why the USTR 

initiated a GSP review.
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The reinstatement will be partial, because India is not likely to release 

price caps on medical devices. India has also been cautious about further 

liberalising the ICT sector as it fears that markets will be flooded by Chinese 

goods. The trade package is also likely to see market access for some Indian 

agricultural produce (such as table grapes and pomegranates). In areas 

where there is already market access for India, the U.S. is likely to enhance 

facilitation of processes. For instance, a certification of the irradiation facilities 

in India for fruit before they are sent to the U.S.

The limited trade deal could fall through at the last minute, but the finish line 

is within sight, a source with knowledge of the proceedings told The Hindu 

last week. The source said if Mr. Goyal came to the U.S., it signified that 

some sort of agreement was all the more likely.

India offers aid to Pacific island nations
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has announced a $150-million line of credit to 

the group of Pacific island nations for solar, renewable energy and climate-

related projects.

Mr. Modi, who attended the India-Pacific Islands Developing States Leaders’ 

Meeting, announced $12 million for the member-states to implement high-

impact development projects in an area of their choice.

The meeting was held  on the sidelines of the 74th session of the UN General 

Assembly.
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How humans increased wildlife parasites 

Presence of plantations, livestock significantly increases parasite diversity 

While we humans are known to destroy wildlife habitats and make life hard 

for animals, a new research has now pointed out that by changing the land 

use patterns and introducing livestock in their ecosystem we are indirectly 

increasing the parasite diversity in their gastrointestinal system. However, 

more studies are needed to understand if this might affect their population 

decline.

The team looked at over 4,000 mammalian faecal samples collected from 19 

forest fragments at the Anamalai Hills of the Western Ghats. These samples 

belonged to 23 mammalian species including tigers, deer, porcupines, lion-

tailed macaques, giant squirrels and otters. By analysing the faecal samples, 

they concluded that the presence of plantations and livestock significantly 

increased the parasite diversity. The paper published in Scientific Reports 

says that this could be due to spillover from the livestock and humans.

“By looking at the Natural History Museum parasite database, we noted that 

many of the parasites are known to infect humans. However, this doesn’t 

necessarily mean that the people currently living in Anamalai Hills are currently 

infected,” explains Dr. Debapriyo Chakraborty, an independent disease 

ecologist and first author of the paper.

One Health approach
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“We need to understand that these parasites can cause a broad range of 

infectious diseases and it is important to study the host-parasite interactions at 

a community level. Also, one host can have multiple parasites and vice versa,” 

says Dr. Chakraborty. “Before any new interventions like land use changes 

or habitat modifications are being carried out complex health consequences 

of these large-scale human activities should be kept in mind.”

He adds that the One Heath approach needs to be used as parasites; their 

animal hosts and humans are a complex system which needs to be studied 

together.

Human settlements

Also, some studies have shown that wildlife tends to congregate near human 

settlements. Herbivores such as deer may find the human settlements as a 

source of regular food and also as a safe zone where carnivores don’t enter. 

This could also be a reason for pathogen spillover from livestock to wildlife. 

The group had shown previously that high parasite prevalence was one of 

the reasons for the decline of endangered lion-tailed macaque populations in 

small and degraded forest fragments in the Western Ghats.

“When the land use changes — coffee plantation to tea plantation or when 

degraded forests are converted to a coffee estate — the internal niche is 

affected. Many epidemic diseases including the Ebola virus started finding 

humans as a better new host when their natural habitats were disrupted. 

Similarly unknown diseases could occur as a result of this anthropogenic land 

use changes,” explains Dr. Govindhaswamy Umapathy at the Laboratory for 

the Conservation of Endangered Species, Centre for Cellular & Molecular 

Biology (CSIR-CCMB), and Hyderabad. He is the corresponding author of 

the work.

“By changing the existing landscape we are not just affecting the wildlife 

but also taking a toll on the weather and rainfall patterns. The identified 

eco-sensitive zones must be conserved for the wellness of all,” adds Dr. 
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Umapathy.

Investigation ordered into uranium contamination 
The Andhra Pradesh government has ordered a full-fledged inquiry into a 

number of complaints about groundwater pollution caused by the uranium 

mining and processing project of the Uranium Corporation of India Limited 

(UCIL) at Tummalapalle in Vemulamandal of Kadapa district.

Chief Minister Y. S. Jaganmohan Reddy reviewed the situation  and directed 

the officers to look into the complaints. The government asked the Andhra 

Pradesh Pollution Control Board (APPCB) to set up a committee of experts 

which would visit the tailings pond where the wastage from the UCIL facility 

is stored.

The committee would comprise scientists and senior officials of the National 

Geophysical Research Institute, the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board, the 

Mines and Geology, Groundwater and Agriculture Departments of the State 

government and the IIT-Tirupati as members. It will submit a report in 10 

days.

Ever since uranium was discovered at this remote village and the mining of 

ore and processing began, residents of six to seven villages around the site 

have been complaining of contamination of groundwater. There were reports 

of people falling ill and damage to crops.

The constitution of the committee came after Kadapa MP Y.S. Avinash 

Reddy and K. BabuRao, a former scientist of the Indian Institute of Chemical 

Technology, raised the issue.

Russia to train Indian astronauts
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India and Russia are stepping up cooperation in the space sector with 

Moscow extending help in four or five critical areas of India’s ambitious 

manned mission to space, Gaganyaan . This includes training of Indian 

astronauts at Russian facilities beginning this year, sources at the Indian 

Embassy in Moscow said.

“There are certain critical aspects India and Russia are cooperating. In some 

instances, we are taking their help because they have huge experience in 

human space flight. There are some cases where Russia is helping us adapt 

their technology to Indian requirements. So it will essentially be an Indian 

spacecraft and this of course reduces time and the margins of error,” an 

embassy source told The Hindu .

Following Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s announcement on August 15, 

2018 that an Indian will go to space by the 75th Independence Day, the 

Indian Space Research Research Organisation (ISRO) has outlined a road 

map to put a three-man crew in a low earth orbit for five to seven days by 

December 2021 by an indigenous GSLV Mk-III launch vehicle.

Stating that the process of astronaut selection will begin shortly, the source 

said that “by November or so, we will have four Indian astronauts who will 

come here.”

“They will go through a 15-month training at the end of which further selection 

will be made. There will be further six to eight months advanced training in 

India prior to the actual launch by 2021-end,” the source said.

Observing that the difference between space launches and human launches 

is that “space launches tend to aim for the optimum, human launches aim for 

perfection,” the source added that India saw Russia as a “reliable, long-term 

partner” with great experience in human space flight.

“A special ISRO unit will be established in the embassy in Moscow to 
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facilitate increased cooperation between India and Russia in view of the 

Gaganyaanprogramme,” the source added.

Space cooperation will be reviewed at the highest level during the summit 

meeting between Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Russian President 

Vladimir Putin later this week in Vladivostok.

No asteroid impact, volcanic eruption caused mass extinctions 
on Earth 420 million years ago 
Researchers at Florida State University have managed to learn the reason 

for the mass extinction event, known as Lau/Kozlowskii extinction that wiped 

around 23 per cent of all marine animals from the Earth. 

Around 420 million years ago, a devastating mass extinction event, known 

as Lau/Kozlowskii extinction, wiped around 23 per cent of all marine animals 

from the Earth in the late prehistoric Silurian Period. While scientists have 

long struggled to find the reason for this mass extinction, they have finally 

found an answer and this time no asteroid impact or volcanic eruption is to 

blame.

Researchers from Florida State University have found out that the Lau/

Kozlowskii extinction, which is considered as one of the ten most dramatic 

extinctions in the history of our planet, was triggered by “rapid and widespread 

depletion of oxygen in the global oceans”.

The study, published in the journal Geology and conducted by researchers 

from Florida State University (FSU), resolves a longstanding paleoclimate 

mystery, but at the same time, raises urgent concerns about our modern 

oceans.

“This makes it one of the few extinction events that is comparable to the 

large-scale declines in biodiversity currently happening today, and a valuable 

window into future climate scenarios,” said study co-author Seth Young, an 
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assistant professor in the Department of Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric 

Science.

Climate Change impact: NASA’s satellite images reveal 50-
years of Greenland Glacier ice melt 
NASA released a set of satellite images of Greenland glaciers capturing the 

transformation of the ice cover from 1972 to 2019. Glaciers that feed into the 

Sermilik Fjord from 50 years ago, look increasingly barren with rocky peaks 

being more exposed.

According to the National Snow and Ice Data Center, around 90 per cent of 

the surface of Greenland’s ice sheet melted at some point between July 30 

and Aug 2, during which time an estimated 55 billion tons of ice melted into 

the ocean.

The NASA satellite images taken from Landsat 8 satellite on August 12, 

2019, show the glaciers appearing brownish grey in colour, confirming the 

retreat of ice fronts. NASA says that the colour indicates the melted surface– 

a process that concentrates dust and rock particles and leads to a darker 

recrystallized ice sheet surface.

“There’s a lot more bare rock visible now, which used to be covered with ice,” 

said Christopher Shuman, a glaciologist with the University of Maryland at 

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

“And all these little glaciers are all getting slammed, as well as the bigger 

ones like Helheim, Fenris and Midgard. There are scores of examples of 

change just in this one area.”

According to NASA, the Helheim Glacier, one of the largest and fastest flowing 

of its kind in Greenland, has retreated around 4.7 miles or 7.5 kilometres as 

visible in Landsat images taken at 50 years of interval. Similarly, the Midgard 

Glacier has retreated around 10 miles or 16 kilometres, splitting into two 
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branches farther up the fjord.

In a close-up of the Helheim Glacier, a patch of open water is visible right at 

the calving front. NASA’s Oceans Melting Greenland (OMG) project flew over 

that open patch in an airplane and dropped a temperature-measuring probe 

to detect warm water at the ice front.

The OMG is examining how oceans melt glaciers from below, even as air 

temperatures warm the ice from above. NASA says that unusually warm 

air temperatures this summer are to be blamed for the record melt across 

Greenland.

The melting of Greenland’s ice sheet is among one of the most visible signs of 

man-made climate change spurred by the burning of fossil fuels. The melting 

has contributed to a rapid sea-level rise which puts the coastal areas around 

the world at risk. Experts have warned that if the entire Greenland ice sheet 

melts, it could add 20 feet or more to global sea level.

Chandrayaan-2 Vikram Lander separates from Orbiter, Moon 
landing on Sept 7
The Vikram lander would move itself in a lower orbit that will be 109 km at its nearest 

point from moon and 120 km at the furthest. 

The lander module of Chandrayaan-2, called Vikram, today detached itself 

from the main spacecraft and started to move around the moon independently. 

The separation, one of the major milestones in the journey of Chandrayaan-

2, happened at 1315 hours.

The Vikram lander, which carries Pragyaan rover module inside it, is right 

now moving in the same orbit as the main spacecraft which had descended 

itself in a near circular orbit . This orbit is 119 km from the moon’s surface at 

its nearest and 127 km at the furthest.

, the Vikram lander would move itself in a lower orbit, that will be 109 km at 
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its nearest point from moon and 120 km at the furthest.

“The health of the Orbiter and Lander is being monitored from the Missions 

Operations Complex (MOX) at ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command 

Network (ISTRAC) in Bengaluru with support from Indian Deep Space Network 

(IDSN) antennas at Bylalu, near Bengaluru. All the systems of Chandrayaan-

2 Orbiter and Lander are healthy,” ISRO said in a statement.

After two manoeuvres to bring the lander in a lower orbit, one , and the other 

, Vikram would attempt to land on the moon’s surface in the early hours of 

September 7.

Scientists create a snake robot that can slither into the brain
Scientists at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have made a robotic 

thread designed to crawl through the blood vessels inside the brain. 

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) have 

created a tiny robot which looks like a thread or a worm and is designed to 

crawl through the blood vessels inside the brain. The robot is magnetically 

controlled and it is made for gliding through the narrow, winding pathways, 

such as the labyrinthine vasculature of the brain.

The aim of this robotic thread is to create a tool by which the doctors can 

deliver clot reducing therapies to patients who have blockages and lesions, 

such as the ones that occur in aneurysms and stroke. The wormlike thread 

has been developed by Xuanhe Zhao, associate professor of mechanical 

engineering and of civil and environmental engineering at MIT along with lead 

author Yoonho Kim, a graduate student in MIT’s Department of Mechanical 

Engineering.

“Stroke is the number five cause of death and a leading cause of disability in 

the United States. If acute stroke can be treated within the first 90 minutes 

or so, patients’ survival rates could increase significantly,” Zhao said in a 
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statement. “If we could design a device to reverse blood vessel blockage 

within this ‘golden hour,’ we could potentially avoid permanent brain damage. 

That’s our hope.”

The latest research combines the expertise of hydrogels and biocompatible 

materials made mostly of water. It also includes 3-D printed materials which 

are controlled with the help of magnetism. These can crawl, jump, and even 

catch a ball, simply by following the direction of a magnet. The worm-like 

robot at its core is made from a nickel-titanium alloy called “nitinol,” which is 

both bendy and springy.

The robotic thread is coated with a rubbery paste, embedded with particles 

to give it its magnetic properties. The MIT researchers demonstrated the 

precision of the robotic worm by using a large magnet to steer the thread 

through an obstacle course of small rings. This has been described as being 

similar to guiding a thread through the eye of a needle.

The scientists have also tested this magnetic worm through a silicone replica 

of major blood vessels of the human brain. The silicone replica was modeled 

after the CT scans of an actual patient’s brain. The team of scientists filled 

the silicone vessels with a liquid simulating the viscosity of blood.

This research project was partly funded by the Office of Naval Research, 

the MIT Institute for Soldier Nanotechnologies, and the National Science 

Foundation (NSF).

CIMON, the first AI-powered astronaut assistant returns to 
Earth after 14 months in ISS 
The Crew Interactive Mobile CompaniON (CIMON), which is the first artificial 

intelligence (AI)-based astronaut assistance system returned to Earth last 

week after spending over a year on the International Space Station (ISS). 

The AI robot is now expected to make its way to Germany at the end of 
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October. CIMON, which is pronounced as Simon, returned on board the 

SpaceX CRS-18 spacecraft last week on August 27.

For those who are unaware, the CIMON robot was made by Airbus and IBM 

along with the collaboration of the German Aerospace Center (DLR). It is a 

floating computer that was described as a flying brain by members of the 

Airbus team. This AI-powered device which runs on is designed to interact 

with astronauts while behaving like a regular member of the crew.

According to Christian Karrasch, CIMON Project Manager at DLR, the 

technology demonstration of CIMON has completely met their expectations. 

He explained that during its 90-minute mission with the German ESA astronaut 

Alexander Gerst on the ISS in November 2018, it was able to function well in 

microgravity conditions and can interact successfully with astronauts.

“With CIMON, we were able to lay the foundations for human assistance 

systems in space to support astronauts in their tasks and perhaps, in the 

future, to take over some of their work,” Karrasch said in a statement.

According to him, the mission went so well that the team has started 

developing an advanced version of the AI robot. The DLR statement states 

that the German agency is working with the European Space Agency (ESA) 

to deliver the new CIMON to the ISS in December this year for further testing 

with astronauts.

The next-generation CIMON will also be built by Airbus on behalf of DLR. 

It will be funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and 

Energy.

The Airbus project manager Till Eisenberg has teased some of the several 

upgrades, including better microphones, a more robust computer, improved 

flight and attitude control, and new software features for conversation, such 

as speech recognition, call history, and intent analysis.
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Scientists ponder over discovery of ‘physically impossible’ 
black hole
Scientists are analysing the gravitational-wave signals provided by LIGO and 

Virgo interferometer that provide details of a giant black hole which is so huge 

that until now has been thought to be physically impossible. So far, they have 

refused to confirm or deny the detection.

Space scientists are analysing the signals provided by Laser Interferometer 

Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) and Virgo interferometer that provide 

details of a big black hole which is so huge that until now has been thought 

to be physically impossible. However, so far, scientists from LIGO and Virgo 

have refused to confirm or deny the detection of the giant black hole, Quanta 

Magazinereported.

 “The prediction is no black holes, not even a few” in this mass range, the report 

said quoting Stan Woosley, an astrophysicist at the University of California. 

“But of course we know nature often finds a way,”

A black hole is uninhabitable chasms of space-time that end in a ‘singularity,’ 

or a mass of infinite density. It is a place so bleak that even the laws of physics 

break down there. Black holes have such powerful gravitational acceleration 

that even light cannot escape it.

However, in 1967, three physicists at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem realised 

that the core of a dying star will not collapse gravitationally into a black hole. 

Instead of this, that star will be undergoing a “pair-instability” supernova – an 
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explosion that completely annihilates it in a matter of seconds, without leaving 

anything behind.

 “The star is completely dispersed into space,” the Quanta report said citing 

the three physicists.

A pair-instability supernova takes place when the core grows so hot that light 

begins to spontaneously transform into electron-positron pairs.

The light’s radiation pressure had kept the star’s core intact; when the light 

transforms into matter, the resulting pressure drop causes the core to rapidly 

shrink and become even hotter, further accelerating pair production and 

triggering a runaway effect.

Eventually, the core becomes so hot that oxygen ignites that completely 

reverses the implosion of the core to an explosion. For the cores having a 

mass between about 65 and 130 times that of the Sun, will likely see the star 

get completely destroyed.

Cores between about 50 and 65 solar masses pulsate, shedding mass in 

successive explosions until they drop below the range where pair-instability 

takes place. This suggests that there should be no black holes with masses 

in the 50-to-130-solar-mass range, the report said.

Black holes can exist weighing in at more than 130 solar masses because the 

runaway implosion of such heavy stellar cores cannot be stopped, instead, 

they continue to collapse and form black holes.

However, since stars shed mass throughout their lives, a star would require 

to be born weighing at least 300 suns in order to end up as a 130-solar-mass 

core, and such huge stars are rare. Because of this reason, most of the 

experts assumed that the size of the black hole detected by LIGO and Virgo 

would be at around 50 solar masses, which is the lower end of the mass 

gap.

The million and billion-solar-mass supermassive black holes which anchor 

galaxies’ centers formed in a different way in the early universe. LIGO 
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and Virgo are mechanically incapable of detecting the collisions of such 

supermassive black holes.

Gravitational wave detection is speculated to be the result of a cosmic collision 

involving a black hole of extraordinary size — reportedly as heavy as 100 

suns.

ESA’s JUICE mission clicks first photo of Jupiter and its 
moons even before its launch 
The Jupiter Icy Moons Explorer (JUICE) will launch in 2022 on a seven-

year journey to the Jupiter system. Before its launch, the mission’s 

navigation camera (NavCam) has given the first glimpse of its destination 

while still on Earth. 

The European Space Agency (ESA) will be launching its Jupiter Icy Moons 

Explorer (JUICE) in 2022 and though we are around three years away from 

its official launch, JUICE has captured an image of Jupiter and its four largest 

moons. The photograph was taken by a team of engineers on the roof of the 

Airbus Defence and Space site in Toulouse.

The exercise was a part of a test of JUICE’s navigation camera (NavCam). 

Its purpose was to validate the hardware and software interfaces and for 

the preparation of the image processing and onboard navigation software 

which will be used in-flight for acquiring the images. According to ESA, the 
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NavCam has been specifically designed to be resistant to the harsh radiations 

environment around Jupiter and to acquire images of the planet, moon and 

background stars.

Most importantly, the NavCam measurements will be allowing the spacecraft 

to be in its optimal trajectory and consume as little fuel as possible during its 

tour of Jupiter and to improve the pointing accuracy during these fast and 

close approaches. These close encounters are going to bring the spacecraft 

between about 200-400 km to the moons, the ESA said in a statement.

JUICE’s mission is to orbit planet Jupiter and perform repeated flybys of its 

moons namely Callisto, Ganymede, and Europa, which that have oceans. 

In the last phase of its mission, JUICE will be settling into the orbit around 

Ganymede, which is the largest moon of the solar system, in 2032. It will 

continue to remain in the orbit until 2034 when the mission control will order it 

to make a controlled impact on Ganymede, New Atlas reported.

The test navigation camera will be further improved with flight optics, which 

will be used for testing the software as well as how well the camera works in 

the completed probe.

Chandrayaan-2 mission landing tonight: What is Vikram 
lander?
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India is on the verge of making history in space as Chandrayaan-2, its second 

lunar mission, is set to touch down at the surface of the Moon between 

1.30 am and 2.30 am on September 7. Earlier this week , the Vikram lander 

separated from the main spacecraft module and began its descent to the 

lunar surface.

If successful, this will be India’s first soft landing on the moon’s surface. Only 

the US, the former USSR and China have been successful in soft-landing 

on the Moon.

So what exactly is the Vikram lander?

For beginners, the Chandrayaan-2 mission comprises of three modules – the 

Orbitor, Vikram lander and Pragyaan rover. The lander which is named after 

Dr. Vikram A Sarabhai, who is considered as the father of the Indian Space 

Programme, carries the Pragyaan rover.

It is the Vikram lander which will attempt the soft landing on the lunar surface 

in the early hours on September 7. So far the Indian Space Research 

Organisation (ISRO) has performed two de-orbiting manoeuvres of the 

lander and , September 7, at the time it begins the process of descent, 

sometime after 1:30 am, Vikram would be traveling at 6 km per second, or 

approximately 21,600 km per hour. This is about 30 to 40 times the average 

speed of commercial airlines, which generally travel at a speed of 500-900 

km per hour and within 15 minutes, the Vikram lander will bring its speed 
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down to 2 metres per second (around 7 km per hour) or lower so as to enable 

a safe landing.

The Vikram lander is designed to function for one lunar day, which is equivalent 

to about 14 days on Earth. Vikram has the capability to communicate with 

Indian Deep Space Network (IDSN) at Byalalu near Bangalore, as well as 

with the Orbiter and Rover. The Vikram lander is designed to execute a soft 

landing on the lunar surface.

Chandrayaan-2: ISRO explains how soft landing of Vikram 
lander will take place
The crucial landing of ‘Vikram’, Chandrayaan-2’s moon lander, will be carried 

out by at least eight onboard equipment in a coordinated manner. ‘Vikram’ 

with rover ‘Pragyaan’ housed inside is scheduled for a powered-descent 

between 1 am and 2 am on September 7, followed by its touchdown between 

1.30 am and 2.30 am.

Ahead of the proposed touchdown in the early hours of Saturday, the ISRO 

explained through a video how it will take place. The space agency explained 

that the machine will be fitted with at least three cameras, Lander Position 

Detection Camera (LPDC), Lander Horizontal Velocity Camera (LHVC) and 

Lander Hazardous Detection and Avoidance Camera (LHDAC), to ensure its 

soft landing on the lunar surface.

There will be two KA Band Altimeter-1 and KA Band Altimeter-2. The KA 

Band stands for Kurtz-above band, which is part of the Kurtz (K) band in 

the microwave band of the electromagnetic spectrum. There will be a Laser 

Altimeter (LASA), an instrument that is used to learn about the topography, 

or the shape of the surface of a planet. It will operate through the orbitor 

revolving around the moon above the lander.

The lander will have five 800N Liquid thruster engines, touchdown sensors 
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and solar panels.

During the rough braking Phase at an altitude of 100 km, the four engines on 

four sides of the cubical shaped lander will be switched on. At this stage of the 

Absolute Navigation Phase, KA Band-1, Laser Altimeter and Lander Position 

Detection Camera will be activated to ensure that the lander is positioned in 

the space just above the moon surface to sit perfectly on the ground.

The Lander Position Detection Camera will be switched on to identify the 

perfect place to sit cozily on the ground. At this hovering stage of lander, 

about 400 metres above the moon surface, two engines will be ignited. 

Subsequently LASA, KA-Band 2 and LHVC will be activated.

There will be a retargeting phase where LASA, KA Band-2, LHVC, LHDAC 

will be activated to coordinate for the perfect landing.

Further, at an altitude of 10 metres, the ISRO will carry out the landers 

parabolic descent for soft landing by igniting the central engine and using the 

touchdown sensor at the bottom of the stand. Soon after touchdown, ISRO 

will deploy the three payloads, named Chaste, Rambha and Ilsa.

Chaste is located just at the lower edge of the cubical Vikram lander which 

will extend like one of the stands touching the ground. Rambha will be at the 

upper side of the outer wall of the lander extending like a rod while Ilsa will 

be at the bottom. The lander is equipped with solar panels on its outer walls 

for power generation for the project.

Hours after touchdown, rover Pragyaan will roll out from inside the lander to 

carry out intense probe of the moon soil with its two payloads.

Prepare plan for protection of the Great Indian Bustard: NGT

Noting the high mortality rate of the Great Indian Bustard, the National Green 

Tribunal has directed the Centre to prepare a time-bound action plan within 
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two months for protection of the birds.

A Bench headed by NGT chairperson Justice Adarsh Kumar Goel also 

constituted a joint committee comprising officials of the Ministry of Environment, 

Forest and Climate Change, Ministry of Power and Ministry of New and 

Renewable Energy.

The committee was asked to prepare an action plan for the implementation of 

suggestions put forth by the Wildlife Institute of India (WII).

The WII in its report also said steps should be taken to reduce poaching of the 

specie and other wildlife in the Thar landscape.

Chandrayaan-2 timeline: From launch to loss of contact with 
Vikram lander 
Chandrayaan-2, riding the powerful GSLV Mk-III rocket, was successfully 

launched at 2.43 pm on July 22 from the SatishDhawan Space Centre at 

Sriharikota. 

Chandrayaan-2 timeline: The Vikram lander of the Chandrayaan-2 failed to 

make a smooth soft-landing, unable to bring down its speed to the required 

level. The mission operations complex at the ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and 

Command Network in Bengaluru stopped receiving data from the lander.

“The descent of Vikram was going on as per plan, and normal performance 

was observed up to an altitude of at 2.1 km. Subsequently, communication 

from the lander to the ground station was lost. Data being analysed,” ISRO 

chairman K Sivan said.

Here is a timeline of Chandrayaan-2’s journey:

July 15

Just under an hour before liftoff, the Chandrayaan-2 mission was aborted at 

02.51 hours after a technical snag was detected in the GSLV-MkIII rocket. The 

countdown to the launch was stopped at 56 minutes ahead of the scheduled 
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time after scientists detected a problem in the rocket.

In a statement, a senior ISRO official said, “A technical snag was observed 

in launch vehicle system at one hour before the launch. As a measure of 

abundant precaution Chandrayaan-2 launch has been called off for today. 

The revised launch date will be announced later.”

* July 22

This time the Chandrayaan-2 launch went off without any hitch, a week after 

it was aborted 56 minutes before liftoff due to a technical snag. The textbook 

launch became successful as the spacecraft crossed Earth’s escape velocity 

in 16 minutes 23 seconds. It had been deposited in an earth orbit by the 640-

tonne GSLV Mk-III which, after burning its successive stages, separated itself 

completely from the spacecraft.

* July 24

Chandrayaan-2 performed its first earth-bound orbit manoeuvre at 14.52 

hours.

* July 26

Chandrayaan-2 performed its second earth-bound manoeuvre.

* July 29

Chandrayaan-2 performed its third earth-bound manoeuvre.

* August 2

Chandrayaan-2 performed its fourth earth-bound manoeuvre.

* August 6

Chandrayaan-2 performed its fifth earth-bound manoeuvre.

* August 20

Chandrayaan-2 successfully completed the Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) 

manoeuvre. The orbit achieved was 114 km x 18072 km. The spacecraft has 
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been injected into an elliptical orbit that is 114 km away from the moon’s 

surface at its nearest point and 18,072 km at its farthest.

* August 21

Chandrayaan-2 successfully completed the second Lunar Orbit Maneuver. 

Chandrayaan-2 moved into an elliptical orbit that, at its nearest point from 

the Moon, was 118 km from the lunar surface, and 4,412 km at its farthest.

* August 28

Chandrayaan-2 successfully completed the third Lunar Orbit Maneuver.

* August 30

Chandrayaan-2 successfully completed the fourth Lunar Orbit Maneuver. The 

spacecraft has reached into an orbit that is 124 km from the lunar surface at 

its nearest point, and 164 km at the farthest.

* September 1

Chandrayaan-2 successfully completed fifth and final Lunar Orbit Maneuver. 

The spacecraft reached into an orbit 119 km from the lunar surface at its 

nearest point, and 127 km at the farthest.

* September 2

Vikram, the lander module of Chandrayaan-2, detached itself from the main 

spacecraft and started orbiting the moon independently, preparing itself for 

the descent to the lunar surface.
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* September 3

The Vikram lander of the Chandrayaan-2 mission moved away from the main 

spacecraft and closer to the Moon, lowering itself into an orbit that was 104 

km from the lunar surface at the nearest point and 128 km at the furthest.

* September 4

The Vikram Lander of the Chandrayaan-2 mission successfully carried out 

the second de-orbiting manoeuvre. “With this manoeuvre, the required orbit 

for the Vikram Lander to commence its descent towards the surface of the 

Moon is achieved,” ISRO said in a statement.

Will explore our solar system together: NASA to ISRO after 
Chandrayaan-2 mission
After India’s unsuccessful attempt to soft-land the ‘Vikram’ lander on the 

surface of the moon, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA) commended the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) for its 

efforts.

Stating that “space is hard”, NASA said that it looks forward to future 

opportunities to explore the solar system with ISRO. “We commend ISRO’s 

attempt to land their Chandrayaan-2 mission on the Moon’s South Pole. You 

have inspired us with your journey and look forward to future opportunities to 

explore our solar system together.”

The praise comes a day after former NASA astronaut Jerry Linenger said the 

lessons learnt from India’s “bold attempt” to soft-land the ‘Vikram’ module will 

help the country in its future missions.

Meanwhile, the UAE Space Agency also assured ISRO of its support following 

the loss of contact with their spacecraft. In a tweet the agency said, “The 

UAE Space Agency assure their full support to the ISRO following the loss of 

contact with their spacecraft, Chandrayaan-2 which had to land on the moon. 
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India proved to be a strategic player in the space sector and a partner in its 

development & achievements.”

ISRO issued a statement Saturday to emphasise that the Chandrayaan-2 

mission was still on and had a lot of science left in it despite the setback. In 

an interview to Doordarshan, ISRO chairman K Sivan had said attempts to re-

establish contact with the lost lander would continue for the next two weeks.

Chandrayaan-2, a follow-on mission, involved meticulous planning with 

hundreds of top scientists working on it. Approved in 2008, it is aRs 978-

crore initiative (satellite cost Rs 603 crore, GSLV MK III cost Rs 375 crore) 

and a successor to Chandrayaan-1 mission, it comprised an orbiter, lander 

and rover. The orbiter carries eight scientific payloads for mapping the lunar 

surface and studies the exosphere (outer atmosphere) of the moon.

ISRO says lander spotted on moon, but no contact yet
The lost lander module of the Chandrayaan-2 mission has been located on 

the surface of the moon with the help of its orbiter, ISRO Chairman K Sivan 

said , adding that they had not been able to establish contact with it though.

Sivan was quoted by ANI news agency as saying the Chandrayaan-2 orbiter 

had managed to click a “thermal” image of the lander. Thermal images are 

produced by capturing infrared radiations coming from an object. They use 

temperature differences, rather than colour differences, to create an image.

“We have found the location of the Vikram lander on the lunar surface and the 

orbiter has clicked a thermal image of the lander. We are trying to establish 

contact. It will be communicated soon,” ANI quoted Sivan as saying.

Vikram had lost contact with the ground control station when about 2.1 km 

above the moon’s surface. At that time, it was travelling at the speed of about 

50 metres per second and not decelerating at the rate required for a safe 

landing. It was programmed to achieve a speed of about 2 metres per second 
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just after touchdown, but most probably it hit the moon at a much faster pace, 

and could have been damaged in the process.

The extent of the damage would depend on the speed at which the lander 

touched down, and that is not clear as of now. It is possible, assuming that 

it had slowed down enough not to get completely destroyed, that some of 

the instruments on board survived the crash and are in usable condition. It 

is also possible that such instruments can be brought back to life from the 

ground station and made to work towards their intended objectives.

But so far attempts to restore contact with the lander or its individual 

components have not succeeded.

Vikram had four instruments on board, and two more instruments were 

installed on the rover Pragyan, which was supposed to come out from the 

lander after the landing, and roam on the moon’s surface. The rover could 

have come out only if Vikram had landed erect, as designed to do. It is unlikely 

that the Vikram would have managed to stand erect after hitting the moon 

at a great speed. Therefore, the chances of the rover coming out are all but 

ruled out.

The four instruments on the lander were installed on different sides of it. 

So, it is possible that the instruments not on the face-down side of Vikram 

could be re-started and made to operate. For example, the instrument called 

RAMBHA, or Radio Anatomy of Moon Bound Hypersensitive Ionosphere and 

Atmosphere, was supposed to study the moon’s atmosphere. If it survived 

the crash, it is possible it can be made to start sending data.\

‘No alternative to single-use plastic bottles’
A meeting to seek “suitable alternatives” for single-use plastic bottles used 

for drinking water, called by the Consumer Affairs Ministry, concluded that 

there is no viable alternative yet. Bottle manufacturers and officials from the 

Environment, Jal Shakti and other stakeholder Ministries participated.
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“The alternative needs to be affordable for the end consumers. The cost of 

a Rs. 20 bottle should not be pushed up to Rs. 50. The consumer’s trust 

is equally important. Currently, a sealed plastic bottle with ISI mark gives 

them confidence. So the alternative we choose should also pass muster,” 

Consumer Affairs Minister Ram Vilas Paswan said.

The government will have to surmount technical problems in doing away with 

plastic. “As per the Bureau of Indian Standards [specifications], a water bottle 

should be at least 85% transparent. If we are to switch to paper bottles, we 

will have to change these standards,” Secretary, Consumer Affairs, Avinash 

K. Srivastava said.

Mars may have had vast oceans along with a thick atmosphere 
like Earth
Billions of years ago, Mars may have had large water bodies due to the 

presence of a thick atmosphere similar to Earth says NASA.

This artist’s concept depicts the early Martian environment (right) – believed 

to contain liquid water and a thicker atmosphere – versus the cold, dry 

environment seen at Mars today (left). (Image source: NASA’s Goddard 

Space Flight Center)

We know Mars to be a dry red surfaced planet today; however, billions of 

years ago, the neighbouring planet may have had large water bodies due to 

the presence of a thick atmosphere.

Space scientists are using a key tracer, isotopes of oxygen, to analyse how 

much atmosphere Mars has lost. According to researchers at NASA, the 

previous measurements have disagreed significantly. New observations by 

the space agency have found that the isotopes of oxygen can differ depending 

on the time of day and the surface temperature of the neighbouring planet.

Isotopes of oxygen are important as they help in estimating how much 
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atmosphere Mars might have had once upon a time and if the red-coloured 

planet could have once been habitable or not. The tracer also provides 

scientists an indication of what the conditions of the surface of Mars may 

have been in its earlier life, NASA explained in a statement.

Scientists know that Mars is a cold, inhospitable desert today, however, 

features such as dry riverbeds and minerals that only form with liquid water 

indicate that once upon a time, it had an atmosphere that was thick enough 

to retain the heat required for water. Scientists want to analyse how habitable 

was Mars earlier.

It seems that the red planet lost much of its atmosphere over billions of year  

that transformed its climate from one that may have supported life into th  

frozen one today, according to results from NASA’s MAVEN, Curiosity and 

Viking missions.

According to NASA scientists, isotopes of oxygen are an important indicator 

of the atmosphere in the past because they carry different weights. The 

isotopes which are lighter tend to escape to space faster than the isotopes 

which are heavier. This means that the atmosphere that remains on the 

planet gets gradually enriched in the heavier isotope.

NASA scientists are measuring 18O and 16O. The team is measuring the 

heavier 18O against the lighter 16O to check how much atmosphere was 

there on ancient Mars and estimate how quickly the lighter 16O escapes. 

They are assuming that the relative amount of each isotope on Earth and 

Mars was once similar.

Measurements of these isotopes have not been consistent as different missions 

measured different ratios which resulted in the different understanding of 

the ancient atmosphere. The scientists found that measurements using a 

single method vary in a single day. Variance in isotope ratio is around 9 per 

cent depleted in heavy isotopes at noon on Mars to being about 8 per cent 
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enriched in heavy isotopes by about 1:30 pm compared to normal isotope 

ratios for Earth’s oxygen.

Lakes on Titan may have been craters formed due to nitrogen 
explosion
According to the latest study, lakes on Saturn’s giant moon Titan may have been 

formed due to warming of nitrogen on the surface.

This artist’s concept of a lake at the north pole of Saturn’s moon Titan illustrates raised 

rims and rampartlike features such as those seen by NASA’s Cassini spacecraft 

around the moon’s Winnipeg Lacus. (Image source: NASA/JPL-Caltech)

Titan, which is one of the biggest moons of Saturn, has some lakes which are 

filled with liquid methane. These lakes are surrounded by steep rims that go up 

to hundreds of feet high. A recently published report by scientists using the radar 

data from NASA’s Cassini spacecraft suggests that explosions of warming nitrogen 

created the basins in Titan’s crust.

Apart from the Earth, Titan is the only planetary body in our solar system which is 

known to have liquid on its surface. But unlike our planet, scientists believe that 

hydrocarbons such as methane and ethane, which are thought of as gases are 

available in the liquid state in Titan’s extremely cold climate.

According to a statement by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), most of the 

models which lay the origin of the lakes on Titan’s surface show liquid methane 

dissolving the bedrock of ice and solid organic compounds and carving out reservoirs 

that are filled with this liquid. This might be the origin of a lake having sharp boundaries 

on Titan. In our planet, water bodies that formed in a similar manner by dissolving 

the surrounding limestone are called karstic lakes.

The new models of some smaller lakes which are spread across tens of miles differ 

from that theory. These models propose that small pockets of liquid nitrogen available 

in Titan’s crust had warmed, thereby turning into an explosive gas which blew out 
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the craters that were later filled with liquified methane. The new theory explains why 

some of Titan’s smaller lakes such as Winnipeg Lacus that is near the north pole of 

the giant moon, show up on the radar having steep rims which are sharply higher 

than sea level. This was difficult to explain by karstic model.

The data was taken by Cassini Saturn Orbiter by NASA during its close flyby of Titan 

when it prepared for its final jump into the atmosphere of Saturn around two years 

ago. After seeing the new images, a team of scientists led by Giuseppe Mitri of Italy’s 

G. d’Annunzio University became convinced that the karstic model did not go well 

with what they saw.

“We were not finding any explanation that fit with a karstic lake basin. In reality, the 

morphology was more consistent with an explosion crater, where the rim is formed 

by the ejected material from the crater interior. It’s totally a different process.” Mitri 

said in a statement.

The research work which was published , September 9 in Nature Geosciences, 

looks at other climate models of Titan and shows that the giant moon may be warm 

compared to centuries ago.

During the past half-billion to billion years, methane in Titan’s atmosphere has 

worked as a greenhouse gas, keeping the giant moon relatively warm, but cold by 

standards of the Earth. Scientists have believed that Titan has gone through multiple 

different periods of cooling and warming, as methane gets depleted by the solar-

driven chemistry and then resupplied.

During the colder periods, nitrogen dominated Titan’s atmosphere, raining down 

and cycling through the icy crust to collect in pools just below the moon’s surface, 

Cassini scientist and study co-author Jonathan Lunine of Cornell University said in 

the statement.

“These lakes with steep edges, ramparts and raised rims would be a signpost of 

periods in Titan’s history when there was liquid nitrogen on the surface and in the 

crust,” he noted. Localised warming would have been enough to trigger the liquid 

nitrogen to vapourise and blow out a crater.
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“This is a completely different explanation for the steep rims around those small 

lakes, which has been a tremendous puzzle,” Cassini Project Scientist Linda Spilker 

of JPL said.

Two new species of ginger discovered in Nagaland
Scientists from the Botanical Survey of India (BSI) have discovered two new 

species of Zingiber, commonly referred to as ginger, in Nagaland. While 

Zingiberperenense has been discovered from the Peren district of Nagaland, 

Zingiberdimapurense was found in the Dimapur district of the State.

Details of both discoveries were published in two peer-reviewed journals 

earlier this year. Of the two species, Zingiberdimapurense is taller in size, 

with leafy shoots measuring 90-120 cm high, whereas the leafy shoots of 

Zingiberperenense reach up to 70 cm in height.

The type specimens of Zingiberperenense were collected in September 2017, 

when botanists were working on the ‘State flora of Nagaland’ in the Peren 

district. “The plant was found growing in moist shady places on the bank of 

a small steam in the hilly terrain forest of the Tesen village under the Peren 

subdivision,” the publication authored by four botanists said.

Collection of specimen

The specimen of Zingiberdimapurense was collected in October 2016 from 

the Hekese forest under the Medziphema subdivision. Some rhizomes of this 

plant collected along with field data were planted in the Botanical Survey of 

India’s Eastern Regional Centre garden in Shillong, where itself they began 

flowering in June 2018.

According to Dilip Kumar Roy, who has contributed to both the publications, 

the genus Zingiber has 141 species distributed throughout Asia, Australia and 

the South Pacific, with its centre of diversity in Southeast Asia. “More than 

20 species have been found in northeastern India. Over the past few years, 
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more than half a dozen species have been discovered from different States 

of northeast India only,” Dr. Roy said.

NripemoOdyou, another scientist with the BSI, said that the high diversity 

of ginger species in the region reveals that the climate is conducive for the 

growth of the genus.

More studies are required to ascertain the medicinal properties of the newly 

discovered species,” Dr. Odoyu said.

Water found in atmosphere of habitable exoplanet
K2-18b is 8 times the mass of earth and twice as big

Water has been discovered for the first time in the atmosphere of an exoplanet 

with earth-like temperatures that could support life as we know it, scientists have 

revealed.

Eight times the mass of earth and twice as big, K2-18b orbits in its star’s “habitable 

zone” at a distance — neither too far nor too close — where water can exist in 

liquid form, they reported in the journal Nature Astronomy . “This planet is the best 

candidate we have outside our solar system” in the search for signs of life, co-author 

Giovanna Tinetti, an astronomer at University College London, said . “We cannot 

assume that it has oceans on the surface but it is a real possibility.”

Of the more than 4,000 exoplanets detected to date, this is the first known to combine 

a rocky surface and an atmosphere with water. Most exoplanets with atmospheres 

are giant balls of gas, and the handful of rocky planets for which data is available 

seem to have no atmosphere at all.

Discovered in 2015, K2-18b is one of hundreds of so-called “super-earths” — a planet 

with less than ten times the mass of ours — spotted by NASA’s Kepler spacecraft.

“Finding water in a potentially habitable world other than Earth is incredibly exciting,” 

said lead-author AngelosTsiaras, also from UCL.

Working with spectroscopic data captured in 2016 and 2017 by the Hubble Space 
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Telescope, Mr. Tsiaras and his team used open-source algorithms to analyse 

the starlight filtered through K2-18b’s atmosphere. They found the unmistakable 

signature of water vapour. Exactly how much remains uncertain, but computer 

modelling suggested concentrations between 0.1 and 50 %.

By comparison, the percentage of water vapour in earth’s atmosphere varies 

between 0.2 % above the poles, and up to four percent in the tropics.

K2-18b orbits a red dwarf star about 110 light years distant — a million billion 

kilometres —in the Leo constellation of the Milky Way.

Rare full Harvest Moon 2019 tomorrow: What does it mean, India timings

Full Harvest Moon September 2019 Date, Timings in India: The already spooky 

Friday the 13th is going to become spookier for the people living in the west as they 

will witness a Harvest Moon tonight.

This Friday 13th will see a Harvest Moon (Representational image, source: 

Pixabay)

Full Harvest Moon September 2019 Date, Timings: This Friday, a full moon will be 

visible in the sky, which will be the first time in nearly 20 years that it will coincide 

with Friday the 13th. If this was not spooky enough for the people in the west, this 

full moon is also a “Harvest Moon”.

A Harvest Moon is the full moon nearest the start of fall or the autumnal equinox– 

when the length of day and night are the same. This means, it typically coincides 

with the September full moon but it can occasionally occur around the October full 

moon as well. In the US, the Harvest Moon of 2019 will reach its peak on September 

14 at 12:33 am. The Old Farmer’s Almanac says, “For the best view, look skyward 

on the night of the 13th– Friday the 13th, no less.”

Why is it called the Harvest Moon?

Normally, the Moon rises an average of 50 minutes after the sunset but the Harvest 

Moon comes soon after the sunset due to autumn equinox. It creates an abundance 

of bright moonlight early in the evening, which had been a traditional aide to farmers 

in the past with harvesting of their summer-grown crops. Hence, the name “Harvest” 
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Moon.

Harvest Moon will be visible on Firday, September 13th. (Representational Image, 

source: Pixabay)

With Harvest Moon coinciding with Friday the 13th, the phenomenon is being seen 

as a spooky element in the west, given superstitions about the date. There’s also 

the theory that 13 gets a bad rep for coming after the “complete” number twelve — 

twelve months in a year, twelve signs in the zodiac, etc. — a numerologist explained 

to National Geographic.

According to the Stress Management Center and Phobia Institute in Asheville, North 

Carolina, an estimated 17 to 21 million people in the United States fear this day, 

which makes it the most feared day and date in the history. Some people are so 

paralyzed by fear that they avoid their normal routines in doing business, taking 

flights or even getting out of bed.

“It’s been estimated that $800 or $900 million is lost in business on this day because 

people will not fly or do business they normally would do,” a historian told the National 

Geographic. The last time full moon coincided with Friday the 13th was on October 

13, 2000, and the next time it will happen on August 13, 2049.

Universe might be 2 billion years younger: study

Researchers at the Max Planck Society in Germany have said the cosmos is 

expanding faster than previously believed, leading them to believe the universe is 

significantly younger. But some are skeptical of the findings.

Its age may have to be trimmed to less than 12 billion years, rather than prior 

projections of 13.8 billion. (Source: Deutsche Welle)

The universe is expanding much quicker than previously thought, according to 

researchers in Germany, leading scientists to suggest it may be more than 2 billion 

years younger than past estimates.

Its age may have to be trimmed to less than 12 billion years, rather than prior 

projections of 13.8 billion.

Astrophysicists approximate the age of the universe by using the movement of 
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stars to calculate how fast it is expanding. If the universe is expanding faster than 

previously thought, that means it got to its current size quicker and therefore must 

be younger.

“We have large uncertainty for how the stars are moving in the galaxy,” said InhJee 

of the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics in Germany and lead author of the study 

published Thursday in the journal Science.

Past estimates on the universe’s age were based on a Hubble Constant, or expansion 

rate, of 70. Jee’s team of researchers, however, came up with 82.4, which would put 

the age of the universe at around 11.4 billion years.

Large margin of error

However, Jee only used two gravitational lenses for the research, which were all that 

were available, meaning her margin of error is so large that it’s possible the universe 

could be older than calculated, not younger.

The limitation has some experts questioning the findings.

Harvard astronomer Avi Loeb told The Associated Press it was an interesting and 

unique way to work out the universe’s expansion speed, but more information was 

necessary to add weight to the evidence.

“It is difficult to be certain of your conclusions if you use a ruler that you don’t fully 

understand,” Loeb said.

Adam Riess, who won a 2011 Nobel Prize for research on the age and expansion 

rate of the universe, as well as the discovery of “dark energy,” told the AFP news 

agency that Thursday’s study lacked accuracy.

“I don’t think this adds much to the present state of affairs. Still, it’s nice to see people 

look for alternative methods,” he said.

Hard landing may have disabled Vikram lander’s communication system: Former 

ISRO scientists

Chandrayaan-2: ISRO has been attempting to communicate with the Vikram lander 

since contact was lost 335 metres from the surface of the moon — barely seconds 
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before touchdown — while the lander was noted to be travelling at a vertical velocity 

of 59 m/sec 

A hard landing on the surface of the moon may have disabled the communication 

system on ISRO’s Vikram lander, former scientists from the space organisation have 

started to believe, with no contact being established with the lander more than a 

week after the attempted soft landing on the lunar surface.

ISRO has been attempting to communicate with the lander since contact was lost 

335 metres from the surface of the moon — barely seconds before touchdown — 

while the lander was noted to be travelling at a vertical velocity of 59 m/sec or 212 

km/hr and a horizontal velocity of 48.1 m/sec or 173 km/hr, which is much higher 

than the optimal landing velocity of nearly zero m/sec.

Window of communication narrows

The mission life of the lander is one lunar day (14 earth days) since solar panels 

mounted on the body of the lander are the primary source of power for various 

systems including communications. Technically, the systems on the lander will have 

no source of power from September 21, when the lunar day ends, making it difficult 

for ISRO to make any contact with the lander subsequently. 

According to M Annadurai, former ISRO scientist and project director for Chandrayaan 

1 moon mission, the factors contributing to the loss of contact with the lander could 

be the terrain where Vikram touched down and the lander’s touchdown position and 

velocity.

“A combination of different terrain than targeted along with non-nominal lander 

orientation can lead to loss of ‘proper’ data in the last stretch beyond 335 metres. 

However, if one sees the full data closely to the last bit received at the ground, 

we will be able to explain the scene better. I hope ISRO will definitely do it for 

understanding,” the former director of the U R Rao Space Centre said.

“The time lag between the moon and earth is only 1.25 seconds. There is loss 

of communication permanently, which means hard landing of the lander disabling 

communication both with orbiter as well as earth,” P S Veeraraghavan, former 
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director of ISRO’s Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre, said.

, ISRO stated that “Vikram lander has been located by the orbiter of Chandrayaan-

2, but no communication with it yet. All possible efforts are being made to establish 

communication with lander,” suggesting that efforts were still on to establish contact 

with the lander.

, former ISRO chairman A S Kiran Kumar said that there were no signals from the 

Vikram lander for ISRO to track. He also indicated that the communication break 

with the lander occurred just ahead of touchdown.

The lander was equipped with communication linkage to the Chandrayaan-2 orbiter, 

which remains in its orbit around the moon, and to earth stations. The telemetry, 

tracking and command network between the lander and the Indian Deep Space 

Network ground station was in the S-band.

“The Vikram lander followed the planned descent trajectory from its orbit of 35 km 

to just below 2 km above the surface. All the systems and sensors of the lander 

functioned excellently until this point and proved many new technologies such as 

variable thrust propulsion technology used in the lander,” ISRO has stated.

ISRO says lander spotted on moon, but no contact yet
ISRO chief K Sivan was quoted by ANI news agency as saying the Chandrayaan-2 

orbiter had managed to click a “thermal” image of the lander.

ISRO Chairman K Sivan displays a model of Chanrayaan 2 orbiter and rover during 

a press conference in Bengaluru. (PTI Photo)

The lost lander module of the Chandrayaan-2 mission has been located on the 

surface of the moon with the help of its orbiter, ISRO Chairman K Sivan said , adding 

that they had not been able to establish contact with it though.

Sivan was quoted by ANI news agency as saying the Chandrayaan-2 orbiter had 

managed to click a “thermal” image of the lander. Thermal images are produced 

by capturing infrared radiations coming from an object. They use temperature 
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differences, rather than colour differences, to create an image.

“We have found the location of the Vikram lander on the lunar surface and the 

orbiter has clicked a thermal image of the lander. We are trying to establish contact. 

It will be communicated soon,” ANI quoted Sivan as saying.

Vikram had lost contact with the ground control station when about 2.1 km above 

the moon’s surface. At that time, it was travelling at the speed of about 50 metres 

per second and not decelerating at the rate required for a safe landing. It was 

programmed to achieve a speed of about 2 metres per second just after touchdown, 

but most probably it hit the moon at a much faster pace, and could have been 

damaged in the process.

The extent of the damage would depend on the speed at which the lander touched 

down, and that is not clear as of now. It is possible, assuming that it had slowed 

down enough not to get completely destroyed, that some of the instruments on 

board survived the crash and are in usable condition. It is also possible that such 

instruments can be brought back to life from the ground station and made to work 

towards their intended objectives.

But so far attempts to restore contact with the lander or its individual components 

have not succeeded.

Vikram had four instruments on board, and two more instruments were installed 

on the rover Pragyan, which was supposed to come out from the lander after the 

landing, and roam on the moon’s surface. The rover could have come out only if 

Vikram had landed erect, as designed to do. It is unlikely that the Vikram would 

have managed to stand erect after hitting the moon at a great speed. Therefore, the 

chances of the rover coming out are all but ruled out.

The four instruments on the lander were installed on different sides of it. So, it is 

possible that the instruments not on the face-down side of Vikram could be re-

started and made to operate. For example, the instrument called RAMBHA, or 

Radio Anatomy of Moon Bound Hypersensitive Ionosphere and Atmosphere, was 

supposed to study the moon’s atmosphere. If it survived the crash, it is possible it 
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can be made to start sending data.

IISER Pune team fabricates a viable alternative to silicon 
diodes
The device shows high electrical conductivity and also high current rectification 

ratio 

Researchers at the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER) 

Pune have fabricated a non-silicon, organic–inorganic hybrid diode that not only 

shows high electrical conductivity but also high current rectification ratio. The current 

rectification ratio obtained is comparable with commercial silicon diodes. A diode 

allows current to flow in only one direction. A diode is said to have a high current 

rectification ratio when the flow of current in one direction is manifold high compared 

with the current flow in the reverse direction.

In the case of silicon diodes, the current rectification ratio is in the order of 105-108, 

where 106 denotes one million times. The team led by NirmalyaBallav from the 

Department of Chemistry at IISER Pune was able to achieve current rectification 

ratio close to one million times.

“This is the first time we have been able to achieve a very high current rectification 

ratio in the domain of organic–inorganic hybrid materials like coordination polymers,” 

says AnupamPrasoon from IISER Pune and first author of a paper published in the 

journal Chemical Science. “Earlier studies have been able to achieve rectification 

ratio of only 102.”

The non-silicon diode fabricated by the team was able to demonstrate that the high 

rectification ratio remained unchanged even at an elevated temperature of about 

180 degree C. “This demonstrates that our diode structure is stable even at high 

temperatures,” Prof. Ballav says. The diode displays high water repellence so will be 

moisture-resistant.

To fabricate the organic–inorganic hybrid diode, the researchers used a commercially 
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available gold-coated silicon wafer as a substrate and functionalised it. The 

functionalised wafer was dipped in an inorganic solution and then in an organic 

solution. “We repeated this process for 10 cycles to get a coordination polymer,” 

says Prasoon.

Since the coordination polymer is less conducting and almost behaves like an 

insulating material, the researchers doped it with a redox-active molecule. The 

top portion of the coordination polymer is doped while the bottom portion is not. 

The doped top layer becomes highly conductive. The doped and undoped portions 

together behave like a p–n junction diode.

The coordination polymers with a modular approach of inorganic and organic layers 

could make diodes or transistors not only cheaper but also add value in the emerging 

scenario of flexible electronics, says Prof. Ballav, who has filed a patent application.

“We hope our concept will be useful in the development of semiconducting coordination 

polymer-based thin film devices for real-world applications,” the authors write.

Climate change can reduce banana yield in India, study finds

Global warming in the last about 60 years had helped increase banana yield at annual 

rate of 0.024 tonnes per hectare translating to an average increase of 1.37 tonnes 

per hectare in 27 countries since the 1960s. But with continued warming, the yield 

gains could slow down or even reverse in some countries leading to a drop in yields 
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— 0.59-0.19 tonnes per hectare — by 2050, a study published in Nature Climate 

Change finds.

India, which is the world’s largest producer and consumer of banana, along with 

nine other countries such as Brazil will see a reduction in the yield, the University of 

Exeter study finds.

At the same time, certain other countries — Ecuador and Honduras, and many in 

Africa — will witness an overall increase in crop yields.

“India could experience a major reversal with predicted negative effects of future 

climate change compared to positive effects in the past,” the authors write. But the 

decline in production due to climate change in the case of India may be mitigated by 

strong, technology-driven measures to increase the yield.

According to the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) with 29 million tonnes 

produced per year between 2010 and 2017, India is the world’s number one producer 

of banana. Over 29% of the world’s banana production is in India. The average yield 

of banana in India is around 60 tonnes per hectare, according to the FAO. During 

the same period (2010 and 2017), China, which is second largest producer globally, 

produced about one-third of India — 11 million tonnes per year.

The authors caution that the study does not take into account agro-economic 

considerations such as cultivation infrastructure, access to market to name a few 

which are taken into account to arrive at production data. Similarly, the extent of 

irrigation in use has not been accounted for in the analysis.

Chip ‘fingerprint’ technology for secure transactions
We demonstrated the technology on a 180 nm CMOS chip in the fabrication facility in 

Chandigarh to show the feasibility for manufacturing, says Udayan Ganguly (right).   

Cloning the electronic fingerprint is not easy 

The emergence of Internet of Things has brought in, rather urgently, a need for low-

cost security technology. While passwords and other such forms of encryption are 

software-based, there is also a need for security at the hardware level. Every device, 
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such as a chip, needs to be encrypted with a fingerprint-like identity. This is known 

as a physically unclonable function. Developing a technology to implement this is a 

highly competitive field, and IIT Bombay researchers have developed a device that 

can be used for this purpose. The research has been published in the journal IEEE 

Electron Device Letters. 

Securing hardware

Secure transactions are ubiquitous today and demand security at various levels. For 

instance, credit card has a chip attached to it and the identity is downloaded with 

the card. To prevent the card from being cloned, the chip has to have an electronic 

fingerprint-like identity. Unlike an optical image of a fingerprint that can be lifted 

easily, this electronic fingerprint has several layers, thus making cloning hard. Such 

an identity is what the researchers have developed.

“Various technology start-ups around the world are addressing this challenge, for 

example, SiDense and eMemory, which have been acquired by larger companies 

in the last couple of years. This [what IIT Bombay has developed] is an indigenous 

capability in a cutting-edge technology with strong international interest,” Udayan 

Ganguly who is in the Department of Electrical Engineering at IIT Bombay and is a 

part of the team that developed this technology says in an email to The Hindu.

Translating a new technology into a manufacturing line without disturbing its existing 

capabilities was the greatest challenge faced by the team. “We have achieved this 

by developing excellent working relationship and trust between IIT Bombay and 

Department of Space’s Semi-Conductor Laboratory [near Chandigarh] to take 

calculated risks which are necessary to demonstrate new capabilities,” says Prof. 

Ganguly.

After developing the concept, the team demonstrated the technology on a 180 

nm CMOS chip in the fabrication facility in Chandigarh to show the feasibility for 

manufacturing. This technology is currently being developed for Defense Research 

and Development Organisation (DRDO).

“Defence qualification is the first goal. Meeting stringent defence specifications 
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will instill great confidence in our technology. Next, we will push for commercial 

applications such as e-commerce, credit cards to name a few,” says Prof. Ganguly.

Collaborative effort

The translation of the technology will require the participation of several bodies 

across the country — IIT Delhi will work on the circuits, Chennai-based Society for 

Electronic Transactions and Security will study the encryption, and Semi-Conductor 

Laboratory will manufacture the device.

Bacterial strain from IIT-Bombay soil removes pesticide
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, is not just home to great science minds, it 

also harbours some unique microorganisms. Recently, researchers have identified 

a soil bacterial strain from the campus that helps in “complete remediation” of the 

carbaryl pesticide.

Carbaryl pesticide continues to be used in the agricultural sector in spite of 

experimental studies in laboratory animals suggesting it to be a probable carcinogen 

to humans. Carbaryl is also persistent in nature leading to pollution of both soil and 

water ecosystems.

The newly isolated bacterial strain utilises the pesticide as its source of carbon and 

nitrogen for its growth. The team was also able to identify the genes responsible 

and the metabolic pathway involved in the complete metabolism and bioremediation 

process.

The bacterial strain, whose species is yet to be identified, comes under the 

Pseudomonas genus and was able to grow well on medium supplemented with very 

high concentration of carbaryl.

The bacterial enzyme ‘carbaryl hydrolase’ acts on carbaryl and generates ‘1-naphthol’ 

and ‘methylamine’. While 1-naphthol is used as a carbon source, methylamine is 

used as the nitrogen source. Though many microbes like Rhodococcus, Arthrobacter 
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have been previously reported to degrade carbaryl, the Pseudomonas strain recently 

reported in Applied and Environmental Microbiology was found to be more efficient. 

It could completely degrade the pesticide in 12-13 hours. Researchers say that this 

is four to five times faster than other bacterial strains reported earlier.

A study of the genome showed that it has special genes responsible for carbaryl 

degradation. The bacterium might have acquired these genes from other related 

microbes that are capable of breaking down hazardous compounds. The team has 

recently published a review paper in the journal Genes explaining this process of 

movement of genetic material between organisms. This is called ‘horizontal gene 

transfer’ and is different from vertical gene transfer from parent to offspring.

Natural laboratory

“Nature acts as a laboratory on its own. Organisms in an ecosystem interact with 

each other and exchange genetic material for their benefit and survival,” explains 

Dr. Prashant S. Phale in a release. He is from the Department of Biosciences and 

Bioengineering at IITB and is the corresponding author of the study.

“The bacteria are able to adapt themselves to recently introduced pesticides 

too. They do this by acquiring genes through horizontal gene transfer and also 

evolving some existing genes to perform new functions,” adds Dr. Rakesh Sharma, 

a collaborator and one of the co-authors from the CSIR-Institute of Genomics and 

Integrative Biology, New Delhi, India.

Two asteroids flying by Earth pose no risk: NASA
NASA has said that the pair of asteroids flying by Earth this weekend could pose a 

threat to our planet.

“These asteroids have been well observed and their orbits are very well known,” 

said NASA’s Planetary Defence Officer Lindley Johnson. “Both of these asteroids 

are passing at about 14 lunar distances from the Earth, or about 3.5 million miles 

away, but small asteroids pass by Earth this close all the time,” Johnson said.
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Near-Earth asteroid 2010 C01, estimated to be 120 to 260 metres in size, safely 

passed Earth at 3.42 a.m. . The second object, 2000 QW7 is estimated to be 290 

to 650 metres in size will pass later at 11.54 p.m. .

At the start of 2019, the number of discovered NEOs totaled more than 19,000, and 

it has since surpassed 20,000.

Vulture culture: How the bird was saved from extinction

In the late 1990s, when the population of the vultures in the country had begun to 

decline sharply, one White-backed vulture was rescued from Keoladeo National 

Park in Rajasthan, where vultures were dying at an alarming rate.

To study the cause of deaths of vultures, a Vulture Care Centre (VCC) was set up at 

Pinjore, Haryana. It was here that the rescued vulture from Rajasthan was brought. 

Later, a few more vultures from Haryana, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh were 

brought in.

Starting with just a few vultures, the VCC, until then the sole facility for conservation 

of vultures in the country, has come a long way in the past two decades. At present 

there are nine Vulture Conservation and Breeding Centres (VCBC) in India, of which 

three are directly administered by Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS).

Thriving population

“The total number of vultures in these VCBCs is more than 700,” said SachinRanade, 

assistant director, BNHS. Mr. Ranade said that the three species of vultures bred in 
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the VCBC are the White-backed, Long-billed and the Slender-billed vulture.

“By the time we started these vulture conservation breeding centers in 2004, the 

vulture population had already crashed significantly, almost by 99 %. As vultures 

are slow-breeding birds, intervention was of immediate requirement otherwise 

the vultures would have become extinct,” said VibhuPrakash , deputy director at 

BNHS.

The major reason behind the vulture population getting nearly wiped out was the 

drug Diclofenac, found in the carcass of cattle the vultures fed on. The drug, whose 

veterinary use was banned in 2008, was commonly administered to cattle to treat 

inflammation.

Dr. Prakash said that the objective of the VCBCs was not only to look after the 

vultures and breed them in captivity, but also to release them into the wild. The first 

objective of the VCBC was to produce a few hundred pairs of each of the three 

species of the endangered vultures.

Referring to the release of two Himalayan Griffon into the wild from the Pinjore 

VCBC in 2016, the scientists said that the objective of the test release was to see 

what happens when a species is kept in captivity for a long time and then set free.

Self-reliant in 40 days

He further added that for almost a month after their release, the vultures stayed 

around the centre, and within a month were flying well. “They joined other vultures 

and by 40 days they had started locating their own food and water, and soon they 

flew away. Unfortunately in those days we only had wing tags, so we lost track of 

the vultures,” he said.

Enthused by the success of the release of the pair, scientists at BNHS are now 

planning more releases. Mr. Ranade said they are planning a release of more 

Himalayan Griffons at the Rajabhatkhawa Centre in Bengal later this year. Two of 

the birds will have satellite PTT (platform transmitting terminals) attached to them, 

and the rest will have wing tags and rings. The White-backed vultures from Pinjore 
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are scheduled to be released next year.

“If after releasing the birds we don’t find any drug-related mortality in the next one 

year, then we will release 20 more White-backed vultures and we will take 10 Long-

billed vultures to MadhyaPradesh ,” the scientist said.

NASA lunar probe to fly over landing site tomorrow, may 
shed new light on Vikram lander
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) is also likely to release the images 

that it takes of the lander, the US media reported.

As ISRO figures out what happened to the Vikram lander of Chandrayaan-2, after it 

lost contact with the ground station barely a few hundred metres above the Moon in 

the early hours of September 7, a NASA probe is expected to reveal new information 

once it flies over the landing site .

NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) is also likely to release the images 

that it takes of the lander, the US media reported. “NASA will share any before 

and after flyover imagery of the area around the targeted Chandrayaan-2 Vikram 

lander landing site to support analysis by the Indian Space Research Organisation,” 

spaceflightnow.com quoted Noah Petro, the LRO’s project scientist, as saying.

At ISRO, meanwhile, a top official told The Indian Express that the presence of 

the Prime Minister at the space mission’s command centre in Bengaluru and his 

promise of unambiguous support will shape the organisation’s next step.

In this context, a senior official involved with the PM’s visit that night revealed 

unknown details of what he called were the “transformative” hours leading to “those 

hundred seconds” when realisation dawned that the soft-landing had gone awry.

Official sources said Modi landed in Delhi early on September 6 from an official trip 

to Russia, and slotted back-to-back engagements in Maharashtra (September 7) 

and Haryana (September 8) — but wanted to be at the ISRO centre that night.

On the flight to Bengaluru, sources said, the PM was busy with paperwork that 
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remained or was carried over because of his Russia trip. “The mood was optimistic 

when the Prime Minister’s aircraft touched down at the Air Force Station in Yelahanka 

at around 9 pm,” sources said.

Based in a hotel near the ISRO Telemetry, Tracking and Command Network 

(ISTRAC), Modi met the children who had won the MyGov Space Quiz, and left 

for ISRO at around 1 am. A few minutes after 1.50 am, however, it became evident 

that things were not going to plan, and ISRO chairman K Sivan rushed to inform the 

Prime Minister in the visitor’s gallery.

Modi moved to a lounge adjacent to the viewing station where he first told Sivan 

to stay calm and not lose hope, assuring him that the entire nation stood with the 

scientists, sources said. After this, they said, he moved to the room where the 

scientists were stationed, and told them to “be courageous”.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi consoles ISRO chief K Sivan a day after the Vikram 

lander lost contact. PTI file

“I will go back to the scientists tomorrow morning. Call the ISRO chairman and 

fix the time,” the Prime Minister is learnt to have told his aides after returning to 

the hotel. His aides, meanwhile, alerted the Maharashtra government about the 

impromptu change in schedule.

Sources said the Prime Minister “kept up a brave face” but “was awake through the 

night, putting his thoughts down, calling aides”. They said he had jotted down in 

Gujarati and Hindi his message for the scientists the next morning.

Later, on the flight to Mumbai, the Prime Minister is learnt to have told his aides that 

he had seen the “strength of India, and those who make it” at the control room in 

Bengaluru.

The Chandrayaan-2 orbiter has since located and taken thermal images of the 

lander on the Moon but ISRO has so far not provided any details of its condition. 

“There is no update as of now. As you know, we are still trying to establish contact,” 

an ISRO official said.
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Universe might be 2 billion years younger: study
Researchers at the Max Planck Society in Germany have said the cosmos is 

expanding faster than previously believed, leading them to believe the universe is 

significantly younger. But some are skeptical of the findings.

Its age may have to be trimmed to less than 12 billion years, rather than prior 

projections of 13.8 billion. (Source: Deutsche Welle)

The universe is expanding much quicker than previously thought, according to 

researchers in Germany, leading scientists to suggest it may be more than 2 billion 

years younger than past estimates.

Its age may have to be trimmed to less than 12 billion years, rather than prior 

projections of 13.8 billion.

Astrophysicists approximate the age of the universe by using the movement of 

stars to calculate how fast it is expanding. If the universe is expanding faster than 

previously thought, that means it got to its current size quicker and therefore must 

be younger.

“We have large uncertainty for how the stars are moving in the galaxy,” said InhJee 

of the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics in Germany and lead author of the study 

published Thursday in the journal Science.

Past estimates on the universe’s age were based on a Hubble Constant, or expansion 

rate, of 70. Jee’s team of researchers, however, came up with 82.4, which would put 

the age of the universe at around 11.4 billion years.

Large margin of error

However, Jee only used two gravitational lenses for the research, which were all that 

were available, meaning her margin of error is so large that it’s possible the universe 

could be older than calculated, not younger.

The limitation has some experts questioning the findings.

Harvard astronomer Avi Loeb told The Associated Press it was an interesting and 

unique way to work out the universe’s expansion speed, but more information was 
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necessary to add weight to the evidence.

“It is difficult to be certain of your conclusions if you use a ruler that you don’t fully 

understand,” Loeb said.

Adam Riess, who won a 2011 Nobel Prize for research on the age and expansion 

rate of the universe, as well as the discovery of “dark energy,” told the AFP news 

agency that Thursday’s study lacked accuracy.

“I don’t think this adds much to the present state of affairs. Still, it’s nice to see 

people look for alternative methods,” he said.

Denmark raise millions of euros in first-ever climate 
telethon
For every 20 Danish kroner (€2.70 or $3) that were donated, one tree is to be 

planted, and 20% of the total donations will be earmarked for forest conservation 

efforts in the Scandinavian country.

For every 20 Danish kroner (€2.70 or ) that were donated, one tree is to be planted, 

and 20% of the total donations will be earmarked for forest conservation efforts in 

the Scandinavian country. (Source: DW)

The people of Denmark donated about €2.4 million ($2.67 million) for the planting of 

trees , in a telethon described as the world’s first to focus on the climate.

For every 20 Danish kroner (€2.70 or $3) that were donated, one tree is to be 

planted, and 20% of the total donations will be earmarked for forest conservation 

efforts in the Scandinavian country.

The televised event took place at GisselfeldKlostersSkove forest, east of Naestved, 

on the island of Zealand. Both individuals and firms contributed donations to the 

fundraiser, reported local media.

The fundraising event, which included musical guests and was broadcast on 

Denmark’s public TV channel TV2, aimed at raising 20 million Danish kroner to 
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plant one million trees. Falling just short of the organizers’ goal, enough money was 

raised to plant 914,233 trees.

“It’s a positive way to inspire people, showing how to make a difference, with a small 

act to tackle the climate crisis,” said Kim Nielsen, founder of the Growing Trees 

Network Foundation, which is part of the project.

“It’s the first time a charity show has focused on climate issues on TV, it’s very 

exciting,” he continued.

Recently cities, the Danish Nature Agency and the churches around the country 

have submitted bids for large and small areas in which they hope to be allowed to 

plant trees with the help of the donations from the climate telethon.

In a similar bid to raise awareness and funds for climate related issues, in 2015, Al 

Gore organized a live benefit akin to a telethon, a 24-hour streaming show in which 

musicians were slated to perform at the foot of the Eiffel tower.

Five hours into the live benefit, Gore announced that out of solidarity with the French 

people in the face of the Bataclan and associated attacks, which had taken place 

during the climate concert, he was suspending the event.

Each evening at 1830 UTC, DW’s editors send out a selection of the day’s hard 

news and quality feature journalism. You can sign up to receive it directly here.

NASA to send microwave oven-sized CubeSat to unique 
lunar orbit
The CubeSat called Cislunar Autonomous Positioning System Technology 

Operations and Navigation Experiment (CAPSTONE), is approximately the size of 

a small microwave oven. It will pass as close as 1,000 miles and as far as 43,500 

miles from the surface of the Moon.

An illustration of the Cislunar Autonomous Positioning System Technology 

Operations and Navigation Experiment (CAPSTONE). (Image source: NASA/Tyvak 

Nano-Satellite Systems)
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NASA is aiming towards returning mankind to the Moon. The space agency plans 

on landing American astronauts, including the first woman and the next man, on 

the Moon by 2024 through its Artemis mission. Now, in a key step towards this 

direction, the agency has recently given a $13.7 million contract to Advanced Space, 

an engineering services company based in Boulder, Colorado, for developing 

and operating a lunar orbital CubeSat mission that will be launched as early as 

December 2020.

The CubeSat mission which is called Cislunar Autonomous Positioning System 

Technology Operations and Navigation Experiment (CAPSTONE), is going to be 

what NASA calls a “pathfinder mission” for the Gateway – an orbiting outpost that 

astronauts will visit before descending to the surface of the Moon.

The CAPSTONE, which is approximately the size of a small microwave oven, is 

expected to be the first-ever spacecraft to operate in a near rectilinear halo orbit 

around the Moon, NASA said in a statement. In this particular orbit, the agency said 

that the CubeSat will pass as close as 1,000 miles and as far as 43,500 miles from 

the surface of the Moon.

The CAPSTONE will be demonstrating on how to enter into and operate in this 

unique orbit as well as test a new navigation capability. This particular information 

will help in reducing the logistical uncertainty for Gateway while ensuring that NASA 

and international partners have a safe access to the surface of the Moon. This will 

also provide a platform for science and technology demonstrations.

“This mission is highly ambitious in both cost and schedule – and taking that 

deliberate risk is part of the objective of this mission – alongside the rapid 

technological advancement in cislunar navigation and the opportunity to verify 

orbital trajectory assumptions and retire unknowns for future missions.” Jim Reuter, 

associate administrator for NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate said in 

the statement.

After its launch in 2020, CAPSTONE will be taking nearly three months to enter 
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its target orbit and begin a six-month primary demonstration phase to understand 

operations in this unique regime. It will provide NASA and its partners with important 

insights to support the exploration of the Moon and Mars, including demonstration 

of spacecraft-to-spacecraft navigation services, verification of near rectilinear halo 

orbit characteristics for future spacecraft, experience entering this orbit with a highly 

efficient lunar transfer and more.

Scientists find the skull of humanity’s ancestor, on a 
computer
The ancestry of all living humans can be traced to Africa. Studies of DNA indicate 

our common ancestors lived on the continent 260,000 to 350,000 years ago.In an 

image from AurélienMounier/CNRS-MNHN, A computer reconstruction of a skull 

that may have belonged to the last common ancestor of all modern humans, who 

lived in Africa about 300,000 years ago. The rendering is strikingly similar to fossils 

of about the same age found in East Africa and South Africa, and the scientists 

propose that modern humanity arose through a merging of populations in these two 

regions. (AurélienMounier/CNRS-MNHN via The New York Times)

Written by Carla Zimmer

A single new fossil can change the way we think about human origins, but discovering 

it — deep in a cave or buried in rock — remains a daunting struggle for hammer-

wielding paleoanthropologists.

“It can take years and luck to find the right one,” said AurélienMounier, a 

paleoanthropologist at the French National Museum of Natural History.

Now researchers like Mounier are using computers and mathematical techniques 

to reconstruct the appearance of fossils they have yet to find. Last week, Mounier 

and Marta Mirazón Lahr, a paleoanthropologist at the University of Cambridge in 

Britain, unveiled a virtual skull belonging to the last common ancestor of all modern 

humans, who lived in Africa about 300,000 years ago.
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The rendering of this ancestral skull, described in the journal Nature Research, is 

strikingly similar to fossils of about the same age found in East Africa and South 

Africa. The scientists propose that modern humanity arose through a merging of 

populations in these two regions.

“We’re starting to look at the paleontological record in a different way,” Mounier 

said. “We’re more aware of a lot of diversity and complexity.”

In an image from AurélienMounier/CNRS-MNHN, A computer reconstruction of a 

skull that may have belonged to the last common ancestor of all modern humans, 

who lived in Africa about 300,000 years ago.

The ancestry of all living humans can be traced to Africa. Studies of DNA indicate 

our common ancestors lived on the continent 260,000 to 350,000 years ago.

But how those early humans evolved is an enduring puzzle. The fossil record in 

Africa from that period doesn’t offer easy answers. Over the decades, researchers 

have found just a few remains, with a strange mixture of traits.

In 1986, for example, paleoanthropologists discovered a fossil in Kenya between 

270,000 and 300,000 years old. They called it “archaic Homo sapiens.” Other 

experts argued it belonged to another species altogether. And others have simply 

thrown up their hands.

Two years ago, a team of scientists working in Morocco offered a major new clue. 

They discovered a set of fossil remains, about 315,000 years old, that belonged to 

Homo sapiens — the oldest remains of our species yet found.

But these humans were different from modern humans in some important ways. 

They lacked chins, for example, and had long, low braincases.

Mounier and Lahr aimed to understand how enigmatic fossils from around Africa are 

related to modern humans. The researchers developed mathematical techniques 

to compare the structure of the skulls, searching for evolutionary links.

The first challenge was the fact that people today do not share perfectly identical 

skulls. From person to person, there is a lot of variation. Populations have slightly 

different skull shapes on average, but those averages can be misleading.
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“We know that within a population, there can be much more variation than between 

two populations,” Mounier said. “We’re all very similar, and yet we’re all very 

diverse.”

No one person’s skull can stand in for everyone’s. So Mounier and Lahr worked 

their way backward from this modern diversity to what they believe was the skull of 

a common ancestor.

They took CT scans of 260 skulls of people from a wide range of populations — from 

the inhabitants of African rainforests to Pacific islands to the coasts of Greenland. 

They also scanned 100,000-year-old skulls found in Israel that are clearly similar to 

those of living humans.

The researchers also picked out a selection of extinct human relatives, such as 

Neanderthals, to study in the same way.

Then the scientists placed all of these living and extinct individuals on an evolutionary 

tree. In doing so, they were able to trace the evolution of skulls along each of 

the branches, arriving at a picture of the skull of the common ancestor of living 

humans.

“More or less, it’s quite a modern human,” Mounier said of the skull. “But it doesn’t 

really correspond to any current population — it’s something different.”

The rendering of this ancestral skull shows the same vaulted braincase that we 

have today. But it also has heavier brow ridges and a protruding lower face.

Mounier and Lahr compared their ancestral skull with real African fossil skulls from 

the same period. The researchers found a number of differences — so many, in fact, 

that they think the fossils belong to three populations, not one.

The Moroccan fossil belongs to one population. Another fossil, found in Tanzania, 

represents the second. The third population includes two fossils from two sites that 

are thousands of miles apart: South Africa and Kenya. This third population, the 

researchers concluded, most closely resembles the ancestor of modern humans.

The evolutionary lineage that gave rise to modern humans produced populations 

across Africa around 350,000 years ago, Mounier and Lahr speculate. These 
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humans all had big brains and made increasingly sophisticated tools.

But there were clear differences in their anatomy. In Morocco, for example, early 

Homo sapiens had a very Neanderthal-like appearance. “It’s clearly not the closest 

candidate to play a role in the evolution of modern humans,” Mounier said.

The populations from which the Moroccan and Tanzanian fossils come from may 

have died out without contributing to the gene pool of living humans.

But other groups may have come into contact from time to time and interbred. 

That’s what may have happened to ancient humans in East and South Africa. “The 

idea is that they merged to eventually form our species,” Mounier said.

KaterinaHarvati, a paleoanthropologist at the University of Tu¨bingen in Germany 

who was not involved in the new study, called it “a really great way to test hypotheses 

about the fossil record.”

But she cautioned that any reconstruction of our common ancestor depends on the 

skulls scientists examine. Along with the fossils from Israel, she would like to see 

other fossils of modern humans added to the analysis.

The additional data might alter the virtual skull — and perhaps even theories about 

our origins.

‘Our water is our gold’: Armenians blockade controversial mine

In the mountains of Armenia, a previously bucolic spa town is home to a goldmine 

locals say threatens the country’s biggest source of freshwater, and with it, an entire 

ecosystem.

Since June 2018, protestors have gathered from across Armenia to oppose a mine 

they say is fouling their land and water. Manned day and night, their blockade has 

succeeded in completely halting construction. (Source: Deutsche Welle)

Jermuk in southwest Armenia has long been renowned for its hot springs, soothing 

mineral water treatments and impressive waterfalls. But since mining company 

Lydian International moved in on a gold deposit upstream from the spa town on 

Mount Amulsar, it has become famous for something else.

Since June 2018, protestors have gathered from across Armenia to oppose a mine 
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they say is fouling their land and water. Manned day and night, their blockade has 

succeeded in completely halting construction.

A year on, Armenia’s Prime Minister NikolPashinyan — still fresh to power following 

last year’s “Velvet Revolution” — is coming under increasing pressure to pick sides.

On one side, a popular protest movement sees the mine as a symbol of the corrupt 

regime it has just overthrown; on the other is a company — registered in the UK tax 

haven of Jersey — responsible for Armenia’s biggest foreign investment.

Polluting lakes and pasture

Before construction of the Amulsar mine even began, Lydian relied on the notoriously 

corrupt government at the time to clear farmland. Locals say they were given a 

choice between selling the pastures they relied on for a living, and having them 

expropriated.

“Villagers don’t know where to send their cows, or their sheep, so they have to stop 

agriculture,” Jermuk resident AharonArsenyan, who has been resisting the company 

since 2012, told DW.

Once the diggers arrived in 2017, locals say things got worse. Whenever the wind 

picked up, “there was dust,” Arsenyan says. “Every time. We have never seen — 

never! — Such amounts of dust.”

As construction progressed, residents of Jermuk and the nearby village of Gndevaz 

say dark, muddy water ran from their faucets. A local fish farm, meanwhile, reported 

the unusual death of hundreds of their fish.

Others say the farmland they hadn’t been forced to give up wasn’t productive anymore, 

as cattle refused to eat the dust-covered grass or drink contaminated water.

Contradictory assessments

The biggest controversy, though, is over what might happen if the mine actually starts 

operating, and whether Armenia’s biggest source of freshwater will be safe.

Arsenyan calls his hometown “the capital of water.” Jermuk — and the mine — sit on 

the source of the Arpa and Vorotan rivers, which in turn feed Lake Sevan. The lake 

supplies much of the Armenian population with drinking water, and many with fish.
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“The entire ecosystem of the country depends on it,” ArpineGalfayan, a Yerevan 

resident and member of activist group Armenian Environmental Front (AEF), told 

DW.

According to Lydian’s first environmental impact assessment, published in 2016, 

wastewater discharge would be minimal and treated to comply with water quality 

standards. Other disruption — noise, dust, pollution — would also be kept to 

manageable levels. The company said it would offset any remaining environmental 

damage by helping fund a new national park.

But when it approached Armenian-American geochemical engineer HaroutBronozian 

as a potential investor in the project, he had doubts — and commissioned his own 

environmental assessment.

Bronozian’s consultants said Lydian had hugely underestimated the environmental 

impact of the project, which would almost certainly contaminate Lake Sevan and 

other water sources — with chemicals including arsenic and cyanide — for centuries 

to come, risking both aquatic life and human health.

A study by environmental NGO the Balkani Wildlife Society, meanwhile, found that 

the project could potentially infringe on the habitat of endangered species such as 

the vanishingly rare Caucasian leopard. It called Lydian’s promised park “a very 

negative example of biodiversity offsetting,” and said the mine failed to comply with 

Armenian and European environmental regulations.

‘Water is our gold’

Galfayan says although locals were concerned as soon as the company appeared 

more than a decade ago, few dared speak out. According to the AEF, members of 

government were among Lydian’s shareholders, and since state forces shot at a 

crowd protesting over disputed elections in 2008, there had been an atmosphere of 

fear and oppression.

In April 2018, all that changed. Armenians took to the streets after then 

presidentSerzhSargsyan tried to install himself for another term. Promising to bring 

an end to corruption, opposition leader NikolPashinyan won the country’s first 
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democratic elections and took prime ministerial office in May 2018.

Energized by this victory for public protest, residents of Jermuk and the surrounding 

villages began their blockade of the mine. Around the country “our water is our gold” 

became the slogan for the new frontline in the popular war on corruption. Each 

time Lydian tried a new legal mechanism to pressure government into breaking the 

blockade, a steady stream of vehicles arrived with reinforcements from around the 

country.

A high stakes game

Pashinyan’s government, however, failed to either revoke the license his 

predecessors issued Lydian, or to effectively clear the blockades, saying a fresh 

audit was needed to decide whether the mine should be allowed to operate.

All this has hit Lydian where it hurts. In 2018, it reported “blockade expenses” of 

over $42 million (€37 million), and total losses of over $136 million, warning “there 

is a risk that the company will be in default under its agreements” to shareholders.

In March, Lydian submitted notice to the Armenian government that it planned to sue 

the government through corporate courts if the situation was not resolved. Rumours 

circulated in local media that the company could try to claim losses of $2 billion, or 

almost two thirds of Armenia’s state budget.

Then in July, the government’s own environmental impact assessment was finally 

published, finding that the mine was safe. In the weeks since, Pashinyan has 

shifted position more than once, between assuring Armenians the mine is safe and 

casting doubts on the government’s own positive environmental assessment of the 

project.

On September 7, the prime minister convened a meeting with both activists 

and Lydian’s interim, CEO Edward Sellers, who said the company would allow 

independent monitoring of the site. Two days later Pashinyan took to social media 

to ask protestors to clear the blockade.

Galfayan said protestors would not only continue the blockade but were also planning 

a wider campaign of civil disobedience, including marches on the capital. “This is a 
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matter of life and justice for us,” she said. “We are definitely fighting back.”

Meanwhile, Jean Blaylock, of campaign group Global Justice Now told DW the 

international corporate court process is so secretive, it’s possible Lydian may have 

already launched its case.

“Corporate courts are a perfect tool for transnational corporations to bully 

governments,” Blaylock said, adding that, “the payouts can be huge, the arbitrators 

take a very narrow perspective, and altogether it is a massive pressure on 

governments to back down.”

Lydian did not respond to DW’s request for comment on criticisms of its operations, 

or whether it was going ahead with corporate court proceedings.

Chandrayaan-2: ISRO panel to release report on Vikram lander 
soon
A source said an internal ISRO committee, constituted to go into the likely reasons 

for the failure in making the soft-landing, was likely to submit its findings “very soon”, 

possibly within the next couple of days. The source said the committee had met a 

few times and almost finalised its conclusions. 

With less than three days to go before Sun sets over the area where the Vikram 

lander of Chandrayaan-2 mission fell off after a failed landing attempt, the Indian 

Space Research Organisation seems to have all but given up hopes of succeeding 

in its attempt to make contact with the spacecraft.

In a cryptic message posted on its Twitter handle, its first since September 10 when 

it had said attempts were still being made to restore contact with the lander, ISRO 

thanked everyone for “standing by us”.

“We will continue to keep going forward — propelled by the hopes and dreams of 

Indians across the world,” it said, without giving any update on Vikram.

Officially, ISRO said there was no update to be shared. “Any update or image would 

be shared on our website,” it said in a message to The Indian Express. It said the 
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tweet was meant to thank everyone who had encouraged ISRO.

But a source said an internal ISRO committee, constituted to go into the likely reasons 

for the failure in making the soft-landing, was likely to submit its findings “very soon”, 

possibly within the next couple of days. The source said the committee had met a 

few times and almost finalised its conclusions.

“The report is expected to be made public in a few days after going through the 

proper channels,” the source said.

Contact chances dim as lunar night nears

Attempts to restore contact with Vikram will become futile after two days, when a 

lunar night descends over the area where the lander currently is. Nights on the moon, 

which are equivalent to 14 earth days, can be extremely cold, with temperatures in the 

region where Vikram has landed expected to go down as low as -200 degree Celsius. 

The electronics on Vikram are not designed to withstand such low temperatures, and 

are likely to become non-functional.

Vikram, which was scheduled to touchdown on the Moon’s surface on September 7, 

had deviated from its planned flight path when it was just 2.1 km above the Moon. 

From that point, it was not decelerating as fast it should have to enable a safe landing. 

A few seconds later, when it was barely 335 metres above the Moon, and travelling at 

more than 200 km per hour, it lost contact with the ground station. For a soft landing, 

Vikram needed to bring down its speed to less than 7 km per hour just ahead of touch 

down.

In subsequent statements, ISRO only said that it had lost contact with Vikram. A 

couple of days later, it said that the Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter, which is functioning 

normally and going around the Moon, had been able to locate the lander on the 

Moon and taken its “thermal image”. It has neither released thermal images nor said 

why normal images of Vikram were not taken. There are cameras on the Orbiter that 

can take normal optical images.

, the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) of NASA, which has been going around 

the Moon since 2009, came over the location where Vikram landed. It would pass 
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over that area several times as it continues in its orbit. The LRO is expected to take 

images of Vikram but it is not clear when these would be released.

A NASA official was quoted in the US media as saying that LRO images would be 

released at some time. “Per NASA policy, all LRO data are publicly available. NASA 

will share any before and after flyover imagery of the area around the targeted 

Chandrayaan-2 Vikram lander landing site to support analysis by the Indian Space 

Research Organisation,” a report in spaceflightnow.com, an online sources for 

space news, had quoted Noah Petro, LRO’s project scientist at NASA’s Goddard 

Space Flight Centre, as saying.

Chandrayaan-2: Fate of lander may be known today as NASA 
probe to fly over Moon site
NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) will fly over the part of the Moon 

where the lander is lying after it lost contact with the ISRO control centre when it 

was 335 metres from the surface of the Moon on September 7.

It is over 10 days since the Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander lost its communication 

link with ISRO. (File)

It has been exactly 10 days since the Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander lost its 

communication link with the ISRO ground station but in a boost to the space 

agency, a NASA orbiter is expected to reveal new information on its fate once it flies 

over the landing site on the Moon .

ISRO has said its efforts to restore the link have not been successful as of now.

NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) will fly over the part of the Moon 

where the lander is lying after it lost contact with the ISRO control centre when it 

was 335 metres from the surface of the Moon on September 7.

The NASA orbiter is also likely to release the images that it takes of the lander. 

“NASA will share any before and after flyover imagery of the area around the targeted 

Chandrayaan-2 Vikram lander landing site to support analysis by the Indian Space 
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Research Organisation,” spaceflightnow.com quoted Noah Petro, the LRO’s project 

scientist, as saying.

The LRO is a robotic spacecraft currently orbiting the Moon. It studies the Moon’s 

surface, clicks pictures, and collects data that help in figuring out the presence and 

possibility of water ice and other resources on the Moon, as well as plan future 

missions to it.

ISRO Mission Control display shows the point when contact was lost. (File)

The Chandrayaan-2 orbiter has since located and taken thermal images of the 

lander on the Moon but ISRO has so far not provided any details of its condition. 

Former scientists have reasoned that a hard landing on the surface of the Moon 

might have disabled the communication system on ISRO’s Vikram lander.

The mission life of the lander is one lunar day (14 earth days) since solar panels 

mounted on the body of the lander are the primary source of power for various 

systems, including communications.

Technically, the systems on the lander will have no source of power from September 

21, when the lunar day ends, making it difficult for ISRO to make any contact with 

the lander subsequently.

NASA’s Juno spacecraft shares new photo of lunar eclipse 
on Jupiter
NASA has shared a set of new raw images of a lunar eclipse on Jupiter. The images 

showed a small but perfect dark shadow over the giant planet.

NASA’s Juno mission recently went around Jupiter and released a set of raw 

images of the giant gaseous planet and its moon Io which cast an eclipse on it. The 

images showed a small but perfect dark shadow over Jupiter. The black spot looked 

so prominent that one might mistake it to be some sort of a massive hole.

The Juno mission made its close flyby sometime last week around September 
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11. This was Juno’s 22nd close flyby of the giant planet. During this period, the 

positioning of Io was perfect as it slipped in between the Sun and Jupiter during the 

process of its orbit.

The image was shared on Twitter by Kevin Gill, a software engineer and data 

scientist at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 

According to a report by Space.com, Jupiter’s Io moon takes 1.77 days to orbit 

the giant planet. Due to the presence of massive gravity in Jupiter, a lot of heat is 

generated on the moon, making it the most volcanic in the solar system. Among the 

four giant moons of Jupiter, Io orbits the closest to the giant planet, this allows it to 

cast a prominent dark shadow over Jupiter.

NASA’s Juno mission has been orbiting Jupiter for over three years and makes a 

close flyby every 53 days. It is designed to study the atmosphere and the interior of 

the giant planet.

Juno also has a camera which clicks raw images that are uploaded online and then 

the image processors of the space agency turn them into beautiful and informative 

photographs.

NASA is training its astronauts for 2024 Moon mission inside 
a water tank
NASA is using a huge water tank to prepare its astronauts for the Artemis mission in 

2024. The US space agency explained that the teams are moving around, setting up 

habitats, collecting samples and deploying experiments as they will on the Moon.

In this image taken on Sept. 5, 2019, the teams are moving around, setting up 

habitats, collecting samples and deploying experiments as they will on the Moon. 

(Image source: NASA/Bill Brassard)

NASA is aiming for its second lunar manned mission by 2024. The space agency 

plans on landing the first-ever woman astronaut on Moon through its upcoming 

Artemis mission. In a bid to ensure that astronauts are prepared for lower gravity 
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environment of the Moon, NASA is now using a huge water tank to prepare them for 

the challenges that arise while going into space.

In a recent blog post, the US space agency said that it is using its Neutral Buoyancy 

Lab which is located at the Johnson Space Center in Houston for preparing potential 

astronauts. At the moment, the teams are in the early stages of evaluating how the 

astronauts would live and work on the Moon.

NASA also released a recent photo demonstrating on how astronauts use the facility 

in the blog. Astronauts Drew Feustel and Don Pettit are among those training in 

the giant water tank. The facility is primarily used for training the astronauts for 

spacewalks outside the International Space Station.

The US agency explained that the teams are moving around, setting up habitats, 

collecting samples and deploying experiments as they will on the Moon.

In the photograph, an entire team of divers can be seen helping in the simulated 

exercises. The astronaut in the picture is seen equipped with boots and gloves 

which closely match with what they wear during the moonwalks and spacewalks.

The space agency explained that its astronauts wear weighted vests and backpacks 

to simulate walking on the Moon, which has one-sixth the gravity of Earth.

To prepare for the 2024 Artemis mission, NASA has also recently given a $13.7 

million contract to Advanced Space, an engineering services company based in 

Boulder, Colorado, for developing and operating a lunar orbital CubeSat mission 

that will be launched as early as December 2020.
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ESO’s Vista Telescope photographs neighbouring dwarf 
galaxy in new light
European Southern Observatory’s (ESO) VISTA Telescope unveiled a new brighter 

image of our neighbouring dwarf galaxy called Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).

The VISTA telescope from the European Southern Observatory (ESO) captured 

this new image of the nearby dwarf galaxy known as the Large Magellanic Cloud 

(LMC). (Image source: ESO/VISTA VMC)

We have always known that the universe is vast. Despite this vastness, we do 

have neighbours not only in terms of planets, moons and stars but also in terms 

of galaxies. The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) happens to be one of our nearest 

galactic neighbours that is around 163,000 lightyears away from the Earth. Along 

with the Small Magellanic Cloud, the LMC is the nearest dwarf satellite galaxies to 

our Milky Way.

Recently, the European Southern Observatory’s (ESO) VISTA telescope revealed 

a new brighter image of the LMC. The VISTA telescope has been observing both 

the dwarf galaxies – LMC and Small Magellanic Cloud, from the last 10 years. The 

latest image is a result of one of the multiple surveys that space scientists have 

performed with the help of this telescope.

The VISTA telescope has helped the astronomers to map the star formation history 

of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds, as well as their 3D structures. The new 

image is taken in near-infrared wavelength which cuts through dust clouds that 
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would otherwise obscure the parts of the galaxy. Due to this, many more of the 

individual stars populating the centre of the galaxy are clearly visible.

In a statement, ESO said that the astronomers were able to analyse 10 million 

individual stars in the LMC, they were able to determine their age and other details 

through stellar models. They discovered that multiple spiral arms in the galaxy are 

composed of younger stars.

For a thousand years, the Magellanic Clouds have fascinated people in the Southern 

Hemisphere, however, they were largely unknown to Europeans until the Age of 

Discovery.

The name that is used by us today goes back to explorer Ferdinand Magellan, 

who began the first circumnavigation of the Earth over 500 years ago. The records 

which the expedition brought back to Europe revealed many places and things to 

Europeans for the first time.

Artificial Intelligence to boost education

The scheme aims to personalise learning using artificial intelligence.K_R_DEEPAK  

In a bid to provide wider access to adaptive learning technologies, the Centre plans 

to launch a new scheme in partnership with companies using artificial intelligence to 

make learning a more personalised and customised experience as per the learner’s 

requirements.

Start-ups which join the government platform must offer 25% free coupons for 

students from disadvantaged communities, said a statement from the Ministry of 

Human Resource Development (MHRD) .

The National Educational Alliance for Technology (NEAT), which will be administered 

by an apex committee constituted by the Ministry, is expected to begin operations by 

early November. The public-private partnership scheme aims to harness technology 

for better learning outcomes in higher education.

The Ministry aims to bring start-up companies working on this technology under a 

common platform for easier access to students.

“MHRD would act as a facilitator to ensure that the solutions are freely available 
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to a large number of economically backward students. MHRD would create and 

maintain a National NEAT platform that would provide one-stop access to these 

technological solutions,” said the statement, adding that the All India Council for 

Technical Education will be the implementing agency for the scheme.

EdTech companies will develop solutions and manage registration of learners 

through the NEAT portal. While they are free to charge their own fees, they will have 

to offer free coupons for 25% of their total registrations on the portal.

Chandrayaan-2: Orbiter performing experiments with 
satisfaction, says ISRO
The Vikram lander, which was scheduled to touchdown on the Moon’s surface on 

September 7, had deviated from its planned flight path when it was just 2.1 km 

above the Moon. (Image source: PTI)

Days after Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander lost communication with ground stations 

during its final descent, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) Thursday 

tweeted that experts at the Bengaluru headquarters along with the National 

Committee of Academicians are analysing the cause of the communication loss.

In a tweet, the space agency said, “#Chandrayaan2 Orbiter continues to perform 

scheduled science experiments to complete satisfaction. 

In a cryptic message posted on its Twitter handle exactly 10 days after losing contact 

with the lander, ISRO thanked everyone for standing with it. “We will continue to 

keep going forward — propelled by the hopes and dreams of Indians across the 

world,” it had said, without giving any update on Vikram.

India’s hopes of soft-landing a spacecraft on the Moon were dashed on September 

7 after the ISRO lost communication with Vikram lander of the Chandrayaan-2.

It was said that the lander failed to bring down its speed to the level required to 

make a soft landing. The incident, which took place 13 minutes after Vikram began 

its descent, hoped to reduce its speed from 6,048 km per hour to about 7 km per 
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hour or lower.

The day after, ISRO confirmed that it has been located and the efforts to establish 

contact with it are in full swing.

However, there has been no update of reconnection.

US Navy confirms presence of UFOs spotted in the videos 
released two years ago
US Navy confirms presence of UFOs spotted in videos released two years ago

The US Navy has confirmed video footages that sighted UFO back in December 

2017, according to a report.

In the video footage that was taken in 2004, it is seen that the sensors have locked 

a target that is flying ahead of the military aircraft, suddenly the target is seen flying 

towards the left side so quickly that the sensors are unable to relocate it. (Image: 

Youtube video grab)

The US Navy has confirmed the video footages that sighted UFO in December 

2017. Though the officials said that they did not know what the objects are, they also 

did not give any hints, CNN has reported.

The objects which were seen in the three video clips of declassified military footage 

are termed as “unidentified aerial phenomena”, the report said quoting US Navy 

spokesperson Joe Gradisher.

As per the report, the video clips that were released between December 2017 to 
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March 2018 by a Youtube channel called To The Stars Academy of Arts & Sciences, 

showed fast-moving irregular shaped objects that were captured through advanced 

infrared sensors.

In the video footage that was taken in 2004, it is seen that the sensors have locked 

a target that is flying ahead of the military aircraft, suddenly the target is seen flying 

towards the left side so quickly that the sensors are unable to relocate it.

Advertising

The report explained that the transparency regarding UAP is done by the US Navy 

so as to encourage its trainees to report any “incursions” which they spot in the 

airfield that can threaten the safety of pilots.

“Those incursions present a safety hazard to the safe flight of our aviators and the 

security of our operations,” the report said quoting Gradisher.

The public video clips only capture a fraction of the incursions that are frequently 

seen in training ranges of the Navy.

“For many years, our aviators didn’t report these incursions because of the stigma 

attached to previous terminology and theories about what may or may not be in 

those videos,” Gradisher told CNN.

He added that the only way to know what those UAP are is by encouraging trainees 

to report them whenever they spot them on the air.

Mysterious magnetic pulses and signs of groundwater 
discovered on Mars
The magnetic field events at night are among preliminary findings from NASA’s 

InSight mission on Mars. It also found an electrically conductive layer almost 62 

miles below the red planet’s surface which hints at a reservoir of liquid water, 

according to a report.

The NASA InSight mission has picked up a peculiar electrically conductive layer, 

that is around 2.5 miles thick and deep beneath the surface of Mars. (Image source: 
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NASA)

The magnetic field of Mars at times tends to pulsate in ways which have never been 

observed before in the middle of the night. But, the reason behind this is currently not 

known. This is among the preliminary findings of NASA’s InSight lander, the National 

Geographic reported.

Ever since it landed on the red planet last year in November, the InSight lander has 

been collecting various information that will help space scientists understand our 

neighbouring planet better with its internal areas and its evolution. According to the 

revelations during a meeting of European Planetary Science Congress (EPSC) and 

the American Astronomical Society, the magnetic fields of Mars are quite strange 

and odd.

In addition to the strange magnetic pulse, the data from the lander also revealed 

that Mar’s crust is way more magnetic than what space scientists had expected. The 

InSight mission has also picked up a peculiar electrically conductive layer, that is 

around 2.5 miles thick and deep beneath the surface of the red planet. There might 

be a chance that this particular layer might represent a reservoir of liquid water, 

however, it is too early to be certain about it, the report said.

The InSight’s seems to have found the electrically conductive layer almost 62 miles 

below the surface of Mars, looking quite similar to how water that is deep under the 

Earth’s crust appears when we use terrestrial magnetometers.

In our own planet, the groundwater is locked under the soil and rocks. In case a 

similar groundwater resource is found on the neighbouring planet then it should 

not be surprising, the report said quoting JaniRadebaugh, a planetary scientist at 

Brigham Young University. If indeed there is water in such a large region then it 

implies that there is potential for life, past or present.

At the moment, none of the data have gone through peer review and the details of 

the initial findings and interpretations will get tweaked over the period of time. But 

still, these revelations given by InSight mission has the potential of revolutionising 

our understanding of Mars and other rocky planets.
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NASA has recently won an Emmy Award for its InSight mission, which is the first to 

study the deep interiors of Mars by using an ultra-sensitive seismometer, a heat-

flow probe and other instruments.

Scientists discover brain neurons which remove ‘unnecessary’ 
memories
Scientists have discovered the neurons in our brain’s hypothalamus region, whose 

inhibition during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is connected to removing the 

‘unnecessary’ memories from the brain, according to a new study.

A group of researchers headed by Shuntaro Izawa from Japan’s Nagoya University 

found that Melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) neurons increased the memory 

in mice, while the activation of MCH neurons impaired memory. (Image source: 

Pixabay)

Health researchers from Japan have discovered neurons in our brain’s hypothalamus 

region, whose inhibition during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is connected to 

removing the ‘unnecessary’ memories from the brain, as per a new study published 

in the journal Science. The results provide information about mechanisms behind 

the regulation of memory during our sleep.

When we sleep, our brain continues to work and it processes all the information that 

we gather during the day and classifies and consolidates them into memories, the 

study said.

However, not all the day’s experiences are worth remembering so it is necessary to 

forget for our memory regulation. The process of removing unwanted memories is 

termed as synaptic renormalisation which only occurs during our sleep.

A group of researchers headed by Shuntaro Izawa from Japan’s Nagoya University 

analysed and studied the role of a specific set of nerve cells that are called the 

Melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH). These MCH neurons are found only in the 
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brain’s hypothalamus and play a role in the regulation of sleep and wakefulness, 

and the time spent in the REM sleep.

The research team found that inhibition of the MCH neurons increased the memory 

in mice, while the activation of MCH neurons impaired memory.

Hence, the results from the study suggested that the REM sleep neural pathway 

plays a key role in our active forgetting. The researchers mentioned that MCH 

pathways could be used as a target for memory modulation.

Venus may have been habitable and had water billions of 
years ago
Venus was able to maintain stable temperatures ranging from a minimum of about 

20 degrees Celsius to a maximum of about 50 degrees Celsius till approximately 

three billion years ago, according to a NASA study.

Artist’s representation of Venus with water. (Image source: NASA)

Venus may have had liquid water for 2-3 billion years until a dramatic transformation 

starting over 700 million years ago resurfaced around 80 per cent of our neighbouring 

planet, according to a recent study by NASA. The study which was presented at 

EPSC-DPS Joint Meeting 2019, gives a new view of the climatic history of Venus 

and may have implications for the habitability of exoplanets in similar orbits.

Around 40 years ago, NASA’s Pioneer Venus mission had found some fascinating 
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hints that Earth’s ‘twisted sister’ planet may have once had water worth that of a 

shallow ocean, according to the study provided by Michael Way of NASA’s Goddard 

Institute for Space Science.

To check if Venus might have ever had a stable climate which was capable of 

supporting liquid water, Way and his colleague Anthony Del Genio created a series 

of five simulations assuming different levels of water coverage.

In all the five cases, the researchers found that our neighbouring planet was able to 

maintain stable temperatures ranging from a minimum of about 20 degrees Celsius 

to a maximum of about 50 degrees Celsius for approximately three billion years.

A temperate climate might even have been maintained on Venus even today had 

there not been a series of events that led to the release, or ‘outgassing’, of carbon 

dioxide which were stored in the rocks of the planet nearly 700-750 million years 

ago.

“Our hypothesis is that Venus may have had a stable climate for billions of years. It 

is possible that the near-global resurfacing event is responsible for its transformation 

from an Earth-like climate to the hellish hot-house we see today,” Way said in a 

statement.

Three of the five scenarios studied by the two NASA researchers assumed that the 

topography of Venus as seen today and considered a deep ocean averaging 310 

metres, a shallow layer of water averaging 10 metres and a small amount of water 

locked in the soil. To compare, they also included a scenario with the topography 

of the Earth and a 310-metre ocean and, finally, a world completely covered by an 

ocean of 158 metres depth.

For simulating the environmental conditions at 4.2 billion years ago, 715 million 

years ago and today, the researchers adapted a 3D general circulation model to 

account for the increase in solar radiation because our Sun has warmed up over its 

lifetime, as well as for changing atmospheric compositions.

Although a lot of researchers believe that Venus is beyond the inner boundary of the 

habitable zone of the Solar System and it is very close to the Sun to support water 
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in liquid form, the new study suggests otherwise.

“Venus currently has almost twice the solar radiation that we have at Earth. However, 

in all the scenarios we have modelled, we have found that Venus could still support 

surface temperatures amenable for liquid water,” Way said.

Approximately 4.2 billion years ago, soon after its formation, Venus would have 

completed a period of rapid cooling and its atmosphere would have been dominated 

by carbon-dioxide. If the planet evolved in an Earth-like way over the next 3 billion 

years, the carbon dioxide would have been drawn down by silicate rocks and locked 

into the surface, the study said.

By the second epoch modelled at 715 million years ago, the atmosphere would 

likely have been dominated by nitrogen with trace amounts of carbon dioxide and 

methane – similar to today’s Earth – and these conditions could have remained 

stable until the present times.

According to the researchers, the cause of the outgassing which led to Venus’s 

dramatic transformation is a mystery, although it probably may be linked to the 

planet’s volcanic activity. One possibility is that large amounts of magma bubbled 

up, releasing carbon dioxide from molten rocks into the atmosphere.

The magma solidified before reaching the surface and this created a barrier which 

meant that the gas could not get reabsorbed. The presence of large amounts of 

carbon dioxide triggered a runaway greenhouse effect, that has resulted in the 

scorching 462 degree average temperatures found on Venus today, according to 

the researchers.

“Something happened on Venus where a huge amount of gas was released into 

the atmosphere and couldn’t be re-absorbed by the rocks. On Earth we have some 

examples of large-scale outgassing, for instance the creation of the Siberian Traps 

500 million years ago which is linked to a mass extinction, but nothing on this scale. 

It completely transformed Venus,” Way said.
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Surface melting causes Antarctic glaciers to slip faster 
towards the ocean: Study
The water from melting Antarctic glaciers, flowing through the ice and beneath them, 

is rapidly accelerating further thawing of the continent’s ice sheets towards the sea, 

according to a study.

Researchers, including those from the University of Sheffield in the Uk, used 

imagery and data from satellites along with regional climate modelling and found 

that meltwater is causing some glaciers to move 100 per cent faster than average 

— by up to 400 metres per year. (Image source: file)

The water from melting Antarctic glaciers, flowing through the ice and beneath them, 

is rapidly accelerating further thawing of the continent’s ice sheets towards the sea, 

according to a study.

The study, published in the journal Nature Communications, is the first time 

researchers have found that melting on the surface impacts the flow of glaciers in 

Antarctica.

Researchers, including those from the University of Sheffield in the Uk, used 

imagery and data from satellites along with regional climate modelling and found 

that meltwater is causing some glaciers to move 100 per cent faster than average 

— by up to 400 metres per year.

According to the researchers, gravity causes glaciers to move downhill with the 

internal deformation of ice, and by sliding over the ground beneath them — a 

process lubricated by liquid water called basal sliding.

The study shows that the movement of glaciers in the Antarctic peninsula coincides 

with spikes in snowmelt.

The researchers add that this is due to the surface meltwater penetrating into the ice 

bed, and lubricating the sliding of glaciers.

As temperatures continue to rise in the Antarctic, surface melting could occur more 

frequently, and across a wider area, the researchers said.
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According to the study, the Antarctic temperature is an important factor in determining 

the speed at which glaciers move towards the sea.

Ultimately, the researchers said that glaciers on the Antarctic Peninsula would 

behave like those in present-day Greenland and Alaska, where meltwater controls 

the size and timing of variations in glacier flow across seasons and years.

“Our research shows for the first time that surface meltwater is getting beneath 

glaciers in the Antarctic Peninsula – causing short bursts of sliding towards the sea 

100 per cent faster than normal,” said co-author Jeremy Ely of the University of 

Sheffield.

The researchers said that they expect to see more surface meltwater than ever with 

increasing global average temperatures, adding that such behaviour may become 

more common in Antarctica.

“It’s crucial that this factor is considered in models of future sea level rise, so we can 

prepare for a world with fewer and smaller glaciers,” Ely added.

The discovery, according to co-author Pete Tuckett of the University of Sheffield, 

could have significant implications for the future rates of sea level rise.

Scientists discover six galaxies which suddenly fire up into 
quasars within months
Researchers at the University of Maryland saw six different galaxies that are usually 

quiet had fired up into active quasars in a matter of months.

Researchers at University of Maryland spotted quiet LINER galaxies (left) fire up into 

quasars (right) in a matter of a few months. (Image source: ESA/Hubble, NASA)

We often think that galactic developments take a lot of time to happen. It can take 

thousands or even millions of years for the evolution of stars and galaxies. However, 

space scientists have recently spotted a unique event wherein six different galaxies 

that are usually quiet had fired up into active quasars in a matter of months.

The six galaxies had started off as low-ionization nuclear emission line region 
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(LINER) galaxies,  which account for one-third of the known galaxies. These LINER 

galaxies are characterised by the mild activity at their nucleus much lower than 

quasars.

According to the existing theory, quasars should take thousands of years to fire up. 

However, astronomers have seen it happen live six times within the first nine months 

of observations by the Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF), according to researchers at 

the University of Maryland.

“For one of the six objects, we first thought we had observed a tidal disruption event, 

which happens when a star passes too close to a supermassive black hole and gets 

shredded,” Sara Frederick, graduate student at University of Maryland Department 

of Astronomy and lead author of the research paper said in a statement.

“But we later found it was a previously dormant black hole undergoing a transition 

that astronomers call a ‘changing look,’ resulting in a bright quasar. Observing 

six of these transitions, all in relatively quiet LINER galaxies, suggests that we’ve 

identified a totally new class of active galactic nucleus,” she added.

To understand how previously quiet galaxy with a calm nucleus can suddenly 

transition to a bright beacon of galactic radiation, the researchers performed 

follow-up observations on the objects with the Discovery Channel Telescope. The 

observations helped in providing clarity to the aspects of the transitions, including 

how the rapidly transforming galactic nuclei interacted with their host galaxies.

The research team also found that the LINER galaxies are able to host larger black 

holes at their centres than what was previously thought of. The current theories 

cannot explain how the transition had occurred so fast. Additional studies should 

reveal further details about life cycles of quasars and the general galaxies.

“These six transitions were so sudden and dramatic, it tells us that there is something 

altogether different going on in these galaxies. We want to know how such massive 

amounts of gas and dust can suddenly start falling into a black hole. Because we 

caught these transitions in the act, it opens up a lot of opportunities to compare 

what the nuclei looked like before and after the transformation.” Frederick said in 
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the statement.

Their research paper titled “A New Class of Changing-look LINERs” was recently 

published in The Astrophysical Journal.

Was tiny hole on Russian spacecraft intentional? Roscosmos 
refuses to share details with NASA
The Russian space agency Roscosmos has said that it has the details about what 

caused the air leak in is Soyuz MS-09 spacecraft that was docked in the International 

Space Station (ISS) back in 2018, but it wants to keep it a secret from NASA.

Three spaceships are docked at the space station including the Progress 70 resupply 

ship and the Soyuz MS-08 and MS-09 crew ships. (Image: NASA)

The Russian space agency, Roscosmos has said that it has the details about 

what caused the air leak in its Soyuz MS-09 spacecraft which was docked at the 

International Space Station (ISS) back in 2018, but it wants to keep it a secret from 

NASA, which is its key partner at ISS.

In fact earlier this month, the Director-General of Roscosmos Dmitry Rogozin was 

quoted as saying “we won’t tell you anything,”.Rogozin said that his space agency 

knows where did the hole in its Soyuz MS-09 spacecraft came from, but they would 

not disclose the information. So was there some sort of human involvement that led 

to the small hole?

Russia’s TASS news agency reported that Rogozin, during a meeting with students 

at the Ustinov Baltic State Technical University (Voenmeh) in St. Petersburg said, 

“The hole was found in the spacecraft’s habitation module, which had burned up long 

ago. We collected all the necessary samples and it is clear to us what happened,”.

In response to Rogozin’s statement given by the Russian media, the NASA 

Administrator Jim Bridenstine said that he will speak to his Russian counterpart 

regarding this. “They have not told me anything,” Bridenstine was quoted in a report to 

the Houston Chronicle.
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“I don’t want to let one item set (the relationship) back, but it is clearly not acceptable 

that there are holes in the International Space Station,” he told Houston Chronicle.

Now, according to a space industry source to TASS news agency, someone may 

have made the tiny hole before the launch of the spacecraft to the ISS, and concealed 

it with a sealant plug from the outside.

The ongoing developments come amid the upcoming launch of Russia’s Soyuz MS-

15 spacecraft , September 25. The Soyuz MS-15 is a manned spacecraft which will 

take three three crew members, including one NASA astronaut to the ISS.

Back in August 2018, the Soyuz MS-09 capsule’s habitation module was found to 

have a small hole in it which caused loss of pressure inside the capsule and could 

have leaked the oxygen within 18 days had it gone unnoticed.

China’s Yutu-2 lunar rover examines the strange substance 
discovered in the Moon crater
Some piece of “gel-like” material was detected by the Yutu-2 rover, but the Chinese 

scientists are yet to reveal exactly what has been found by them.

China’s Yutu-2 moon rover had spotted a strange “gel-like” substance inside a crater 

on Moon surface. (Image source: CNSA)

A few weeks ago, China’s Yutu-2 moon rover had spotted a strange “gel-like” 

substance inside a crater on the lunar surface. The scientists at China National 

Space Administration (CNSA) were puzzled by this however there were suggestions 

that the substance was created due to a meteor impact which led to melt glass 

being left behind. After this discovery, the Yutu-2 rover was put to examine the 

strange substance.

Now in a recent update on the social media, which was first spotted and 

reportedly Space.com, the researchers at CNSA have detailed their mission on the 

crater for studying the weird substance. But unfortunately, a proper understanding 

of this unusual substance remained difficult to be achieved during a first instance 
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because the 2-meter-wide crater was under the shadow.

On the last day of Yutu-2 rover’s exploration, it had examined the crater site again. 

On the second instance, the rover could get closer to the crater to provide the best 

chance for scientists at detecting with the spectrometer which is located on-board.

The risky maneuver which was debated across science and driver teams seems 

to have paid off in the end. Some piece of material was detected by the rover, but 

the scientists at the Chinese Lunar Exploration Program (CLEP) are yet to reveal 

exactly what has been found by them.

According to the researchers, the lunar surface which is on the far side of the Moon 

has remained out of reach for the explorers but so far Yutu-2 has been able to 

provide researchers with some great images of the empty plains on the Moon.

The Yutu-2 rover, the first lunar mission that explores the far side of the Moon. It had 

touched down on the Moon’s surface in January. It will continue its exploration for 

the next two weeks.

New IPCC report warns of dire threat to oceans
‘Increased temperatures, further acidification, marine heatwaves, more frequent 

extreme El Niño and La Niña events,’ reads the summary of the report

With representatives from nearly 200 countries at the United Nations Climate 

Summit underway in the United States, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) — the apex referee for scientific evidence on the impact of global 

warming — made public a special report  that underlined the dire changes taking 

place in oceans, glaciers and ice-deposits on land and sea.

‘Unprecedented’

“Over the 21st century, the ocean is projected to transition to unprecedented conditions 

with increased temperatures, further ocean acidification, marine heatwaves and 

more frequent extreme El Niño and La Niña events,” according to a summary of the 

report made available to policymakers.
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The report updates scientific literature available since 2015 — when the IPCC 

released its comprehensive 5th Assessment Report — and summarises the 

disastrous impacts of warming based on current projections of global greenhouse 

gas emissions.

“It is virtually certain that the global ocean has warmed unabated since 1970 and has 

taken up more than 90% of the excess heat in the climate system (high confidence). 

Since 1993, the rate of ocean warming has more than doubled. Marine heatwaves 

have very likely doubled in frequency since 1982 and are increasing in intensity,” 

the report notes.

The Southern Ocean accounted for 35%–43% of the total heat gain in the upper 

2,000 m global ocean between 1970 and 2017, and its share increased to 45%–

62% between 2005 and 2017.

The ‘Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate’ was 

prepared following an IPCC Panel decision in 2016 to prepare three Special 

Reports and follows the Special Reports on Global Warming of 1.5°C (SR1.5), and 

on Climate Change and Land (SRCCL).

Countries’ commitment

The 1.5°C report was a key input used in negotiations at Katowice, Poland last year 

for countries to commit themselves to capping global temperature rise to 1.5°C by 

the end of the century.

“A major impact is in the Hindu Kush Himalayan Regions,” said AnjalPrakash, a 

researcher at The Energy Resources Institute (TERI) School of Advanced Studies, 

and among those involved with the report, adding, “Floods will become more frequent 

and severe in the mountainous and downstream areas of the Indus, Ganges and 

Brahmaputra river basins, because of an increase in extreme precipitation events... 

the severity of flood events is expected to more than double towards the end of the 

century.”
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Scientists discover 4 billion year old giant continents near 
Earth’s mantle
The underground rocky continents which are deep inside the Earth might have 

formed from an ancient magma ocean which got solidified during the starting of 

the formation of the Earth approximately 4.5 billion years ago, according to a new 

study.

The findings of the study were provided in a detailed article on the American 

Geophysical Union’s (AGU) GeoSpace blog.

The report said that the seismic waves of the earthquakes reverberate through the 

rest of the mantle which suggests they have distinct physical properties from the 

surrounding mantle. But the pattern changes when they reverberate through the 

massive giant stones. These different and peculiar patterns of the seismic activity 

aided the researchers to discover the continents that are located at the border of 

the mantle and the outer core of our planet. However, scientists still do not have any 

idea of how these rocky structures emerged.

A new analysis of volcanic rock provides a new picture. It says that these underground 

continents may be as old as our planet itself, and they most likely have survived 

the planet-rocking impact which formed the Moon, the study reported in the journal 

Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geosystems.

“It’s amazing that these regions have survived most of Earth’s volcanic history 

relatively untouched,” the GeoSpace report said quoting Curtis Williams, a geologist 
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at University of California, Davis and the lead author of the study.

The researchers compiled new geological samples and used existing data of 

old samples taken from Hawaii and Iceland, and also from the Balleny Islands in 

Antarctica where insanely hot rock bubbles up from the planet’s core all the way 

to the surface. The samples break through the crust as lava, and cool into igneous 

rocks.

The rock samples that are from the Earth’s interior have isotopes such as helium-3, 

which means they were created during the Big Bang. The team identified samples 

which were having the primordial isotopes and then they attempted to retrace the 

path of the rocks to the surface.

Many geological models in the past assumed that the rock columns from the mantle 

known as deep mantle plumes had risen to the Earth’s surface in straight lines. 

However, these plumes have been known to change their path during their journey 

to the planet’s crust. the scientists have now developed a model which notes the 

deflecting nature of the deep mantle plumes and they were even able to trace some 

samples back to the giant underground continent masses near the core-mantle 

boundary.

“It’s a more robust framework to try and answer these questions in terms of not 

making these assumptions of vertically rising material but rather to take into account 

how much deflection these plumes have seen,” the report said quoting Williams.

Chandrayaan-2’s Vikram lander had a hard landing: NASA
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Friday said Chandrayaan-

2’s Vikram lander, that lost connection with ISRO on September 7, had a hard-

landing on the lunar surface.

“Vikram had a hard landing and the precise location of the spacecraft in the 

lunar highlands has yet to be determined. The scene was captured from a Lunar 

Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera Quickmap fly-around of the targeted landing site 
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image width is about 150 kilometres across the centre. The site was located about 

600 kilometres from the south pole in a relatively ancient terrain,” said the space 

agency.

“It was dusk when the landing area was imaged and thus large shadows covered 

much of the terrain; it is possible that the Vikram lander is hiding in a shadow. The 

lighting will be favourable when LRO passes over the site in October and once 

again attempts to locate and image the lander,” it added.

“LRO will next fly over the landing site on October 14 when lighting conditions will 

be more favourable,” John Keller, Deputy Project Scientist Lunar Reconnaissance 

Orbiter Mission, Goddard Space Flight Centre told news agency PTI.

“Our @LRO_NASA mission imaged the targeted landing site of India’s Chandrayaan-

2 lander, Vikram. The images were taken at dusk, and the team was not able to 

locate the lander. More images will be taken in October during a flyby in favorable 

lighting,” the space organisationtweeted .

ISRO’s giant frozen screens at the Bengaluru headquarters were proof that the 

Vikram lander did not have a soft-landing, as was expected, because of a failure to 

control the speed in its ‘final breaking phase’.

In its statement, ISRO said “normal performance (of Vikram) was observed up to an 

altitude of 2.1 km”, and “subsequently, communication from Lander to the ground 

stations was lost”.

NASA, on September 8, boosted up the morale of ISRO and commended it for its 

efforts, adding that “space is hard” it looks forward to future opportunities to explore 

the solar system with ISRO.

“We commend ISRO’s attempt to land their Chandrayaan-2 mission on the Moon’s 

South Pole. You have inspired us with your journey and look forward to future 

opportunities to explore our solar system together,” NASA tweeted.

The US space agency also assured the Indian space agency of its full support to 

find the lander.
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“The Space Agency assure their full support to the ISRO following the loss of contact 

with their spacecraft, Chandrayaan-2 which had to land on the moon. India proved 

to be a strategic player in the space sector and a partner in its development & 

achievements,” it had said.

Meanwhile, ISRO, not losing hope to find the lander, said it continued to make all 

possible efforts to establish link with it and added that the lander is now lying on the 

lunar surface after a hard-landing.

“It had a hard-landing very close to the planned (touch-down) site as per the images 

sent by the on-board camera of the orbiter. The lander is there as a single piece, 

not broken into pieces. It’s in a tilted position,” an ISRO official associated with the 

mission claimed three days after the mission collapsed.

India, Nepal, Bhutan to count tigers in high altitudes

A study jointly conducted by experts from three countries had, in a report this month, 

established that there were potentially 52,671 square kilometres of tiger habitat 

in high altitudes — or Himalayan habitats — of India, Nepal and Bhutan. 38,915 

square kilometres of this habitat lay in India.

While India is home to the most number of tigers in the world, most of them are 

focussed in Central India and the Western Ghats. The latest tiger survey, made 

public earlier this year estimated 2,967 tigers all over India.

Camera traps laid in select districts of Uttarakhand, Sikkim, North Bengal and 

Arunachal Pradesh to detect the presence of tigers in higher altitudes found only 

three — two in Sikkim and one in Uttarakhand.

“What we’re not sure of is whether these tigers are embedded there or whether 

they have migrated in from other parts of the country. A more detailed assessment 

is necessary to find this out,” said Rajesh Gopal, Secretary General, Global Tiger 

Forum. (GTF). The GTF is an intergovernmental body that coordinates activities on 
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tiger conservation.

In previous years, tigers have been reported in Arunachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand 

and West Bengal at elevations of 1765m, 3274 m and 2400 m respectively. Bhutan 

had recorded the presence of a tiger at 4,210 m.

Recording the presence of tigers in high altitudes is important to judge the healths 

of the species, as poaching and fragmented habitat are serious challenges to their 

population growth.

As part of a “high altitude tiger master plan”, gathering background information on 

land attributes, ascertaining status of protection and engaging local communities 

in tiger conservation is critical. Potential high altitude tiger landscapes include the 

Valmiki-Chitwan-Annapurna (India-Nepal), Manas-Royal Manas-JigmeDorji (India-

Bhutan); Neora Valley-Torsa-Buxa-Phibsu (India-Bhutan); Askot-Pithoragarh-

Nandhaur-Suklaphanta (India-Nepal); and Arunachal-Sikkim-bordering Bhutan 

(India-Bhutan).

Scientific way of reviving fragments of rainforests
A two-decade long study carried out by ecologists from Nature Conservation 

Foundation and University of Columbia finds that active restoration can promote 

recovery of tropical rainforest fragments with seven to 15 years of effort.

The recovery included improvement in forest structure and composition as well as 

carbon storage. Further, the study finds that such a restoration effort would be more 

effective in fragmented forest patches. For example, those found in the middle of 

plantations, rather than in areas where the forest is contiguous but degraded. The 

results of the study are published in the open-access journal Ecosphere. 

Ecological restoration

The study, which began in 2002, focused on rainforests fragments in Anamalai Hills, 

in the Western Ghats, and the ecological restoration involved clearing the chosen 
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areas of invasive weeds and planting a diverse mix of native species. “We planted 

more than 150 native rainforest tree species overall. Depending on size of the plot, 

we planted between 27 and 82 native species carefully selected as appropriate for 

the site,” says T. R. Shankar Raman, from NCF and an author of the paper.

The group studied 25 pairs of plots within degraded forest fragments. In one of 

the pair of plots, they carried out active restoration which included first removing 

non-native weeds and then planting saplings belonging to a variety of native tree 

species.

The other plot was left to regenerate naturally. Finally, the results of the effort on the 

two sets of plots were compared with 17 benchmark areas that were relatively free 

of human disturbance in a few decades.

“A key challenge we faced was in identifying suitable pairs of sites such that 

actively restored and naturally regenerating plots were similar to each other in all 

respects (for instance, slope, topography, past disturbance), except for that one 

was restored and the other was not,” says AnandOsuri from The Earth Institute, 

Columbia University, and first author of the paper, in an email to The Hindu. “We 

achieved this by conducting detailed site surveys before the main study, comparing 

old photographs of the sites pre-restoration and through discussions with our field 

staffs who were involved in the restoration efforts.”

Quantifying recovery

The team found that the actively restored areas improved in comparison with the 

passively restored ones in a way that matched the benchmarks to a good percentage. 

From seven to 15 years after restoration, these degraded forests recovered 

significantly in terms of numbers of trees, 49% in the number of tree species and 

47% in the amount of carbon stored for a given area, compared to degraded forests 

left to recover naturally, according to figures presented in the paper.

“First, don’t assume that planting trees is the best way to restore an ecosystem. 

Trees should not be planted in ecosystems such as grasslands, deserts, or wetlands 

that did not have any forests to begin with.” says DivyaMudappa, another author of 
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the paper and from NCF.

According to her, the best way to go about ecological restoration would be to identify 

critical areas that would benefit from restoration effort — this would include sites 

far away from larger, contiguous tracts of forests or those that would be critical as 

animal or plant movement corridors. “Ecological restoration should use a diverse set 

of local, native species. We need to plan long-term as most of the native plants can 

be slow-growing and sometimes even difficult to grow,” Dr. Mudappa explains.

Cost-effective plan

With regard to degraded forests that are not isolated, Dr. Shankar Raman says, “If 

degraded forests adjoin or are near larger tracts of relatively intact forests, it may be 

better to just protect them and leave them to regenerate naturally as that would be 

cost-effective.”

Some of the fragments that the team studied were located within tea and coffee 

plantations. “We were fortunate that tea and coffee plantation companies extended 

their support. They engaged in partnerships with us, recognised these forest patches 

as ‘biodiversity plots’ within their estates and provided in-kind support such as labour 

and space for nursery,” says Dr. Shankar Raman.

Bio-restoring degraded patches of Sunderbans
Increasing anthropogenic activities along with natural stresses have led to massive 

degradation of one of India’s World Heritage Site — the Sunderbans. A team of 

researchers from West Bengal State University, Kolkata, set out with the herculean 

task of identifying the major reasons for the decline and also devising new restoration 

strategies. They surveyed 19 shoreline mangrove patches, collected soil and 

water samples and studied them. The results published in Hydrobiologia highlight 

that lack of essential nutrients and increasing salinity were the main problems in 

Sunderbans.

Cause of decline
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“Nutrient depletion especially phosphorus and nitrogen was found to be directly 

connected with the decline in forest cover. We are now trying to understand what is 

causing nutrient depletion. We have also planned to expand this analysis to a larger 

area, so as to cover the whole mangrove region and get a complete picture,” says 

RajojitChowdhury, Ph.D. scholar at the university and the first author of the paper.

They also saw a change in the species distribution — salt-sensitive ones such as 

Heriteirafomes, Xylocarpus species and Phoenix paludosa were not able to cope up 

with the increase in the salinity and declined while the tolerant varieties thrived.

After understanding the state of the degraded region, the team started the bio-

restoration process. “We initially stabilised the site of restoration by planting four 

native salt-tolerant varieties of grass. These grasses proved to exhibit the highest 

survival in the lower and middle intertidal zone. During the last five years (2014–

2019) almost about one-hectare area of the degraded patch has been restored by the 

growth of these grasses,” explains Krishna Ray, team leader of the Environmental 

Biotechnology Group of the university and corresponding author of the work.

The grass rhizosphere also provided a nutritive atmosphere to the colonizing 

mangroves because this root zone decomposes microbes and helps release more 

nutrients in the mudflat soil. In addition, these grasses also provided protection from 

high energy waves and subsequent erosion of soil. The team also used native plant 

growth-promoting bacteria to enrich the degraded land.

Route to restoration

The team then established an on-site mangrove nursery and during each 

season collected mangrove propagules or buds and maintained in the nursery till 

transplantation. About 22 species of mangroves were restored in the region which 

included threatened, endangered and vulnerable species. High salt-tolerant varieties 

were planted near the shoreline and the moderate ones farther. The team notes that 

the present ecosystem in the studied patch is almost brought back to the original 

pristine condition.

“We have already identified many degraded mangrove patches in the western part 
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of Indian Sundarbans and have planned to restore them by the application of this 

technology,” adds Prof. Ray.

IISc: Trapping, moving nanoparticles with light 
Researchers at the Centre for Nano Science and Engineering at the Indian Institute 

of Science (IISc), Bengaluru, have developed a technique to trap and move tiny 

objects in the nanoscale using optical “tweezers” employing light. This is a tool that 

can be used to pick and move small suspended particles even including cells. This 

research has been published in Nature Communications. 

Optical tweezers have been known for about thirty years now ; however, they have 

a limitation when it comes to nanosized particles. This was partly solved with the 

development of “plasmonictweezer” which works on the principle that when a disc 

of noble metal, like gold, is illuminated with light, it creates an electromagnetic field 

around the disc. This field can attract and hold on to tiny particles.

Plasmonic tweezers are fixed in space and can therefore only trap objects that come 

close to them. Though the team, in an earlier work, showed that such plasmonic 

tweezers could be manoeuvred with a combination of light and magnetic fields, they 

could not apply the technique to some types of colloids.

Tweezer-in-a-tweezer

In the present work, they overcome this limitation by developing a method that uses 

only optical force. They integrate a silver nanodisc with a microrod made of glass 

and the combination can be manipulated using laser beams alone. This “tweezer-in-

a-tweezer” approach can trap objects of about 40 nanometres in size, using a single 

laser beam. This is the typical size of a virus or DNA. “The optical tweezer holds 

the plasmonictweezer and the plasmonic tweezers trap our target nanoparticles, 

therefore tweezer (plasmonic) in tweezer (optical),” says SouvikGhosh, first author 

of the paper.

“The technique is ready for real world applications,” says Prof. AmbarishGhosh, in 
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whose lab the research was carried out. “Simplicity and ease of implementation are 

the biggest USPs for this device. It is patented and we are already in discussion with 

a company for licensing.”
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Retrieved antiquities go on display at Delhi’s PuranaQila

A collection of antiques that have been retrieved and confiscated over 

the years went on display at the PuranaQilacomplex , with Culture 

Minister Prahlad Singh Patel inaugurating the new gallery set up by the 

Archaeological Survey of India.

The gallery houses 195 antiques that range from the proto-historic to the 

modern period and include stone and metal sculptures, coins, paintings, 

ivory and copper artefacts. A total of nine antiquities at the gallery have 

been retrieved from other countries, an ASI official said.

Among the exhibits is a standing image of Sridevi from the Chola 

dynasty period that was seized by the United States’ Homeland Security 

from the smuggler SubhashKapoor and returned to India during Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi’s trip in 2016. A standing Buddha returned by the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York in 1999 and a marble sculpture 

of Brahma-Brahmani that was stolen from the open-air museum at Rani-

ki-Vav in Gujarat in 2001 and recovered from the UK in 2012 are also on 

display.

Talking to the media after opening the gallery, Mr. Patel said: “We have 

been able to recover more antiques in the past five years than in the past 

50 years due to the good relations with other countries.”

The gallery is a part of the central antiquity collection at the PuranaQila, 
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where a total of 2,72,824 antiques are stored, the statement said. Of those, 

4,144 antiques have been confiscated or retrieved by authorities.

Keeladi findings traceable to 6th century BCE: report
“This finding suggests that the society in Keeladi had used animals 

predominantly for agricultural purposes,” Mr. Udhayachandran said.

Tamil-Brahmi potsherds

Fifty-six Tamil-Brahmi inscribed potsherds were recovered from the site of 

excavation conducted by the TNAD alone, the report stated. Pottery specimens 

from Keeladi sent to the Earth Science Department of Pisa University, Italy, 

through Vellore Institute of Technology for mineral analysis, confirmed that 

water containers and cooking vessels were shaped out of locally available 

raw materials. “Recovery of 10 spindle whorls, 20 sharply pinpointed bone 

tip tools used for design creations, hanging stones of the yarn, terracotta 

spheres, copper needle and earthen vessels to hold liquid clearly attest to 

the various stages of weaving industry from spinning, yarning, looming and 

weaving and later for dyeing,” the report added. While three excavations were 

undertaken by the Archaeological Survey of India, the fourth excavation was 

undertaken by the TNAD. The fifth excavation by the latter is under way.

DadasahebPhalke award for Amitabh Bachchan
The country’s highest film honour, the DadasahebPhalke award, conferred for 

“outstanding contribution for the growth and development of Indian cinema” 

will be presented this year to Amitabh Bachchan.

The award, very appropriately comes in the year that marks Mr. Bachchan’s 

golden jubilee in cinema.

He made his debut in 1969 with Khwaja Ahmad Abbas’ Saat Hindustani about 

seven Indians attempting to liberate Goa from Portuguese colonial rule. The 
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same year he also did the voiceover for MrinalSen’sBhuvanShome , one of the 

earliest films of Indian parallel cinema. Interestingly, the DadasahebPhalke 

award itself was first presented in the year of Mr. Bachchan’s debut. It was 

introduced by the government in 1969 to commemorate the “father of Indian 

cinema” who directed Raja Harishchandra (1913), India’s first feature film, 

and it was awarded for the first time to Devika Rani, “the first lady of Indian 

cinema.” One of the most influential figures in Indian cinema for the past five 

decades, Mr. Bachchan, with four national awards and 15 Filmfare trophies 

behind him, has had a many-splendoured stint in the world of entertainment. 

The award comprises a Swarna Kamal (Golden Lotus), a shawl and a cash 

prize of Rs. 1,000,000.

Food insecurity affects children’s learning

With the introduction of SarvaShikshaAbhiyan and the mid-day meal scheme, 

there has been an increase in the number of children enrolling in schools. 
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But new research says that Indian children are not able to perform well in 

their studies due to widespread food insecurity at home.

An international team from U.K. and India looked at data collected by Young 

Lives, a UK- and India-based research study of over 1,900 schoolchildren in 

Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.

The team examined how the experience of food insecurity at home at ages 

5, 8 and 12 years affected children’s performance in studying maths, reading 

the local language, vocabulary skills and English ability in adolescence (12 

years old).

Crucial pattern

The study published in Economics of Education Review shows that children 

whose families struggled with their food needs during different stages of 

childhood performed less well in all the four tests in adolescence compared 

to their peers.

The link between food insecurity at home and learning was more pronounced 

for those children who experienced chronic food insecurity and/or experienced 

it during early childhood (at 5 years).

Further, transitory spells of food insecurity at home did not affect the kids’ 

test scores in reading and vocabulary, but their mathematical skills were still 

affected. This suggests that children may be able to bounce back from short-

term food insecurity in some learning domains, but not in others.

Early intervention

The researchers ask for early intervention from the government. “Because 

some curriculum is cumulative, it may be difficult for children who experience 

childhood food insecurity to catch up on learning later,” explains Dr. 

ElisabettaAurino, from Imperial College Business School, London, and the 

lead author of the work, in an email to The Hindu. She adds that teaching at 

the right level and remedial education programmes can also help children 
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who have fallen behind to catch up with peers.

“Studies have shown that mid-day meal schemes can improve learning and 

classroom effort. Expanding this programme to include breakfast for children 

at higher risk of food insecurity or in the lean season may prevent hunger and 

its negative repercussions on child cognition,” she adds.

“Our findings highlight how even very early experiences of food insecurity 

can have a lasting impact on outcomes across the life course,” one of study 

authors Dr. Jasmine Fledderjohann, from Lancaster University adds.

Dr. SukumarVellakkal from BITS Pilani KK Birla,Goa Campus says, 

“Increased budget allocation and effective implementation of the Integrated 

Child Development Services programme would be also welcome. Also, the 

nutritional value needs to be enhanced. Community kitchens for provisioning 

free food for needy populations are another initiative worth considering in this 

regard, which could be provisioned and run through local bodies.” He is one 

of the authors of the paper.

Impact on economy

The researchers add that experiencing food insecurity at home during 

childhood can affect India’s economy through lower human capital 

accumulation. “There are plenty of economic studies that show that countries 

with better-educated workforces are more capable of innovating and grow 

at a faster pace than countries with lower human capital stock. If children 

from food-insecure households tend to learn less at school, a country is not 

reaching its potential in terms of human capital, thus hampering its economic 

performance,” adds Dr. Aurino.

As this is a study on a very small population, the team suggests regular 

surveys that measure food insecurity among households with children across 

the whole of India are needed, as this will allow for tracking the state of 

household food insecurity over time and devise locally-appropriate remedial 

measures.
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The deep ties between Gandhi and the American civil rights 
movement
Mahatma Gandhi 150th Birth Anniversary: How the American civil rights 

movement adapted Gandhian ideas for their struggle.

Martin Luther King Jr and wife Coretta Scott King with Jawaharlal Nehru on 

their visit to India in 1959.

Though Martin Luther King Jr has long been recognised as the public face of 

the American civil rights movement, and, in modern times, has been linked 

to Gandhi and Nelson Mandela to constitute something like a triumvirate 

of “prophets of non-violence”, this genealogy is not without problems. In 

South Africa, Mandela, among the founders of the Umkhonto we Sizwe, the 

armed wing of the African National Congress (ANC), had a highly ambivalent 

relationship with Gandhi and the larger question of non-violence. He was 

primarily responsible for adopting the position, as stated in the manifesto of 

Umkhonto we Sizwe, that “we felt that without violence there would be no way 

open to the African people to succeed in their struggle against the principle 

of white supremacy.” But nothing one might say in this regard mitigates 

Mandela’s magnanimous resolve, which truly signifies the Gandhian phase in 

his life, to forgo revenge against the architects of Apartheid and his people’s 

tormentors.

The picture, with respect to the American civil rights movement, is complicated 
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for a different set of reasons, revolving around the fact that King comes at the 

tail end of a five-decade long African-American encounter with Gandhi. The 

call for a “Negro Gandhi” had first issued forth in 1920 by the extraordinary 

black intellectual, WEB Du Bois, and this call would be taken up by two 

generations of black writers, theologians, educators, and activists and large 

segments of an exceptionally active African-American press. Du Bois used 

the pages of his journal The Crisis to advance the cause of the “coloured 

races”, and in nearly 20 articles on Gandhi, written over a span of four 

decades, he championed him as the bellwether and grand hope of anti-

colonial struggles that Du Bois hoped would lead to the end of racism and 

the creation of a more just and equitable world. 

Du Bois was not without his doubts about the efficaciousness of Gandhian 

mass action in the United States: witness, for example, his 1943 debate with 

Ralph Templin of the Harlem Ashram, where Du Bois argued that fasting, 

prayer, and the idea of self-sacrifice had been “bred into the very bone of 

Indians” for over 3,000 years and were unlikely to be accepted by large 

numbers of people in a political cause in the US. However, a year after the 

Montgomery bus boycott of 1956, Du Bois wrote a lengthier piece, Gandhi 

and the American Negroes, which he ends with an affirmation of his belief 

that “real human equality and brotherhood in the United States will only come 

under the leadership of another Gandhi.”

A number of other different strands in the African-American engagement with 

Gandhi can be identified as well. The white Unitarian minister, John Haynes 

Holmes, set the tone for a particular view of Gandhi as a “brown Christ” 

when he delivered a sermon from the pulpit of the Community Church of 

New York in 1921 called “Who is the Greatest Man in the World Today?” He 

would be joined in his assessment by black theologians such as Benjamin 

Mays, Howard Thurman, and Mordecai Johnson. Second, there was a keen 

recognition on the part of black thinkers that the situation of their people in the 
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American South was rather analogous to that of Indians under colonial rule. 

A pernicious system of “caste” hierarchy was thought to be behind slavery 

as much as Indian social structures; moreover, just as Gandhi objected to 

the deliberate emasculation of Indians by the British, so black leaders often 

dwelled on how slavery had stripped the black man of his manliness. Third, 

black thinkers found Gandhi’s distinction between non-violence of the strong 

and non-violence of the weak particularly compelling.

It was the genius of the so-called “civil rights movement” that it actualised 

these ideas into strategies of resistance that reflected local conditions, the 

histories of black people, and the fundamental difference that Indians were a 

“majority” in their country while blacks were a “minority” in their own. Though 

it is a large galaxy of names that comes to mind in thinking of how Gandhi’s 

ideas were deployed, by way of illustration we may think of Pauli Murray 

and the Reverend James Lawson. Murray was one of two black women who 

were arrested outside Petersburg, Virginia, in 1940 for defying segregations 

laws as they travelled by bus. By Murray’s own admission, her knowledge 

of satyagraha was “sketchy” and, yet, they “applied” what they “knew of 

satyagraha, on the spot.”

It would fall to Lawson, an African-American Methodist, to act as one of the 

principal tacticians of the civil rights movement and bring Gandhi’s ideas into 

play in the political arena. As a Methodist missionary who lived in Nagpur from 

1953-56, Lawson deepened his study of satyagraha and upon his return to the 

US, heeded King’s call to join him. It is in Nashville, Tennessee, that Lawson 

established what can well be called the first workshop of non-violence in Jim 

Crow South. He was determined to integrate the lunch counters in Nashville, 

and, in preparation, gathered students — among them John Lewis, Diane 

Nash, James Bevel, Bernard Lafayette, Marion Barry, all luminaries of the 

movement — around him in September 1958, whom he trained over the 

course of a year in non-violent civil action and resistance. Perhaps his most 
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celebrated protégé, Congressman John Lewis, who marched with King from 

Selma to Montgomery, described what happened in Lawson’s workshop in 

his book, Walking with the Wind: A Memoir of the Movement (1998): “We 

discussed and debated every aspect of Gandhi’s principles, from his concept 

of ahimsa…to satyagraha — literally, ‘steadfastness in truth,’ a grounding 

foundation of non-violent civil disobedience, of active pacifism.”

It is well to remember, however, that ordinary Americans, including white 

women rarely recognised for their part in the movement, also lent their voices 

to the narrative. Juliette Hampton Morgan, a librarian in the Montgomery 

public library system, witnessed the gross mistreatment of black passengers 

on the city’s buses. She wrote frequently to express her outrage at the 

city’s segregation statutes. Eleven days after Rosa Parks was arrested on 

December 1, 1955 for refusing to move to the back of the bus, the Montgomery 

Advertiser published a letter by Morgan. Likening the bus boycott — which 

brought King to the attention of America — to the Dandi march, Morgan 

said that the “Negroes of Montgomery seem to have taken a lesson from 

Gandhi…Their own task is greater than Gandhi’s, however, for they have 

greater prejudice to overcome.”

That earned her the notoriety among many of Montgomery’s white citizens. 

In January 1957, the editor of the Tuscaloosa News, Buford Boone, came to 

Montgomery and spoke forcefully against the racism and violence directed 

at the black community. Our “‘Southern way of life’ must inevitably change”, 

wrote Morgan in appreciation: “I had begun to wonder if there were any men 

in the state — any white men — with…any good will, and most especially the 

moral courage to express it.” She started receiving hate mail and obscene 

phone calls; a cross was burned in her front yard. On July 17, Morgan’s 

mother found her dead, an empty bottle of sleeping pills by her bedside 

with a suicide note: “I am not going to cause any more trouble to anybody.” 

Morgan’s life is a testament to the courage of common people. She stands 
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forth as a striking exemplification of what, following Gandhi, we can call the 

extraordinariness of the ordinary.

VinayLal is professor of history at UCLA. This article appeared in the print 

edition with the headline ‘They had a dream’

Obesity and under nutrition coexist, finds study

Nearly 10% of children in the age group of 5-9 years and adolescents in the 

age group of 10-19 years are pre-diabetic, 5% are overweight and another 

5% suffer from blood pressure. These are among the key findings of the 

first-ever national nutrition survey conducted by the Centre, yet to be made 

public, providing for the first time hard evidence of the coexistence of obesity 

and undernutrition, among school going children.

The Comprehensive National Nutrition Survey conducted by the Ministry 

of Health and Family Welfare and UNICEF between February 2016 and 

October 2018 is the first study undertaken to measure malnutrition, including 

micronutrient deficiencies through biochemical measures such as blood and 

urine samples, anthropometric data as well as details of non-communicable 

diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, cholesterol and kidney function in 

children and adolescents.

The National Family Health Survey (NFHS), however, collects anthropometric 

data (weight for age, height for age, weight for height, mid-upper arm 
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circumference) to measure prevalence of stunting, wasting and underweight 

and household dietary intake to measure deficiencies.

Moreover, these are collected for children in the age group of 1-5 years and 

adults, but not for school going children between the age of 5 and 19 years.

The study exclusively accessed by The Hindu found prevalence of indicators 

of non-communicable diseases alongside indicators of undernutrition shown 

by various NFHS surveys such as stunting, wasting and underweight.

A quarter of 5-9 and 10-19 year-olds were thin for their age, one in five children 

5-9 years’ old were stunted. A total of 1.12 lakh children and adolescents (0-

19 years) were surveyed for height and weight measurements and 51,029 

children (1-19 years) for biological samples.

Due to the seriousness of these findings, there has been concern expressed 

by medical practitioners and nutrition experts on the delay by the government 

in releasing the study. On September 3, the Ministry held a video-conference 

with National Health Missions of all States to discuss the study and many 

have been waiting for it to be released.

An official of the Directorate General of Health Services said the report is likely 

to be made public any day. However, many closely involved with the study 

said the delay by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare is inexplicable 

as the findings have been known for nearly six months and both NITI Aayog 

and the Prime Minister’s Office had given their assent for making them 

public. With September being observed as PoshanMaah or Nutrition month, 

many argued that not all findings may be palatable to the Centre, forcing it to 

postpone releasing the study.

Health policy experts said the study showed that the government will have to 

focus on obesity alongside under nutrition as part of its Nutrition Mission.


